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Abstract 

This thesis investigates microseismic P-wave arrival time detection performance of automatic 

picking algorithms, as well as the handpicking performance of human experts. The data set used 

in this project was collected from Malmberget mine (LKAB, Sweden) and the handpicked P-

wave arrivals were prepared by multiple expert analysts from the Institute of Mine Seismology 

(IMS). Characterization of the event records in the data set was completed including the 

magnitude distribution of the events, noise content of the traces, and frequency spectrum of the 

traces. Three promising automatic P-wave picking algorithms from previous seismological 

research were investigated: the short-term average to long-term average ratio detector 

(STA/LTA), the characteristic function detector (CF), and the autoregressive modelling detector 

(ARfpe). Several versions of each algorithm were implemented, and the most promising versions 

were tested on the full dataset of microseismic events. The STA/LTA algorithm and CF algorithm 

were superior to the ARfpe algorithm in terms of accuracy and percentage of false negatives 

(missed P-wave arrival time picks). The analyst P-wave arrival times were compared and 

statistical distributions of the analyst P-wave arrival time differences were studied. The analyst P-

wave arrival time difference and algorithm P-wave arrival time difference were defined as the 

mean analyst P-wave arrival time minus the specific analyst P-wave arrival time pick or the 

specific algorithm P-wave arrival time pick. The analyst and algorithm P-wave arrival time 

differences were combined into separate statistical distributions and compared. The analyst P-

wave arrival time distribution lengths varied by a factor of 5, and the percentage of outliers in the 

distribution varied between 12% and 32%. The STA/LTA algorithm had comparable distribution 

statistics to the worst analyst P-wave arrival in terms of median value, distribution length, and 

percentage of outliers. However when the number of traces with automatic P-wave picks within 

the analyst handpicking range was calculated the STA/LTA algorithm had only 32.0% of picks 

and the CF algorithm had only 11.6% of picks.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Automatic Seismic Event Picking 

1.1 Motivation of Research 

As underground mines continue to develop deeper in the earth’s crust, rock fracturing caused by 

stress at depth and stress changes from mining activities is increasingly becoming an operational 

challenge as well as a design challenge. Ground movement from seismic events and rockbursts 

can endanger employees working underground, and cause considerable damage to development 

and equipment in the mine. To mitigate the risk of harm to employees and assets, many deep 

mines have installed microseismic arrays to monitor seismic activity throughout their mine. 

Technical contractors who specialize in microseismic array installation will install a series of 

ground motion sensors, install the proper data acquisition systems, and coordinate with the mine’s 

IT department to link the data acquisition system with the mine computer network. The 

microseismic installation company will commonly offer monitoring and consulting services in 

addition to their installation services (ESG Solutions, 2012; Institute of Mine Seismology, 2012). 

The consulting services of microseismic installation company IMS includes manual P-wave and 

S-wave picking to calculate the event location, and source parameters, and to classify the event as 

seismic event or blast  (Institute of Mine Seismology, 2012). Mine sites use the location and 

magnitude of microseismic events to judge which areas of the mine are at risk of rockbursts and 

adjust development or operations accordingly. Source parameters such as fault-plane solutions are 

used to understand the mechanisms which cause seismic activity. 

 

Microseismic networks in seismically active mines can record over 1000 events per day with each 

event generating multiple trace records. Each sensor hit by an event will generate one record for 
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each direction (component) monitored. This produces a large volume of trace records which need 

P and S-wave arrival times to be accurately picked in order to calculate the event location and 

magnitude. To make more advanced calculations such as focal mechanism the trace record also 

needs a P-wave and S-wave polarities. The current best practice for P-wave and S-wave arrival 

time picking for achieving arrival time accuracy is to have experienced analysts pick the P-wave 

and S-wave arrival time from the microseismic traces. This is called “handpicking” the arrival 

times. Handpicking arrival times is very time consuming and costly and with the increasing 

volume of seismic data available it is unrealistic to handpick the arrival times for all traces 

recorded at a mine site. Seismic wave detection is the process of identifying P and S phases in 

seismic traces. Seismic phases can be identified by a change in amplitude, frequency content, and 

polarity of the trace. Seismic traces can be contaminated by various types of noise which make 

phase identification difficult for program automatic phase picking and analyst handpicking. 

Signal filtering is used to improve phase identification on traces by removing specific information 

from the original trace. 

 

If it were possible to create a computer program that could pick the P-wave arrival time with the 

same accuracy as an analyst it would be possible for mine sites to have all (or almost all) of their 

trace data available with P-wave arrival times. The mine sites could use this data to better define 

the event locations in their mine and to create ground velocity models of the mine site. There are 

also many areas of seismological research which require large quantities of traces with well 

picked P-wave arrival times. For example, research which requires large quantities of P-wave 

microseismic data includes stress field modeling, fault and joint location modeling, and focal 

mechanism calculations (Rowe, et al., 2001). There is a considerable amount of published work 
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on automatic arrival time picking programs which has been reviewed in Chapter 3. Despite the 

work done on creating and testing automatic arrival time picking programs there has only been 

limited success by each program.  

1.1.1 Outline of Thesis Report 

This thesis applies several different methods of automatic picking of P-wave arrival times for 

microseismic records, and compares the performance of each method. Three automatic P-wave 

picking algorithms are tested on a set of microseismic event data from LKAB Malmberget mine 

in northern Sweden. The data set contained both event records and blast records. The automatic 

P-wave picking algorithms created were aimed at event P-wave arrival detection and only tested 

on the event records. The automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested are: short-time and long-

time amplitude comparison (STA/LTA), characteristic function amplitude comparison (CF), and 

autoregressive modelling comparison (ARfpe). 

 

Chapter 2 of this thesis introduces basic seismology terms to help the reader understand 

microseismic P-wave picking as well as an overview of parametric and non-parametric statistical 

measures used to compare handpicking and automatic P-wave picking algorithms. Chapter 3 

consists of a literature review, encompassing research on automatic P-wave picking of local 

events as well as signal filtering for seismic traces. In Chapter 4 the data set used in the project is 

introduced along with analysis of the sensor responses, sensor frequencies, and waveform 

frequency content. In Chapter 6 a statistical analysis of the available set of handpicked P-wave 

arrival times as chosen by 16 analysts is presented. In Chapter 7 the implementation of the P-

wave picking algorithms in this thesis research is described, and various versions of each 

algorithm are tested on a subset of microseismic events. The handpicked P-wave arrival times are 
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then compared to the best performing versions of each automatic P-wave picking algorithm in 

Chapter 7. In addition, in Chapter 7, the best performing version of each algorithm is tested on the 

full data set of LKAB Malmberget microseismic events and the automatic P-wave picking 

accuracy is compared using the same statistical tests as discussed in Chapter 2 and used on the 

handpicked P-wave arrivals in Chapter 6. The conclusion chapter of the thesis includes a 

discussion of the expected accuracy of handpicked P-wave arrival times and recommendations on 

how to improve the automatic P-wave picking algorithms.  
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Chapter 2:  Background on Seismology and Statistics 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides background information that is needed to understand the importance of 

automatic seismic wave picking and the importance of seismic monitoring in underground mines. 

It will also provide information on seismology terms and outline statistical tests which are used to 

compare the accuracy of automatic P-wave picking algorithms later in this report.  

2.2 Seismology Background 

Two types of seismic body waves are produced by seismic events: P-waves (pressure waves) and 

S-waves (shear waves). The P-wave arrival is first on seismic records followed by the S-wave 

arrival. The P-wave is usually stronger on the vertical or radial component of the seismic record 

and the S-wave is stronger on the horizontal components due to the polarization of ground 

movement.  

 

There are two categories of seismic events recorded by networks across the world: man-made 

events such as blasts, and hydraulic fracturing and natural events such as earthquakes, volcanic 

tremors, and underground cave collapses. Seismic monitoring of man-made events can be used 

for mineral exploration, creating velocity models and mapping rock fractures. While monitoring 

of man-made events and identifying volcanic tremors have many practical applications those 

seismic monitoring applications are not the focuses of this thesis. This thesis focuses on 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms used on natural events induced by the production in 

underground mines. Many automatic P-wave picking algorithms have been developed or used on 
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regional or teleseismic events. The difference between regional and local events and 

microseismic mining events is discussed in the next section of this chapter. 

2.2.1 Type of Earthquakes: teleseismic, regional, local, microseismic 

Earthquakes can be classified by the hypocentral distance measured between the event source 

hypocentre and the sensor location where the event is recorded. The four types are: teleseismic, 

regional, local, and microseismic.  

 

Teleseismic events (usually very strong events) have long trace records, create wave paths 

through the mantle and the core, and can be measured at distances of several thousand kilometers. 

Regional earthquakes tend to be shallower events located in the earth’s crust. Regional 

earthquakes have wave paths through the crust and upper mantle, and are typically recorded 

within 2000 km of the source. In teleseismic events and regional event records there are several 

wave pulses created from the interaction of the pressure and shear waves with the crust and 

mantle boundaries. The wave arrivals are called P-phase and S-phase arrivals. The teleseismic 

event traces shown in Figure 2-1 have a time duration ranging from 2 minutes to 20 minutes 

depending on how close the seismic sensor is to the event and the traces show various phase 

arrivals including P-wave, PP, PKP, S-wave, SS, etc. Figure 2-1 shows the ray paths of a 

teleseismic event and the traces recorded for the event. Figure 2-2 shows the ray path of a 

regional event.  
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Figure 2-1: Model of the Earth’s interior and teleseismic ray paths from a 1994 Northridge 

earthquake. (http://www.usarray.org/files/docs/pubs/es_proj_plan.pdfpage) 

 

Figure 2-2: The ray path of a regional earthquake event shown on a cross section of the 

earth. (http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/waves/WaveDemo.htm) 
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Figure 2-3: Ray paths of local seismic events as they move through the earth's crust and 

mantle. (Shearer, 1999) 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Waveforms of local seismic events showing various P-wave and S-wave arrivals. 

(Dineva et al, 2007) 
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The event duration of local earthquakes is shorter than regional earthquakes and the events are 

recorded within 500 km of the source. Local earthquakes have seismic ray paths which only 

travel through the crust and upper mantle. Figure 2-3 shows the ray path model of a local 

earthquake. The P-phases and S-phases found in local event records include PgSg – direct wave, 

Pn/Sn – phases refractions off the crust-mantle boundary (Figure 2-4).  

 

Microseismic events have similar waveforms to local events but usually only show two phase 

arrivals; the direct P-wave arrival and S-wave arrival. Seismic waves from microseismic events 

travel short distances between the source and sensor, and have very short duration trace records as 

shown in Figure 2-5.  

 

Figure 2-5: Comparison of microseismic traces from two different mines with sensors 

recording at different sampling rates. 
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The microseismic traces in Figure 2-5 are from two different events of different sizes, from two 

different mine sites, and from sensors with very different sampling rates. The trace from Mine1 

has a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and the trace from Mine 2 has a sampling rate of 20000Hz. That 

means ground motion movement in Mine2 is sampled 200 times more often than in Mine1. The 

two microseismic records in Figure 2-5 show the different durations of microseismic events in 

mining environments. The records also show clear P-wave arrivals but unclear S-wave arrivals 

which is common in microseismic trace records. The S-wave arrival is often hard to distinguish 

on microseismic traces because of the complexity of the environment through which the waves 

are travelling. The P-wave will be reflected or refracted off any rock openings which will result in 

P-wave coda peaks after the initial P-wave arrival and will continue within the S-wave arrival 

window. The P-wave coda and S-wave arrival waves often mesh making it difficult to determine 

the S-wave arrival time. 

 

Microseismic P-wave detection is difficult because of the variety of waveforms recorded on a 

single microseismic monitoring system. On one mine site the same microseismic system will 

record events with sudden P-wave arrivals, slow P-wave arrivals, and a variety of noise content. 

The system will record some large magnitude events with large amplitude waveforms which can 

saturate the trace record. Other events will have sudden P-wave arrival times which are easy to 

identify by the change in amplitude of the waveform. Events with sudden P-wave arrivals are 

often recorded by sensors close to the event hypocenter. Events recorded on sensors far from the 

event hypocenter can have gradual P-wave arrivals which are harder to identify by the change in 

amplitude. Microseismic event waveforms can also contain a variety of noise including drill 

vibrations and electrical noise (if the seismic cable is hung too close to the power cables 
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underground). The variety in waveform shapes makes it difficult to create a reliable and accurate 

automatic P-wave picking algorithm. 

2.2.2 Earthquake Location 

There are two ways to indicate the location of a seismic event, the hypocenter and the epicenter. 

The hypocenter is defined by the three coordinates - latitude, longitude, and depth coordinates of 

the event and the epicenter is the projection of the hypocenter location on the surface of the earth. 

The hypocenter is also called the focus and for teleseismic, regional, and local earthquakes it is 

located on the fault plane. Figure 2-6 shows the hypocenter, fault plane, and epicenter of an event.  

 

Figure 2-6: The focus or hypocenter of an earthquake located on a fault plane. The sketch 

also shows the epicenter of the events which is the hypocenter projected onto the surface of 

the earth. (http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/ozsvath/images/earthquake_focus.htm) 
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Figure 2-7: Epicenter location method (circle method) using distance information from 

multiple seismic stations to determine the epicenter of one event. Where Pg is the first p-

phase arrival and Sg is the first S-phase arrival. (http://gfzpublic.gfz-

potsdam.de/pubman/item/escidoc:43361/component/escidoc:56133/IS_11.1_rev1.pdf)  

The most common graphical method of finding the location of seismic events is by finding the 

intersection of circles where the radius of each circle is the distance measured between the event 

and the sensor at the center of the circle as seen in Figure 2-7. To find the event location using 

computer programs there are three types of information which are needed; the P-wave arrival 

time of the event from at least 3 sensors, the spatial coordinates of the sensors, and a velocity 

model of the area examined. The event arrival time for each sensor is a function of the sensor 

location, the event hypocenter location, and the event origin time.  

 

The event hypocenter program calculates the event hypocenter using several types of information 

such as origin time of a seismic event and the sensor coordinates where the event is recorded. The 

program requires three or more P-wave arrival times to calculate the hypocenter for the event. If 
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the hypocenter program is given more than three arrivals the series of equations is an over 

determined system. The computer program will then calculate a series of hypocenter locations 

and use the location with the lowest residual error. The hypocenter location equation used to 

calculate the distance from the sensor to the event is given in equation (2-1). The equation used to 

calculate the residual error as calculated from the difference between the observed phase arrival 

and the expected phase arrival for each sensor is given in equation (2-2).   

��� = ����, 	�, 
�, ��, 	�, 
�� + ��       (2-1) 

Where ti
c
 calculated arrival time at station i, T(xi,yi,zi) travel time as a function of the location, 

(xo,yo,zo) hypocenter, and origin time to.  

�� = ��� − ���          (2-2) 

Where ri is the residual error for each sensor, ti
0
 is the observed phase arrival time and ti

c
 is the 

calculated phase arrival time. 

 

The location equations are non-linear so they cannot be solved analytically. Instead the 

hypocenter can be solved using a grid search method or iterative method, such as the simplex 

method, using the event arrival time original pick and computer pick residuals as the measure of 

the optimal hypocenter solution. Location calculation errors can occur because of arrival time 

errors (P-wave and S-wave arrival picking time errors), velocity model errors which affect the 

distance calculations, and errors due to the station spatial configuration. Distance calculation 

errors cause by bias from the sensor station configuration in 3D space are not possible to fix when 

calculating the hypocenter of past events, however the P- and S-wave arrival times and the 

velocity models can be improved upon in order to improve hypocenter calculations.  
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2.2.3 Seismic Event Magnitudes and Seismic Moments 

The size of seismic events is often compared based on their magnitude. The magnitude equation 

used depends on the type of event, the duration of the event, and what type of event data is 

available (phase arrival, maximum amplitude, full waveform, etc.). A list of various magnitude 

equations most commonly used in seismological practice, the inputs needed, and the author 

references are included in Appendix A.  

 

The Richter scale was the first and is the most well-known magnitude scale for local earthquakes. 

It was introduced in 1935 by Charles Richter. This magnitude scale can also be used to measure 

the magnitude of mining events using the equation and parameters in equation (2-3).    

�� = ������� − ��������        (2-3) 

Where A is the maximum amplitude of the seismic trace measured in micrometers, delta is the 

distance from the sensor to the event hypocenter, and logA0 is the calibration function. The 

Richter calibration function is based on the maximum amplitude of a seismic trace measured from 

a sensor 100km distance from the hypocenter of the seismic event. 

 

The approximate ground movement for microseismic mining events in each magnitude range is 

summarized in Table 2-1 below using the Richter magnitude to sort the events. The summary 

table is a good reference for individual use to link event magnitude numbers with a physical 

motion. 
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Table 2-1: A summary table of Richter magnitude of local mining events and the physical 

ground movement observed for each group of events. (Hudyma, 2008) 

 

 

The seismic moment is a static measure of earthquake size. It is defined as the product of the 

shear modulus G, the average slip��, and the fault area S:  

�� = � � �� � �         (2-4) 

The seismic moment represents the deformation of a seismic event within the rupture area (S). 

The seismic moment magnitude is calculated from the seismic moment using the equation: 
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�� = �
 �������� − !.#�        (2-5) 

where M0 is the seismic moment (J). (Bromann et al., 2002) 

 

The displacement spectrum of a point source is defined by the corner frequency and the 

amplitude low-frequency plateau, and the slope of the spectral amplitude decay (Brune, 1971). 

Figure 2-8 compares the source spectrum of displacement and velocity records for different 

magnitudes and shows how the corner frequency changes as the magnitude increases. The corner 

frequency is proportional to the inverse source dimension (fc~1/L), and the magnitude plateau 

increases as the event seismic moment (M0) increases, and the corner frequency decreases as the 

event seismic moment increases (fc ~M0
-3

) (Aki, 1967). 
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Figure 2-8: Displacement and Velocity Amplitude Spectrum. The plot labelled as UNE is for 

a 1kt nuclear explosion given for comparison. The magnitude lines show the magnitude and 

frequency relationship for a double couple event and the UNE line shows the relationship 

for an extension point event. (Bromann et al., 2002) 

2.2.4 Seismic Event Focal Mechanisms and Moment Tensor 

An event can be described as a slip on a fault, where displacement takes place on a plane inside 

an elastic medium. The focal mechanism of a shear-failure seismic event can be described as the 

orientation of the fault plane that slipped and an auxiliary plane which is perpendicular to the 

fault plan. It is also known as a fault-plane solution. Which one of the planes is the fault plane 

cannot be obtained from seismic data. Additional information is needed to distinguish the fault 

plane and auxiliary plane. A good fault plane solution (the solution for the focal mechanism) 

requires waveforms recorded from at least 10 sensors surrounding the event epicenter with good 
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spatial distribution (Oppenheimer, 2004). If the sensor array is not well positioned a larger 

number of traces should be used for calculation of the fault plane solution. The geometry of the 

two perpendicular fault planes (nodal planes) can be visualized as beach ball diagrams which 

show the nodal plans and the focal mechanism. The beach ball diagram represents a 

stereographical projection of the upper or lower hemisphere of a small sphere around the seismic 

source. 

The nodal planes divide the sphere into four quadrants, two compressional and two dilational 

ones. The most basic way to calculate the focal mechanism is to find the polarities of the P-wave 

first arrivals. The polarities are either positive for compressional movement (up waveform 

movement) or negative for dilatational movement (down waveform) as seen in Figure 2-9. The 

nodal planes separate the compressional and dilational quadrants.   

 

Figure 2-9: A sketch of the dilation and compression quadrants surrounding a seismic event 

and separated by the fault plane and auxiliary plane.  (Stein & Wysession, 2003) 
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This kind of pattern in the polarity distribution of P-waves (radiation pattern) corresponds to a 

mathematical double-couple model (Honda, 1962).  

 

There are three general types of faulting: strike slip, reverse faulting, and thrust faulting. Strike 

slip events cause horizontal movement along the fault. Reverse or thrust faulting causes the foot 

wall of the fault system to move upward. Thrust faults are typically steep faults so beach ball 

plots showing a steep fault plane are often assumed to be thrust faults. Normal faulting is when 

the hanging wall of the fault system moved downward. In Figure 2-10 the beach ball plots of the 

major types of faulting and a sketch of each type of fault are shown. 
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Figure 2-10: The beach ball plots of each type of fault movement and a sketch of each type 

of movement. The P axis is the quadrant with compressive forces (positive polarity) and the 

T axis is the quadrant with dilation forces (negative polarity) (Oppenheimer, 2004). 

 

The moment tensor is a general representation in the deformation of the seismic source. For 

natural earthquakes it is used mainly to provide information on fault plane parameters (strike, dip, 
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and rake of the fault) of the double couple model of earthquakes. The MT inversion also carries 

information of the source of seismic waves in a more general form, including non-double couple 

(NDC) component in earthquake sources and in mining-induced seismicity (Gibowicz, Young, 

Talebi, & Rawlence, 1991).  

2.2.5 Types of Events in Mining Environments 

Large microseismic events can cause damage to development in underground mines if the ground 

support is not sufficient to withstand the ground movement caused by the event. Six types of 

ground movement which generate events and cause damage in underground mines; cavity 

collapse, pillar bursts, tensional faults, normal faults, thrust faults and shallow thrust faulting 

were defined by Hasegawa et al (1989) for the Canadian mines. The 3D seismic radiation patterns 

for each one of these types of events is shown in Figure 2-11 with sketches of each type of 

ground movement (Sileny & Milev, 2008). Some mining events such as cavity collapse, pillar 

bursts, and strain bursts are caused directly by mining activity. Other types of events such as 

thrust faulting are not directly caused by mining activities but occur along near-by pre-existing 

faults due to stress redistribution due to mining. 
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Figure 2-11: Sketches of the six types of ground movement and the 3D seismic radiation 

plots of each type of event. The ground movement sketches were by Hasegawa et al (1989) 

and the radiation plots were by Sileny & Milev (2008). On the radiation plots the blue lobes 

show dilation of the surrounding rock mass and the red lobes shows compression of the 

surrounding rock mass. (Hasegawa et al., 1989, Sileny & Milev, 2008) 

 

Red Lake Gold Mine, Goldcorp’s flagship underground gold mine is one of the deepest and most 

seismically active mines in Canada. It defines large microseismic events based on the main cause 

of the event. The events are categorized into three categories; an event is either caused by mine 

geometry, geology, or structure. Figure 2-12, Figure 2-13, and Figure 2-14 below are sketches of 

these three categories of large microseismic events.  
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Figure 2-12: A sketch of a strain burst event caused by adverse geology in the drift 

walls/floor/back. Mining through dykes or talc are examples of adverse geology (Mercer, 

Engineer at Knight Piesold, 2008). 

 

Figure 2-13: A sketch of the stresses on a pillar created by mine geometry which can cause a 

pillar burst event (Mercer, Engineer at Knight Piesold, 2008). 
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Figure 2-14: A sketch showing a local or regional fault near mine development. The fault is 

a structure which can cause seismic activity and damage to the development. Mining 

towards a fault can cause movement along the fault and seismic events at locations along the 

fault. Fault-slip events have a large potential to cause damage to development near the fault 

(Mercer, Engineer at Knight Piesold, 2008). 

2.3 Introduction to Parametric and Non-parametric Statistics 

Statistical distributions can be described by a few key statistical terms; population quartiles, 

interquartile range, standard deviation, and outlier. A population of data can be divided into four 

quartiles, the data range between the highest and lowest quartile is the interquartile range. The 

interquartile range is variable and contains one half of the total frequency of data points. 

Populations with data points which are very close together have a smaller interquartile range and 

populations with data points which are more spread apart have a wider interquartile range. The 

interquartile range is often used to compare the dispersion of data sets. The standard deviation of 

a data set is the positive square root of the variance. The variance is a measure of the dispersion 

of a data set. The variance is the mean square of the deviation between data points and the 
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average value of those data points. An outlier is the specific data points which do not fit within 

the distribution curve. The distribution curve is the length of the interquartile range and the 

outliers are those points which are further from the distribution mean than 1.5 times the 

interquartile range (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2013). 

2.3.1 Kruskal-Wallis Statistical Test 

The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric statistical comparison of several distributions based 

on a single characteristic difference between the distributions. The Kruskal-Wallis test has the 

null hypothesis “all samples are drawn from the same population or equivalently from different 

populations with the same global distribution” (The MathWorks Inc., 2012). Typically the null 

hypothesis is rejected when the p-value of the Kruskal-Wallis test is below 0.01 or 0.05 which 

corresponds to a 99% and 95% confidence interval respectively.  

 

The Kruskal-Wallis statistical test is run using MATLAB or other stats software. The Kruskal-

Wallis algorithm tests the Kruskal-Wallis null hypothesis that all distributions compared have the 

same median value by combining all distributions into a single sample of size N and ordering the 

combined distribution from smallest value to largest value keeping track of which value is from 

which distribution. Ranks are assigned to each value (1,2,…N) and the values are again separated 

into their original distributions keeping track of the rank values (1 to N). If the null hypothesis is 

correct each distribution will have equal rank sums because the rank values of the combined 

distribution are divided among all groups equally. The Kruskal-Wallis test compares the expected 

rank sums of the distributions with the actual rank sums by calculating the rank sum difference 

for each distribution. If the tested distributions have the same median and distribution shape, the 

difference between the expected rank sums and the actual rank sums will be small. The Kruskal-
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Wallis statistic H gets larger and larger as the differences between the population medians 

increase. The Kruskal-Wallis test statistic, H, is a measure of the deviations between the observed 

rank sums and the expected rank sums. The total sum of ranks is calculated using equation (2-6).   

∑ %�% + #�/�%�'#          (2-6) 

Where N is the total number of ranks (Gibbons & Chakraborti, 2003).  

The Kruskal-Wallis distribution is approximately the chi-square distribution so the null 

hypothesis is rejected at the α level of significance if the test statistic (2-7) is less than the chi-

square value for the chosen α value (2-8) (Larsen & Marx, 1981). 

( = #�
)�)*#�∑ +.��), −  �)+ #�-�'#         (2-7) 

( ≥ /#01,-0#�           (2-8) 

Where k is the number of samples in the series, n is the sample value, i is the counter value, and 

Ri is the rank for that counter value. 

2.3.2 Friedman Statistical Test 

The Friedman statistical test is a non-parametric comparison of distributions with two changing 

variables. The Friedman statistical test compares the mean ranks of distribution based on one 

changing variable after adjusting the distribution ranks based on a second changing variable. A 

good example of distributions with differing characteristics that could be tested using the 

Friedman statistical test is two distributions from experimental data with a changing variable “A” 

and a specific number of repetitions for each test, known as variable “B”.  

��,- = 2+ 1� +3, + 4�,)         (2-9) 

Where µ is an overall location parameter, αi represents the column or variable A effect, βj 

represents the row or variable B effect, and εijn represents the error. 
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The Friedman test then calculates the test statistic G given in the equation below and compares 

the test value to the correct chi-square distribution value. The null hypothesis that all distributions 

tested are from the same global distribution is rejected when the test statistic is greater than the 

chi-square value at the given significance level α and number of repetitions n (Larsen & Marx, 

1981). 

� = #�
5)�)*#�∑ �.,� −  5�) + #�),'# ≥ /#01,)0#�       (2-10) 

where n>=2 treatments are ranked independently within b blocks to perform the Friedman 

statistical test each distribution with the same treatment (jth treatment) is combined and ranked as 

r.j j=1,2,…n to be the rank sum of the jth treatment. A table of the degrees of freedom and the 

sum of squares for various statistics in the Friedman test are included in Appendix A. 

2.3.3 Parametric Statistical Test 

The one-way ANOVA looks for a difference between the distributions with one changing 

variable between them and the two-way ANOVA tests for differences between distributions with 

two changing variables. The two-way ANOVA test calculates the p-value and variance between 

the distribution means as sorted by variable “A”, and variable “B”. The two-way ANOVA test 

also calculates if there is an interaction effect between variable “A” and variable “B” which 

effects the distribution mean values. Each value is the ANOVA distribution can be defined based 

on the distribution average or mean value and error effect. The distribution modelling equation is 

given in equation (2-11). 

6�, = 2+ 7, + 8��,�         (2-11) 

Where µ is the overall average effect of k levels, τj is the differential effect of level j relative to µ, 

and ε is the random error (Larsen & Marx, 1981). 
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The ANOVA statistical test assumes all distributions tested are normally distributed and 

calculates the variance of the distributions based on the null hypothesis that all distributions tested 

have the same mean value. The ANOVA distribution is based on the assumptions that; a) Yij’s are 

independent and normally distributed with mean µj j=1,2,…k, b) variance σ
2
 is constant for all j 

and c) the distribution is the sum of fixed components µ, σ, and one or more random components 

(ex. ε). The reference equations for the two-way ANOVA statistical tests is given below, where 

variable “A” is equivalent to “Treatments” and variable “B” is equivalent to “Blocks”. The total 

sum of squares is the treatment sum of squares, block sum of squares, and error sum of squares in 

the 2-way ANOVA test.  

��� = ����9:�;9)�< + ��=>��-< + ��?       (2-12) 

����9:�;9)�< = 5∑ �	��. − 	�..��:�'#        (2-13) 

��=>��-< = :∑ �	�., − 	�..��5,'#         (2-14) 

��? = ∑ ∑ �	��, − 	�., − 	��. + 	�..��5,'#:�'#        (2-15) 

 

If the null hypothesis is true the mean squares is an unbiased estimator of sigma squared because 

under the null hypothesis each τi=0. If the null hypothesis is false the mean square of treatments 

estimates sigma sq. plus a positive term a, that incorporates variation due to the systematic 

difference in treatment means. The equations below are the mean square of treatments and the 

mean square error. 

����9:�;9)�< = ����9:�;9)�< �: − #�⁄        (2-16) 

��? = ��? [:�) − #�]⁄         (2-17) 
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The test statistic for the hypothesis of equal treatment means and the rejection criterion statement 

is stated below (2-18) and (2-19). The null hypothesis that all distributions tested have the same 

mean value is rejected when the test statistic F0 is greater than the f value at the α significance 

level (Montgomery, Runger, & Hubele, 2006). 

C� = ����9:�;9)�<��?          (2-18) 

D� > D1,:0#,�:0#��50#�         (2-19) 

2.3.4 Multiple Comparison Statistical Test 

The ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis, and Friedman statistical test will show if one distribution in the 

test series is significantly different from the others based on a decided confidence value. The null 

hypothesis that all distributions have the same mean/median value will be rejected if the p-value 

is below 0.05 for a 95% confidence value or below 0.01 for a 99% confidence value. To 

determine which distributions out of the set come from the same universal data set the 

distributions can be tested using a paired t-test or a multiple comparison test. For a simple t-test of 

one group mean against another an alpha=0.05 value was used for a 95% confidence interval 

which means the t-test will incorrectly find a significant difference between the paired 

distribution mean values 5% of the time. When several distributions are being compared, there 

are also many distribution pairs to be tested. If an ordinary t-test is applied for a comparison of 

several distributions, the 5% failure would apply to each pair of distributions tested so the chance 

of incorrectly finding a significant difference would increase dramatically with the number of 

comparisons made. Multiple comparison procedures are designed to provide an upper bound on 

the probability that any comparison will be incorrectly found significant by presenting all paired 

comparisons together and presenting the information in a way which can be easily understood.  
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The multiple comparison test divides the distribution group into pairs and compares how well 

each pair relates to one another by calculating the difference between each distribution mean or 

median rank and looking at the mean error values. If the total number of data series compared is 

n, the multicompare function makes n(n-1)/2 comparison calculations. The comparison equation 

and multiple comparison test statistic Z equation are given below. 

F+� −+,F ≥ 
∗H-)�) + #�/I         (2-20) 

J�, = F+��0+�,F
K[%�%*#� #�]⁄ �# )�⁄ *# ),⁄ �        (2-21) 

Where z* is the negative of the α/n(n-1) quartile of the standard normal distribution. The error 

value α is generally chosen to be larger than in the typical hypothesis testing situation, as around 

0.15 or 0.20, because so many comparisons are being made.  

 

The multiple comparison procedure calculates a paired test statistic based on the rank of two 

groups and the normal distribution error value defined by z* and based on the chosen significance 

level.  


∗ = 
1/{)�)0#��         (2-22) 

Where the [α/n(n-1)]st quartile is the upper standard normal quartile. The multiple comparison 

procedure says: if Zij exceeds z*, the two groups are declared to be significantly different 

(Gibbons & Chakraborti, 2003). 

 

Using MATLAB a multiple comparison statistical test can be applied to Kruskal-Wallis, 

Friedman, or ANOVA statistical results using the “multicompare” function. The “multicompare” 

function in MATLAB calculates the distribution mean or median rank and standard deviations, 
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which are equal for all distributions. When the ANOVA statistics is used as the input to the 

“multicompare” function the mean values of each distribution are plotted as a scatter plot with 

error bars the length of the standard deviation. When the Friedman or Kruskal-Wallis test statistic 

is used as the input the median ranks of each distribution are plotted on a scatter plot with a rank 

standard deviation around each median rank. When the Friedman or Kruskal-Wallis statistical test 

is used as an input to the multiple comparison test the test calculates a ranking error value and 

plots the distribution ranks with an error bar length equal to the calculated distribution rank error. 

It is important to note the rank error standard deviation can be used to compare the distribution 

ranks and determine which distributions do not fit with the rest but the rank error is not equivalent 

to the confidence interval of the statistical test (The MathWorks Inc., 2012).  
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Chapter 3:  Literature Review on P-wave Picking and Signal Filtering 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will review several signal filtering methods and several automatic P-wave picking 

algorithms which were the basis and inspiration for the microseismic P-wave picking algorithms 

discussed in Chapter 6.  This chapter will also discuss previous research which compares analyst 

P-wave arrival times, often referred to as handpicked P-wave arrivals, with automatic P-wave 

picking done by computer algorithms. There are some signal filtering methods discussed in this 

chapter which have not been tested on the Malmberget microseismic data set but could be 

examined in future microseismic P-wave picking research. 

 

Many seismological research projects depend on large quantities of seismic records (waveforms) 

with accurately picked phase arrival times. Some examples are: project for identifying the North 

Island – New Zealand subduction zone (Reading, Mao, & Gubbins, 2001) and locating joint 

features at the Soultz Geothermal Reservoir (Rowe, et al., 2001). The desire by seismologists to 

have large quantities of well picked arrival times has been the motivation for creating automatic 

phase picking algorithms since the 1970’s. Early automatic picking methods were designed using 

simple calculations such as amplitude averaging, in order to keep computing time for each trace 

short and to detect seismic phases in real time. With the increased computing power now 

available automatic picking algorithms are able to pre-filter data and perform more complex 

computations in real time.  

 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the simplest and most common methods used to detect 

seismic phases. Due to their complexity seismic phase picking algorithms which require 
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extensive statistical calculations are outside the scope of this project. As discussed in Chapter 1, 

the goal of this project is to find automatic phase picking algorithms that can be used on any 

microseismic trace. For this reason algorithms that use site specific ground velocity models were 

not investigated.  

 

There are several comparative surveys of seismic phase picking algorithms available in the 

literature. Withers et al (1998)  compared event detection algorithms in four categories; those 

operating in the time domain, those operating in the frequency domain, those looking at particle 

motion, and those using adaptive window length processing. Sleeman and van Eck (1998) 

compared autoregressive phase picking with short term average to long term average (STA/LTA). 

Leonard (2000) compared analyst P-wave arrival picks with STA/LTA and autoregressive phase 

picking.  Bai and Kennett (2000) combined three phase detection algorithms: energy analysis, 

instantaneous frequency, and autoregressive representation, to optimize event detection.  

 

The majority of the research papers which compare automatic P-wave picking algorithms use 

local event traces which have lower frequency waveforms and longer event durations relative to 

microseismic waveforms. The majority of automatic P-wave picking studies test the automatic P-

wave picking performance of the algorithms against handpicked P-wave arrival times. By using 

handpicked P-wave arrival times as the basis of comparison such studies assume the handpicked 

P-wave arrival time to be the correct P-wave arrival time. The accuracy of this assumption has 

not been investigated when applied to microseismic events. Several of the research papers 

discussed in this chapter investigates analyst P-wave picking performance (handpicking) for local 

events. 
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3.2 Comparison of Automatic P-wave Picking and Analyst P-wave Picking 

The performance of automatic phase picking algorithms is often determined by the difference 

between the algorithm phase arrival time and the handpicked phase arrival time. Because the 

handpicked phase arrival times are used as a ‘true’ phase arrival time in algorithm testing it is 

important to determine the accuracy of handpicked arrival times as a performance goal for 

automatic phase picking algorithms. Chapter 5 of this report investigates the performance of 14 

analysts on microseismic P-wave picking. These investigations are to determine the standard 

deviation of analyst P-wave picking and the expected accuracy of handpicking arrival times. 

 

It is common for analyst handpicking to be performed by looking at multiple traces from a single 

event so the analyst can use both the waveform shape and the visual correlation between the 

phase arrival times from the other traces to help choose the correct P-phase and S-phase arrival 

for each trace. Microseismic waveform visualization software such as the ESG visualizer 

(WaveVis) organize the traces for each event based on which sensors are first hit by the seismic 

wave (ESG Solutions, 2013). The sensors which are hit first are closest to the event and the 

sensors hit later are further from the event. The P-phase and S-phase arrivals are a function of the 

hypocentral distance (travel time curve). These curves can also be used to help choose the correct 

wave arrival times for traces with noise or wave codas which hide phase arrivals. The ESG 

WaveVis software also allows users to apply frequency filters to raw data (ESG Solutions, 2013). 
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Figure 3-1: An example of the ESG WaveVis software interface. (ESG Solutions, 2013) 

An example of microseismic event waveforms seen on the ESG WaveVis program is shown in 

Figure 3-1 and an example of local event waveforms is shown in Figure 3-2. The shifted phase 

arrivals as the distance increases between the event epicenter and the seismic sensor is the travel 

time curve for the event.  
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Figure 3-2: Waveforms of local seismic events with refracted Pn and Sn phase arrivals 

marked. The travel time curve is the delay in phase arrivals as the distance between the 

event epicenter and sensor increases. The travel time curves for the phase arrivals Pn, Pg, 

Sn, and Sg are marked (Dineva et al, 2007). 

 

When analysts are handpicking P-wave and S-wave arrivals they have the freedom to make phase 

arrival picks based on individual traces and the phase arrivals on that same trace, or use a series 

of traces from one event (such as the series of traces shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2). 

Analysts can also choose to use traces filtering using various signal processing techniques, or 

base the phase arrival picks on the raw seismic traces. For these reasons handpicking is very time 

consuming and the phase arrival times can differ between analysts. Leonard (2000) investigated 

the performance of four analysts on teleseismic P-wave picking. No research papers were found 

which investigate the variance of analyst P-wave arrival picking on microseismic events.  
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3.2.1 P-wave Picking Performance 

Leonard (2000) compared analyst and automatic time picks for 78 teleseismic event records, 

recorded over an 80-day period in central and northern Australia in late 1997. Four analysts and 

three automatic picking algorithms picked the P-phase arrivals on 20 Hz sampled records. The 

average onset time picks for each event, the standard deviation of the manual and automatic 

picks, and the difference between the manual and automatic picks were calculated. The results 

showed a P-wave picking variance of 0.05 sec between the analyst picks. The results also showed 

a standard deviation of 0.17 sec based on the full data set comparison of automatic picks and 

analyst picks. The time window of 0.2 sec, or 4 samples, was chosen as an acceptable picking 

variance between the analyst picks. The study found that 10% of analyst picks had an arrival time 

difference greater than 0.4 sec. (Leonard, 2000) 

   

Allen (1982) compared manual phase picks with automatic phase picks for 107 local and near-

regional events. The study used event location data from earthquake catalog USGS CalNet and 

compared it to automatic event locations calculated by Stewart (1977). The event hypocenter 

calculations by Stewart (1977) were made using automatic P-wave arrival times and the P-wave 

velocity of 6 km/s, which is typical for the earth’s crust. Allen (1982) calculated the percentage of 

events with the same CalNet location as Stewart (1977) location. The study by Allen (1982) 

found 82% of events were within 1km and 92% of events were within 2 km. A location variance 

of 2 km translates to a phase arrival time variance of 0.33 sec. This comparison can only be used 

as a general indication of the closeness between automatic picks and hand picks because USGS 

and Stewart (1977) calculated the event locations using the same events, but not the same traces 

or the same event locator equation or earth velocity model.  
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Based on the results from Leonard (2000) and Allen (1982) results for teleseismic and local 

events, picking variance of 0.2 - 0.3 sec is expected for an automatic arrival time picker for local 

and teleseismic events. A picking variance of 0.2 sec fits with the analyst pick variance of 0.17 

sec found by Leonard (2000). Hence, an automatic picking variance which matches the variance 

of handpicked arrivals by analyst would be an appropriate goal for an automatic seismic phase 

picking algorithm.   

3.3 The Most Popular Automatic Seismic Event Detectors 

This section of the literature review will discuss existing automatic phase picking algorithms, 

phase picking results from studies using the algorithms, and the restrictions of each algorithm. 

Because of improvements in computing power there are now huge seismic record databases from 

event monitoring stations and mine sites with seismic arrays.  With the huge amounts of seismic 

data available it is no longer feasible to have all seismic phases handpicked by analysts.  

 

There are two common ways to determine the accuracy of an automatic picking algorithm. The 

first is to compare the time difference between the algorithm phase arrival times with an analyst 

phase arrival times. The second is to run the automatic picking algorithms on synthetic 

waveforms which have a defined P-wave and S-wave arrival time. Because of the large data set 

of events and analyst P-wave arrival picks available from Malmberget mine and because it is 

difficult to create synthetic waveforms which are comparable to recorded waveforms, this thesis 

only compared the automatic P-wave picks to the analyst P-wave picks. 
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Another popular comparison method is to compare the number of phase arrivals chosen by an 

algorithm to the number of phase arrivals chosen by an analyst. The number of algorithm phase 

arrivals will show how sensitive the algorithm is to changes in the waveform and the comparison 

to the number of analyst phase arrivals will show if the algorithm is too sensitive or not sensitive 

enough. The comparison of the number of algorithm and analyst picks will not show how close 

the phase picks are to each other. 

 

The ultimate seismic phase picking program should be able to process large volumes of seismic 

data, output accurate phase arrival times, require very little user input, and require no operator 

input between processing of events in a database. Operator input includes adjusting threshold 

parameters based on the event. A typical phase detection process uses a sliding window to ‘view’ 

sections of the trace, and then calculate wave characteristics for that window of data. Phase 

detectors compare wave characteristics of each sliding window and pick the phase arrivals based 

on the changing wave characteristics. Most phase picking algorithms use a sliding window 

algorithm to view sections of a wave trace, calculate trace characteristics for each section, and 

determine the sections containing phase arrivals using a similarity value or characteristic 

threshold. The most common similarity value is the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). The AIC 

value measures the similarity between two sections of data or the similarity between a section of 

data and a model representing that section of data.  

3.3.1 Autoregressive Modelling and AR-AIC Detectors 

3.3.1.1 Autoregressive Modelling 

Seismic data is recorded using 1-component or 3-component sensors or sensor arrays with each 

component recording a vector on a separate channel. The seismic data vector can be converted to 
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a time series and represented by an autoregressive function. An autoregressive modelling function 

converts a time series into a polynomial equation of a given order. The equation of a vector time 

series as represented by an autoregressive model is:  

M��+ = ��#M�0# +��M�0� +⋯+ �;M�0;� + O�     (3-1) 

where the ut variable is the time series vector represented by the mth order autoregressive 

function and vt is a noise component. In an ideal experimental environment the noise component 

will be a white noise vector (Leonard & Kennett, 1999). A white noise vector has no underlying 

signal. 

The autoregressive function coefficients can also be organized into a matrix where the Ai 

variables are the second-order tensor coefficients:  

 �� = P:�## :�#� :�# :��# :��� :�� :� # :� � :�  Q        (3-2) 

Where ai12 is the coefficient for a time delay of i samples relating component 1 at the current time 

to component 2 at the delayed time (Leonard & Kennett, 1999). 

3.3.1.1 Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) 

The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) is a test statistic which measures the goodness of fit 

between a model or predicted data set and the original data set. The AIC statistic has been used to 

determine the optimal length of an AR-filter, and the goodness of fit of a polynomial model to the 

original data. The AIC statistic has also been used as the measure of optimum positioning when 

testing the best position of two models on a single time series. Several P-wave detection methods, 

including autoregressive methods and wavelet detection methods, model the seismic noise with 

one model and the P-wave with a different model and position the models on a single trace so 

they meet at the P-wave arrival time. The AIC statistic is used to measure how well the two 
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models are representing the trace, the model positions with the minimum AIC statistic value is the 

P-wave arrival time. 

 

The Akaike Information Criteria consists of a final prediction error (FPE) which is a measure of 

goodness of fit of a model to the original time series data. The FPE value is calculated by 

simulating the model on a new set of data and comparing the model results to the new data set. 

The FPE value can be used to compare several models. The best model will have the smallest 

FPE value (The MathWorks Inc., 2012) .  

The FPE value equation is: 

CR? = ST#*U %⁄
#0U %⁄ V	          (3-3) 

Where V is the loss function, d is the number of estimated parameters, and N is the number of 

samples in the estimation data set.  

 

The AIC value calculation can also be used to measure the best fit of several models to positions 

on a single time series, this is called the joint AIC value. The joint AIC value can be calculated 

using the forward and backward AR models from AR model type 2 (3-4) (AR model type 2, 

Leonard & Kennett, 1999) and log-likelihood parameters to measure the badness of the model fit 

to the time series data (3-5) (Sleeman & Eck, 1999).   

�XY�C⊕=� = −�- − #�>�[\C� − �) − - + #�>�[\=� + ���C +�=�   (3-4) 

Where m (MF and MB) is number of AR coefficients in each model, γ (γF and γB) is the variance 

of each model, k is moving sample point, and n is the length of the sample (Leonard & Kennett, 

1999).  
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�XY�-� = �- −�� ���]^#,;:�� _ + �) −�− -� ���]^�,;:�� _ + ��   (3-5) 

Where σ1 is the variance of distribution 1, σ2 is the variance of distribution 2, M is the number of 

AR coefficients in each model, k is the moving sample point, and n is the length of the sample 

(Sleeman & Eck, 1999). 

The distribution variance used to calculate the badness of fit for the Sleeman and Eck models and 

the log-liklihood parameters as calculated for sample number k, model order M or m, and time 

series length n.  

^�,;:�� =	 #%,∑ ]�, −∑ :;� �,0;�;'# _�`�,'a�       (3-6) 

Where m is the AR order, n is length of the time series, k is moving sample and also the 

separation point of the two models, c2 is a constant, and σi,max is the maximum log-likelihood 

estimation (Sleeman & Eck, 1999).  

a# = �+ #, a� = - + #,`# = -, `� = )−�,%# = - −�,%� = ) −�− -.  (3-7) 

 

3.3.1.2 Three Types of Autoregressive Modelling 

Leonard and Kennett (1999) described three AR modelling and P-phase automatic picking 

methods which can be used on seismic data. Figure 3-3 is a sketch describing the three modelling 

methods. A description of each type of autoregressive modelling is given below.  
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Figure 3-3: Autoregressive approaches to seismic wave P-wave time picking. F model is the 

forward model and B model is the backward model (Leonard & Kennett, 1999) and 

(Leonard, 2003). 

Model Type 1 divides the seismic signal into 2 stationary time series and chooses the P-wave 

arrival time as the point k, where the joint AIC value of the two AR models is a minimum. This 

modelling method is simple to conceptualize but computer intensive to implement. The AR 

models and joint AIC value is calculated at each potential P-wave arrival time.  

Model Type 2 divides the time series into 2 error prediction series (WF and WB) which are related 

to autoregressive data filtering. A forward AR model, or F model, is calculated from a data 

window at the beginning of the seismic record. The F model represents only the seismic noise 

present before the event. Simultaneously a backward AR model, or B model, is calculated on a 

section of the seismic trace known to be part of the event wave. The F model moves forward 

along the seismic trace acting as an AR filter and creating the prediction errors WF. The B model 
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moves backward along the original trace acting as a different AR filter and creating the error 

prediction values WB. The P-wave arrival time is determined as the point with the minimum joint 

AIC value of WF and WB. The P-wave arrival time is calculated much faster using model type 2 

compared to using model type 1 with comparable picking accuracy. This type of P-wave arrival 

time picking is most effective on seismic records where the noise and P-wave spectrum are 

almost the same but the trace amplitude changes with the P-wave arrival. This algorithm is also 

most effective when the portion of the trace used to create the B model can be guaranteed as a 

portion of the P-wave. The LKAB data examined in this project contained pre-event noise, the P-

wave and S-wave portion of the event, and long tails of post-event noise (coda). So for AR-AIC 

model type 2 modelling to work on the LKAB microseismic data, the original traces would have 

to be shortened and a section from the middle of the trace would have to be selected to use when 

creating the B model.  

Model Type 3 calculates an F model on the seismic noise portion of the trace, like in Model Type 

2, and uses the same forward AR filtering to calculate an error prediction WF. The P-wave arrival 

is chosen as the point along the seismic trace where the F model has the lowest AIC value. Model 

Type 3 is most effective when the seismic noise and the P-wave signal have different spectra so 

the AR model will change drastically when the P-wave occurs. The LKAB data used in this 

project was tested using frequency spectrum analysis to compare the microseismic noise 

frequency spectrum with the P-wave frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum analysis 

process is discussed in Chapter 4, and the results show that Malmberget mine has microseismic 

events whose noise spectra and P-wave spectra have sufficiently different frequency content and 

energy content. For this reason a variation of the AR model type 3 was used to create the ARfpe 

algorithm described in Chapter 6.  
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3.3.1.3 AR-AIC Detectors 

Studies by Sleeman and Eck (1999) and Zhang et al (2003) have used a standard AR-AIC 

algorithm to choose the P-wave arrival time on seismic traces. The standard AR-AIC algorithm is 

based on the assumption that a seismic signal can be divided into two distinctive segments, one 

before the wave arrival containing only seismic noise, and one after the wave arrival containing 

the P-wave signal. The AR-AIC algorithm uses a sliding window to adjust the position of the 

noise AR model and the wave AR model over the trace time series and calculates a joint AIC 

value for each position. The resulting joint AIC plot should be V shaped with the P-wave arrival 

time at the minimum point on the V. Figure 3-4 is a joint AIC plot for a seismogram with low 

signal to noise ratio and a clear P-wave arrival. The P-wave arrival labeled on the seismogram 

was picked prior to running the algorithm. The seismogram P-wave pick and AIC minimum line 

up which indicates a good AIC arrival pick.  

The AR-AIC algorithm assumes that there is a phase arrival in every data segment processed and 

the phase arrival coincides with the AIC minima.  
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Figure 3-4: Seismogram with labeled P-wave arrival and the corresponding AIC values 

calculated from the seismogram (Zhang, Thurber, & Rowe, 2003). 

The disadvantages to using the standard AR-AIC algorithm include: sensitivity to noise content, 

potentially long processing times depending on the length of the data segment, and the algorithm 

selecting only one phase arrival at the AIC global minima. Selecting the AIC global minima as 

the one phase arrival in the data segment is a disadvantage because when the data segment 

contains multiple seismic phases only the strongest phase arrival will be selected (Figure 3-5), 

and when the data segment contains only seismic noise the algorithm will choose a phase arrival 

which does not exist (Figure 3-6). It should be noted that Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 are trace and 

AIC plots of two different seismic events.  
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Figure 3-5: A two phase seismogram processed using the AR-AIC algorithm. The global 

AIC minima at the S-wave arrival would be selected as the phase arrival time (Zhang, 

Thurber, & Rowe, 2003). 

 

Figure 3-6: The noise portion of a seismogram processed using the AR-AIC algorithm. A 

false phase arrival would be selected (Zhang, Thurber, & Rowe, 2003). 
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The study by Sleeman and Eck (1999) processed vertical-component seismic data from the HGN 

station in the European-Mediterranean region. The seismic data was initially processed using a 

short-term average and long-term average ratio (STA/LTA) detector to get a rough P-phase 

arrival time estimate and then processed using the AR-AIC algorithm to get an accurate P-phase 

arrival time. The AR-AIC algorithm chose a window of data surrounding the STA/LTA onset 

time and used this time window as the input to the AR-AIC algorithm.  The algorithm was run on 

1109 traces which had handpicked phase arrival times. The algorithm also created an accuracy 

weighting for each P-phase time arrival according to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the phase 

onset time window. (Traces with SNR less than 0 dB are assumed to be non-real events and the 

P-phase onset times are removed from the data set.) The AR-AIC algorithm picked 70% of the P-

phase traces within 1.6 sec (64 samples) of the handpicked arrival times.  

 

The study by Leonard and Kennett (1999) tested the AR-AIC algorithm on a teleseismic event 

with a hypocenter in Fiji and a magnitude of 5.1. The Fiji event was recorded with a sampling 

rate of 50 Hz. The study compared the handpicked phase arrival times with the AR-AIC arrival 

times made using autoregressive models type 2 and type 3. The AR-AIC algorithm picks an 

accurate P-phase or S-phase arrivals from traces where an event has been observed and a rough 

time estimate has been made. The AR-AIC algorithm in the same study used a sliding window 

input beginning 7 seconds before the rough phase arrival time estimate. The sliding window was 

12 sec long. The P-phase arrival time was estimated using the vertical component AIC value. The 

S-phase arrival time was estimated using the horizontal AIC values for each component and using 

the AIC sum of the two horizontal sensor components.  Table 3-1 shows the Fiji event P-phase 

and S-phase arrival times estimated using the AR-AIC algorithm and autoregressive model 2 and 
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model 3. The P-phase arrival for both AR models was chosen with 5 samples or 0.1 sec of the 

handpicked arrival. The largest difference between the handpicked S-phase arrival and the AR 

model arrivals was 130 samples (2.6 sec). 

Table 3-1: P phase and S phase arrival time comparison using AR model 2 and model 3 and 

the AR-AIC algorithm (Leonard & Kennett, 1999). 

AIC values Handpicked phase 

arrival time 

Model 2 arrival time Model 3 arrival time 

P phase onset 51.75 sec   

P phase Z component  51.75 sec 51.65 sec 

    

S phase onset 329.5 sec   

S phase N component  330.1 sec 332.1sec 

S phase E component  330.9 sec 330.8 sec 

S phase sum NE  330.2 sec 330.2 sec 

3.3.2 Sliding Window Short Term Average to Long Term Average Phase Detector 

The short term average to long term average ratio (STA/LTA) phase detector is one of the 

simplest and most common automatic seismic phase detectors and arrival time pickers. The 

STA/LTA detector uses two sets of sliding windows to calculate a seismic energy ratio. The 

detector will pick a seismic phase when the energy ratio surpasses a set ratio threshold value. The 

STA/LTA detector algorithm has been used on raw seismic data, seismic data pre-processed with 

a characteristic function (Allen, 1982), and seismic data pre-processed with an envelope function 

(Baer & Kradolfer, 1987), (Earle & Shearer, 1994).  
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The STA/LTA phase picking procedure used in the study by Earle and Shearer (1994) is 

explained here in detail. Earle and Shearer tested their STA/LTA picker on both short and long 

period seismograms using the same algorithm for both short and long period events but varied the 

following input values; short term window length, long term window length, Hanning filter 

length, and threshold value. The Earle-Shearer picker pre-processed the seismogram data with an 

enveloping function which outputs only positive values, then used a long term sliding window 

immediately followed by a short term sliding window to calculate the STA/LTA ratio. The long 

term window is used to measure the local background noise amplitude of the wave, while the 

short term window calculates an averaging statistic which is sensitive to rapid increases in the 

wave amplitude. The Earle-Shearer sliding windows move one sample point at a time meaning 

the STA/LTA ratio is calculated at every point on the seismogram trace record. The short term 

window is chosen to be the length of one seismic phase and the long term window is chosen to be 

short enough so strong phases do not skew the amplitude average of the wave trace. The 

STA/LTA output is smoothed using a Hanning filter to prevent false phase picks caused by 

STA/LTA fluctuations. The smoothed STA/LTA output is called the SRF (smoothed ratio 

function). The Earle-Shearer algorithm places a trigger point where the SRF exceeds the phase 

detection threshold, and picks the phase arrival time at the trace inflection point immediately 

following the trigger point and before the local trace maximum. The equation of the Earle-

Shearer envelope function is given below and a series of plots comparing the Earle-Shearer phase 

arrival time algorithm to other STA/LTA algorithms is shown in Figure 3-7. 

?�-� = |��-� + ,([��-�]|        (3-8) 
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Where x(k) is the seismogram time series, H[x(k)] is the Hilbert transform of the seismogram and 

c = √−1 . Earle and Shearer describe the envelope function as the positive outline of the 

seismogram (Earle & Shearer, 1994).  

 

Several STA/LTA enveloping functions including the Earle-Shearer analytical envelope function 

described above, were compared in a study by Withers et al (1998). A broadband teleseismic 

event with sampling rate 20 Hz was used to compare the performance of various STA/LTA 

envelope functions. Three variations of the same STA/LTA algorithm were compared which used 

the same window lengths but differing window spacing and window movement. The standard and 

delayed STA/LTA algorithm uses the STA equation (3-9) where the short term window has 

length 3 sec (Nsta=60 pts.). The LTA equation used in all three STA/LTA iterations is given in 

equation (3-10) where the long term window length 24 sec (Nlta=480 pts.). 

���� = ���0��f%<�:�
%<�: + ����0#        (3-9) 

 

���� = ��f%<�:f#� 0��f%<�:f%>�:f#�
%>�: + ����0#      (3-10) 

 

The standard STA/LTA algorithm places the short-term window in front of the long-term window 

in the sliding function. The algorithm also has no overlap between the two windows to give a 

statistical independence between the short-term average and the long-term average. The delayed 

STA/LTA algorithm separates the short-term window and long-term window by a delay of 100 

samples. The statistical independence associated with the delayed algorithm allows a shorter STA 

window to be used which allows the STA/LTA to recover to the base noise level faster after a 
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sudden noise spike. Background noise in mines often contains spikes from drilling or other 

production activities which could be identified as event phase arrivals by STA/LTA algorithms. 

The shorter STA window in the delayed STA/LTA algorithm will also cause greater variability in 

the STA/LTA ratio which can be seen in Figure 3-7. The recursive STA/LTA algorithm is more 

efficient compared to the standard algorithm and outputs a decaying exponential impulse 

response which recovers to the base noise level more quickly than the other algorithms when 

exposed to large energy noise spikes. The standard and delayed STA/LTA algorithms output a 

rectangular impulse response which takes longer to return to background levels after a large 

transient noise event. The decaying exponential impulse response which is the recursive 

STA/LTA output will recover more quickly after a transient noise event. The exponential impulse 

response also has a shorter shadow area compared to the impulse response. The shadow area is 

the time after the STA window experiences a large transient noise event when the LTA window 

also has a value higher than the normal background average. The smaller shadow zone and fast 

STA decay can be seen in Figure 3-7 where the recursive STA/LTA plot (plot C) has the lowest 

number of noise spikes compared to the other STA/LTA plots. The STA equation used in the 

recursive STA/LTA algorithm is, 

���� = Y�� + �# − Y�����0#        (3-11) 

where the delay constant C is defined asg = 1 − h0i j⁄ , S is the seconds per sample, and T is the 

characteristic decay time or time for the impulse response to decay to 1/e of the original impulse 

value. 
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Figure 3-7: Seismic phase detection outputs from three variations of the STA/LTA 

algorithm. Plot B, the delayed STA/LTA has more ratio spikes compared to plot A, the 

standard STA/LTA plot because of the shorter STA window used in the delayed algorithm. 
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Plot C, the recursive STA/LTA plot has the fewest spikes which shows the improved 

performance of the recursive algorithm. Plot F shows the STA/LTA ratio when the 

analytical envelop defined by Earle and Shearer (1994) is used as the STA/LTA input 

instead of the wave amplitude (energy) which is the STA/LTA input for Plot A, B, and C. 

The Plot D and Plot E algorithms are not discussed in this paper. The trace is from the 

Xinjiang teleseismic event (magnitude mb=6.2, October 2/1993, hypocentral distance ∆=38°). 

(Withers, et al., 1998) 

The smoothest STA/LTA plot is from the Analytic Envelope function, the noise spikes are very 

small compared to the other algorithms and the P-wave arrival is clear. The recursive STA/LTA 

algorithm outputs the smoothest detection function and the best P-wave identification after the 

Analytic Envelope function. The recursive STA/LTA function also shows spikes at later P-phase 

arrivals which are not clear in the Analytic Envelope.   

3.3.3 Characteristic Function Detectors 

Characteristic functions (CF) are used to emphasize the seismic phases in a trace record to 

improve automatic phase picking algorithms. A characteristic function can be simple, such as 

taking the absolute value of the trace, or squaring the trace values. A characteristic function can 

also use data averaging or use the derivative of the data to emphasize the phase arrivals. 

Characteristic functions are often used in combination with a sliding window or enveloping 

function so the phase time picks are made when the function value surpasses a pre-defined 

threshold value (Allen, 1982; Patane, Ferrari, Giampiccolo, & Gersta, 2003; Baer & Kradolfer, 

1987;). Characteristics functions can also be used as the input data in AIC seismic phase picking 

algorithms (Turino, Morasca, Ferretti, Scafidi, & Spallarossa, 2010). 

 

This section of the report will discuss two characteristic functions used in automatic pickers. The 

first characteristic function emphasizes the change in frequency between the noise and the P-
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wave and the second characteristic function emphasis the change in trace amplitude and change in 

frequency. These two CF automatic pickers use STA/LTA and a threshold value to pick the phase 

arrival time. The amplitude characteristic function uses band pass filtered trace data as an input, 

calculates the CF using the equation below, and picks the phase arrival using a STA/LTA and 

reference level R.  

 

The first characteristic function algorithm (known as the RA algorithm) emphasizes the change in 

frequency content between the noise and seismic event. The coefficients in the RA algorithm are 

chosen to fit the type of seismic events being processed. The coefficients should be chosen to fit 

the magnitude range of the events and the site behaviour of the waveforms. The characteristic 

function (CF) equations for the RA algorithm are: 

YC�-� = ��-�� + Y���-� − ��-− #���	      (3-12)				
Y�-� = 	 <M;|��-�|

<M;|��-�0��-0#�|	         (3-13) 

where C is a weighted constant for the second term weighted derivative, x is the time series and k 

is the moving sample point. The algorithm updates C every 2 seconds as long as no event is 

declared. 

The STA/LTA energy equations for the RA algorithm are: 

����-� = ����- − #� + Y ∗ �YC�-� − ����- − #��     (3-14) 

����-� = ����- − #� + Yk ∗ �YC�-� − ����- − #��     (3-15) 

+�-� = Yl ∗ ����-�         (3-16) 

where C3 and C4 control the time constant of the low-pass filter function, and R(k) is the 

reference level. An event is declared when STA(k)>R(k) (Allen, 1982) (Baer & Kradolfer, 1987). 
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In the second CF automatic picker (known as the BK algorithm) the characteristic function 

equation by Allen (1987) was altered to emphasize the change in amplitude and frequency 

contented between the noise and phase arrivals. The BK characteristic function algorithm does 

not contain any site specific constants so the same equations can be used on any database of 

seismic records (local, regional, microseismic). A phase pick is set when the CF value increases 

to above S1=10, and S1 is updated if the CF value is less than S2=2*S1. An event is only marked 

if the minimum duration of the event is at least one full cycle of the longest period expected (Baer 

& Kradolfer, 1987). 

The envelope function equation, SF equation, and characteristic function (CF) equation for the 

BK characteristic function algorithm are: 

?�-�� =	��-�� + �m �-�� ∗ <M;���-���
<M;��m �-���      (3-17) 

�C = k ∙ ?�-�          (3-18) 

YC�-� = �C�-� − �C�-�oooooooo
��-�         (3-19) 

where pqoooo is the average SF and S is the variance of the SF function from k=1 to the current value. 

 

A study by Baer and Kradolfer (1987) used the two CF algorithms to pick the P-phase arrival on 

vertical trace records of local events sampled at 64 Hz. The algorithm (automatic) time picks 

were compared quantitatively based on the number of traces with algorithm picks at the same 

sample or within 1 sample point of the analyst picks. A comparison table of the Allen algorithm 

(RA) and the Baer and Kradolfer algorithm (BK) results is given in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2: A table summarizing the percentage of traces with analyst arrival time picks and 

Characteristic function algorithm time picks within a specific sample time (Baer & Kradolfer, 

1987). 

 RA algorithm BK algorithm 

Ideal arrival time picks 38.6% 59.7% 

Arrival time picks within 1 

sample of the analyst pick 

18.2% 22.5% 

Analyst only arrival time picks 31.6% 12.0% 

Missed P-wave picks 

(algorithm pick >1 sample 

difference from analyst pick) 

11.5% 5.8% 

 

The Characteristic function automatic P-wave picking algorithm created by Baer and Kradolfer 

has a higher percentage of traces with algorithm arrival time picks at the same sample as the 

analyst arrival pick. This algorithm also has a lower percentage of traces with no algorithm arrival 

time pick or an algorithm arrival time pick which had a sample difference of more than 1 sample. 

The sampling frequency of the traces being tested was 64 Hz which means a difference of 1 

sample is equivalent to 0.016 seconds. 

3.3.4 Automatic Phase Picking Algorithm Accuracy 

Leonard (2000) looked at the deviations between two automatic phase picking algorithms and the 

handpicked phase arrival times. The data used in this study were from teleseismic events 

characteristic of the area which had impulsive (sharp) P-wave arrival times. The automatic P-

wave picking algorithms were within 0.2 sec of the manual picks and 78 phases were picked by 
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four analysts with a typical offset time between them of 0.05 sec and a standard deviation of 

0.17s. Two automatic picking algorithms were selected for comparison: the Earle-Shearer picker 

which uses a characteristic function and envelop function, and the developed three stage AR-AIC 

auto-regressive picking algorithm. The Earle-Shearer picker chooses the phase arrival as the point 

where the characteristic function (CF) exceeds a specified threshold value. The autoregressive 

(AR-AIC) picker works in the following order: first the filter frequency cut-offs are chosen based 

on the noise frequency peak and the trace signals is filtered using a Butterworth second order 

band pass frequency filter with chosen band pass frequencies. Second the signal is filtered with an 

error prediction AR filter, and third the AIC test statistic is calculated along the filtered trace and 

the minima value of the test statistic is chosen as the P phase arrival time. Fourier filtering was 

used to remove noise frequencies from the event signal and the AR filter was used to emphasis 

the P-wave arrival to improve the AIC picking accuracy. The advantages and limitations of signal 

filtering are discussed in section 3.4 below. 

 

The Earle-Shearer automatic picks were on average 0.4 - 0.5 sec later than the analyst picks with 

a standard deviation of 0.6 sec. The AR-AIC picks were on average 0.05 - 0.15 sec after the 

analyst picks with a standard deviation of 0.16 - 0.22 sec. It was found that the analyst phase 

picks were skewed compared to the AR-AIC phase pick distribution with very few AR-AIC 

phases picked before the analyst phases. To create a more centered distribution an adjusted AR-

AIC algorithm was proposed. The adjusted AR-AIC algorithm picks the P-phase arrival time 

based on the slope of the AIC function calculated within 0.35 sec of the AIC minima. The 

adjusted algorithm subtracts 0.05 seconds from the P phase arrival time when the AIC function 

has a slope greater than 1500, subtracts 0.1 seconds when the AIC slow is between 1000 and 
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1500, and subtracts 0.15 seconds if the slope is below 1000 (Leonard, 2000). The discrete 

adjustment constants were chosen based on the automatic P-wave picking results from the AR-

AIC algorithm. Other adjustment factors such as using a continuous function factor were 

investigated but did not perform as well as the discrete adjustment factor. 

 

3.4 Signal Filtering 

Seismic traces can be contaminated by various types of noise which make phase identification 

difficult for program automatic phase picking and analyst handpicking. Signal filtering is used to 

improve phase identification on traces by removing specific information from the original trace. 

Seismic filtering algorithms include pattern matching, particle motion processing, and time or 

frequency domain filtering (Withers, et al., 1998). This section of the report will discuss several 

signal filtering techniques used on seismic records and identify the issues associated with each 

filtering technique.   

3.4.1 Fourier Filtering and Frequency Spectrum Analysis 

Seismogram traces can be divided into noise segments and phase segments based on the 

frequency and amplitude content of the trace segment. The most common method used to 

calculate the frequency content of a seismogram is Frequency Spectrum Analysis. Spectral 

analysis is the mathematical procedure of decomposing a time series signal into individual 

frequency components of that signal and plotting the results on an amplitude or power versus 

frequency plot. The frequency spectrum is usually calculated using a discrete Fourier transform 

which converts a sequence of data into periodic or frequency components based on the equation 

given below. The frequency equation calculated from the time series: 

r�s-� = ∑ ���)�90,s-�)%0#)'�  , k=0,1,2,…N-1      (3-20) 
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where x(tn) is the input signal amplitude at time tn, T is the sampling interval in seconds, X(ωk) is 

the spectrum of x at frequency ωk, fs is the sampling rate (Hz), and N is the number of time 

samples which equals the number of frequency samples (SmithIII, 2012). 

 

Patane et al (2003) used Spectral Analysis to distinguish noise with little frequency variation and 

high maximum frequencies from local and regional events. Leonard and Kennett (1999) 

compared Frequency Spectral Analysis with Autoregressive Spectral Analysis, and Douglas 

(1997) used Spectral Analysis to estimate the phase and noise frequencies in his short-period 

seismogram data of earthquake and underground explosions (mb < 5.0).  

 

Fourier filtering uses the Discrete Fourier Transform (or Fast Fourier Transform) to convert data 

in time domain to frequency domain. The Fourier filter then attenuates the energy content of the 

data outside the frequency band pass filter range and converts the frequency-domain data back to 

time-domain data. Discrete Fourier Transforms are the most common algorithm for converting 

time-domain data into frequency-domain data. The Fast Fourier transform equation is commonly 

used to determine the frequency components X(l) in the time series x(k). 

r�>� = 	∑ ��-�s%�-0#� �>0#�⁄%-'#        (3-21) 

s% = 9�0�t�� %⁄          (3-22) 

Where l is the frequency point, k is the time sample point, ω is an Nth root of unity and N is the 

length of the time series (The MathWorks Inc., 2012). 

 

Fourier filters are grouped in lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and stopband filters with different 

frequency cut-offs and filter behaviour for each type (Figure 3-8).  
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Figure 3-8: Schematic representation of ideal filters (Hayskoy and Ottemoller, 2010). 

A highpass filter will attenuate frequencies below a defined frequency cut-off (f1), a lowpass filter 

will attenuate frequencies above a defined frequency (f2) and a bandpass filter will attenuate 

frequencies outside the pass band frequency range (from f1 to f2). The highpass, lowpass, and 

bandpass filters will have a roll off slope defined in dB/octave. Higher dB/octave values define 

filters with steeper roll-off slopes which will attenuate the frequencies outside the bandpass range 

at a fast rate then the filters with a shallow roll-off. Filters with a steep roll-off will also introduce 

greater phase shift in the output signal. Figure 3-9 shows an ideal highpass and lowpass filter with 

varying roll-off slopes. The roll-off value or steepness of a filter cut-off will affect the filter order 

needed to create that frequency attenuation. The filter order needed for each filter roll-off shown 

in Figure 3-9 is given in Table 3-3. 
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Figure 3-9: Typical filter slopes of an ideal highpass and lowpass filter (Elliot, 2012). 

Table 3-3: Filter Order for various Roll off Slopes (Elliot, 2012) . 

- Filter Order Roll off Slope Reactive Elements 

First 6dB / octave 1 

Second 12dB / octave 2 

Third 18dB / octave 3 

Fourth 24dB / octave 4 

 

Fourier filtering is used to reduce the noise content in the seismogram trace and to improve the 

visual identification of the phases on a seismogram record. Spectral analysis is commonly used to 

define the bandpass cut-off frequencies so the Fourier filter will preserve the dominant 

frequencies of the event but attenuate the noise frequencies. When the event phases and noise 

trace have overlapping frequency bands, frequency filtering can result in the filtered seismogram 

being altered to such an extent as to change the initial phase arrival time or change the apparent 

polarity of the event. Figure 3-10 shows a raw P-wave seismogram and the same seismogram 

filtered using a 1-4 Hz bandpass filter. Plot (a) on Figure 3-10 shows the P-wave arrival is seen as 
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the point before the first upward spike and plot (b) shows the seismogram has been filtered so the 

first spike is reduced in amplitude. On plot (b) the P-wave arrival could be chosen as the first 

downward spike instead of the first upward spike because the downward spike has much larger 

amplitude. The polarity of an event is chosen based on the direction of the first phase amplitude, 

so if the P-wave arrival time is chosen as the first downward spike on the filtered trace the event 

would be recorded as having the opposite polarity. 

 

Figure 3-10: P-phase seismogram showing the reduced phase amplitude caused by 

aggressive bandpass Fourier filtering (modified from Douglas, 1997). 

Fourier filtering and frequency spectrum analysis were investigated by Douglas (1997) as a 

means of reducing the noise content in a short-period trace. The seismogram data used was from 

underground explosions and earthquakes with body wave magnitude (mb) less than 5.0, with P-

wave frequency of approximately 1 Hz and noise frequency < 0.5 Hz. Two types of filtering 

algorithms were investigated to determine which algorithm was the best for reducing noise in 

seismogram records. Both frequency filters examined by Douglas (1997) defined a noise segment 

and filtered the seismogram trace based on the noise segment.  The first type of frequency filter 

P 

P 
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was stochastic filtering, where the noise is characterized by a model defined by the operator. The 

second group is adaptive or deterministic filtering, where observed noise is used in the filtering 

algorithm. Douglas (1997) compared a stochastic and adaptive filter by comparing the filtered 

signal of the event trace shown in plot (a) of Figure 3-11. The stochastic filter estimated the signal 

and noise as shown in plot (b) and plot (c) respectively. The adaptive filter signal was very 

similar to the magnified stochastic signal which can be seen in plot (d) and (e).  
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Figure 3-11: Comparison plots of a weak trace signal and the magnified stochastic filtered 

signal and adaptive filter output signal. Plot (a), plot (d) and plot (e) respectively (Douglas, 

1997). 
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The main advantage when using the stochastic filtering method over the data-adaptive filter is the 

control over the filtering process. In adaptive filtering the algorithm defines the filter parameters 

based on a pre-event noise segment of the trace being filtered. Sudden noise spikes in the pre-

event trace segment can change the filter parameters and create filter artifacts that will appear in 

the output record. Filtering artifacts can be missed by operators looking at seismograms filtered 

using data-adaptive filtering because they do not know what type of filter the algorithm has 

defined based on the noise segment. When stochastic filtering is used, the operator defines the 

filter and bandpass cut-off so they have a better idea of what the output signal should look like 

and can spot problems more easily. Another disadvantage of adaptive filtering is that adaptive 

filters require a long noise segment before the event occurs, in order to define a filter. With short-

period seismogram records it is not always possible to have a long segment of pre-event noise 

before the event phases occur. In Chapter 4 an autoregressive adaptive filter (AR filter) was tested 

on a few Malmberget microseismic records.  

3.4.1.1 Comparing Continuous Time and Discrete Time Filters 

Filters are defined mathematically by the equation G(s) = B(s)/A(s) for continuous time records 

or G(z)=B(z)/A(z) for discrete time (sampled data) records. There are two types of filters grouped 

by the filter response to an impulse signal; infinite-duration impulse response (IIR) and finite-

duration impulse response (FIR). Filters can be defined by s-domain or z-domain functions 

consisting of poles and zeroes. S-domain filters are used on continuous time or analog records 

and z-domain filters are used on discrete time or digital records. In seismology, digital filters are 

often used to remove noise content in seismic traces, which are now always recorded digitally.  
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The continuous time model equation and the Laplace equations illustrating the relationship 

between continuous time and discrete time systems are shown in equations (3-22), (3-23), and (3-

24).  

The continuous time impulse response equation is: 

uv��� = u[)]v�� − )�<�        (3-23) 

where hδ(t) is the continuous time impulse response, h[n] is the discrete time response, t is the 

time, n is the sample, Ts is the sampling rate, and δ is the impulse. 

The Laplace transform equation is: 

(v�<� = (�
� with 
 → 9<�<        (3-24) 

where H is the Laplace transform, s is the continuous time value, and z is the discrete time value. 

The Laplace equation using the poles (p) and zeroes (z) of the system: 

(�<� = �<0
#��<0
��⋯�<0
%��<0a#��<0a��⋯�<0a��.        (3-25) 

where N is the numerator vector length and D is the denominator vector length. 

 

To understand the differences between continuous time filters and discrete time filters, it is 

important to discuss the differences between the s-domain and z-domain. The poles and zeroes of 

a discrete time and continuous time system can be plotted on the s-plane and z-plane to check the 

stability of the system. The s-plane is a radian frequency or angular frequency (ω) vs. phase (σ) 

plot with s=jω=2πf. When plotted on the s-plane, stable continuous time systems have all their 

poles located in the negative half (negative frequency) of the s-plane. Discrete time systems and 

filters are plotted on the Im(z) vs. Re(z) plot with stable systems having poles plotted within the 

unit circle. One way to convert a continuous time system or filter to a discrete time system is 
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through mapping the s-plane poles and zeroes to the z-plane. When s-plane poles are mapped to 

the z-plane every point on the s-plane imaginary axis corresponds to a unique point on the z-plane 

unit circle, but every point on the z-plane unit circle can have infinite corresponding points on the 

imaginary axis or negative phase axis of the s-plane. The ambiguity of the unit circle z-values 

corresponding to an infinite number of s-values along the imaginary axis will lead to aliasing 

effects which alters the shape of the waveform.  

< − a>:)9:	0t�< → s → t
�< 	;:aa9U	��	
 − a>:)9:	90,t	��	9,t    (3-26) 

< − a>:)9:	 t�< → s →  t
�< 	;:aa9U	��	
 − a>:)9:	9,t	��	9, t = 9,t = 90,t  (3-27) 

The mapping equations show how different areas on the s-plane are plotted on the same circular 

area on the z-plane. 

3.4.2 Autoregressive Filtering 

Leonard and Kennett (1999) proposed using an autoregressive (AR) model of pre-event seismic 

noise to create a signal filter to improve P-wave identification on noisy traces. A section of pre-

event noise or a time series of typical pre-event noise is used to create an AR model and the 

model is then used to create an IIR filter. This filter removes the portion of the traces represented 

by the AR model, and leaves the signal (νt) which is not represented by the AR model. The 

autoregressive modelling equation (3-28) and the AIC equation (3-29) which is used to decide the 

optimal length of the AR filter are given below. Autoregressive modelling is explained in section 

3.3.1.1 and the process of signal filtering is discussed in section 3.4.1 above. 

M��+ = ��#M�0# +��M�0� +⋯+ �;M�0;� + O�     (3-28) 
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Where ut variable is the time series vector represented by the mth order autoregressive function 

and νt is a noise component. In an ideal experimental environment the noise component will be a 

white noise vector.  

�XY =	−�	)>�[�y�� + ��        (3-29)  

y� = #
)∑ �M� − ∑ :,M�0,�,'# ��),'#        (3-30) 

Where m is the length of an AR filter, n is the number of samples in the time series, and ν
2
 is the 

variance of the trace not explained by the autoregressive model (Leonard & Kennett, 1999). 

3.4.3 Other Filtering Methods 

There are numerous other signal filtering methods which have been used in past seismological 

research to improve P-wave identification, but were not tested here. Some of the filtering methods 

described below require long lengths of time data, and hence are not appropriate for the short 

microseismic records in the Malmberget data set. The other filtering methods, such as S-

transform filtering, can improve the visual identification of the event phases, but they do not 

provide any information that can be used in the automatic detection methods investigated in this 

thesis. A summary of each of these filtering methods is included below to act as a reference for 

other researchers looking at using signal filtering procedures to improve seismic phase 

identification. The summary includes equations for each filtering process, and plots showing 

phase identification for wavelet and S-transform filtered traces. 

3.4.3.1 Wavelet Transforms 

The wavelet transform is a signal processing method used on periodic signals to create a series of 

wavelets at different scales. The wavelet transform and Fourier transform have similar methods of 

signal analysis with the Fourier transform sample number k similar to the wavelet time t, and the 
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Fourier frequency value l associated with the wavelet transform scale factor a. The wavelet 

transform produces a series of output signals with varying scale factors as shown in Figure 3-12. 

The wavelet output signals for varying scale factors are similar to the output signals which would 

be created using a series of bandpass Fourier filters with changing frequency ranges. The 

difference between the wavelet and Fourier transform plots is that the wavelet transform 

waveforms are localized in the time and frequency domains while the Fourier transform plots are 

localized in the frequency domain only. The wavelet transform modelling equation is:  

z��:, 5� = #
√: { |∗}0} T�05: V ����U�       (3-31) 

where x(t) is a time series, a is the scale factor or resolution,  b is the translation variable which 

defines the time position in the trace, and * which denotes the complex conjugate (Sleeman & 

Eck, 2003). 

 

Wavelet transforms can be used to improve seismic phase identification on the traces because the 

noise which obscures phase arrivals tends to be visible only on the smaller, high frequency 

wavelet scales. Seismic phases are visible across all wavelet scales but seismic noise will only be 

visible on one or two wavelet scales. One wavelet filtering technique used on regional and local 

earthquakes (Zhang, Thurber, & Rowe, 2003) uses a moving “cone of influence” to calculate the 

wavelet coefficients on varying scales. The wavelet coefficients are calculated for each wavelet 

scale based on the singularity (or signal derivative) within the wavelet scale “cone of influence”. 

The wavelet coefficients will increase or remain the same as the wavelet scale increases and the 

cone of influence contains a regular signal. The wavelet coefficients will decrease when the 

signal within the “cone of influence” has a negative singularity exponent, which indicates that the 

signal is Gaussian noise. The radius of the “cone of influence” increases by a factor of 2
a
, where a 
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is the scale of the wavelet. Figure 3-12 shows the seismic trace processed using the wavelet 

transform, the three wavelet scale cones of influence, and the corresponding wavelets. The P-

wave arrival is visible on the wavelets because the P-wave singularity causes the wavelet 

coefficients to increase quickly for each wavelet scale while the noise and secondary seismic 

features cause the wavelet coefficients to increase more slowly. This slow increase allows the P-

wave to become clearly visible at high wavelet scales. 
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Figure 3-12: The Daubechies wavelet cone of influence (a), and the seismogram and wavelet 

coefficient plots (b) showing the phase arrival. The x-axis is the sample number and the y-
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axis is the amplitude on both plot (a) and plot (b). The sampling frequency in plots (b) is not 

consistent so the total number of samples for the signal at each time scale (scale 1, scale 2, 

and scale 3) is different (Zhang, Thurber, & Rowe, 2003). 

 

The main advantage of the wavelet transform compared to the Fourier transform is the scale 

factor. Because the wavelet function has both a scale factor (a) and a translation variable (b) it is 

easy to organize multiple scale wavelets so the time position of the phase arrivals line up as seen 

in Figure 3-12. It is possible to use a series of Fourier transforms to get a similar series of 

frequency content plots, but it is more difficult to line up the plots because the Fourier transform 

is not localized in the time domain. The wavelet transform has been used in seismic noise 

filtering and in automatic seismic phase detection algorithms when the wavelet transform is 

combined with a threshold AIC value (example: Sleeman & Eck, 2003; and Zhang, Thurber, & 

Rowe, 2003).   

3.4.3.2 S-transform Filtering 

The S-transform function decomposes signals into real and imaginary parts by looking at the 

signal content in the frequency and time domain. S-transform signal analysis combines aspects of 

wavelet analysis and short-time Fourier transform signal analysis. The S-transform function is 

similar to the wavelet function because in both functions one wavelength of the Fourier frequency 

is equal to one standard deviation of the function window. Unlike the wavelet transform, the S-

transform ‘wavelet’ does not move when the Gaussian window is changed. Because the S-

transform does not translate with the Gaussian window, the S-transform real and imaginary parts 

change as the Gaussian window slides through the time series. The S-transform analysis shows 

various signal resolutions, similar to the wavelet analysis, but retains the absolute phase of each 

frequency in the same way the short time Fourier transform retains the frequency phase.  
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In seismological experiments Pinnegar and Mansinha (2003) compared the P-phase identification 

from S-transform filtering using filters with varying sliding window lengths and taper shapes. The 

most common sliding window is a Gaussian window which is symmetrical containing sinusoid 

wavelengths at all frequencies. The challenge when defining a sliding window is balancing the 

resolution in the frequency or S-transform domain with accuracy in the time domain. Narrow 

Gaussian windows will yield more accurate time domain results, but create wider windows in the 

frequency and S-domain and hence yielding lower resolution S-transform plots.  

The S-transform equation is: 

��7, D, a� = 	{ ������7 − �, D, a�~��	�−�t�D��U�}0}     (3-32) 

where S denotes the S-transform of time series x(t,) at the frequency  f; using the sliding window 

w. The window shape is defined by the parameters p, and the quantity τ is a parameter which 

controls the position of the window on the time or t-axis.  

The Gaussian window equation is: 

����7 − �, D, {\��}� = 	 |D|
√�t\�� ~��	�0D

��70���
�\��� �     (3-33) 

where γGS, the window taper variable, is the only window shape parameter used in the equation 

(Pinnegar & Mansinha, 2003). 

 

To address the problem of S-transform resolution, Pinnegar and Mansinha (2003) tested an 

asymmetric window with a sharper taper forward and a slower taper in the backward direction 

compared to the square taper of the Gaussian window. The asymmetric window yielded S-

transform plots with higher resolution for identifying phase arrivals and lower resolution when 
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looking at phase termination. They also designed a “hyperbolic” S-transform window which 

changed the shape based on the frequency content of the trace. At high frequencies with good 

time resolution the hyperbolic window was a narrow symmetrical window, and at low frequencies 

where the frequency resolution is less critical the hyperbolic window was a wider asymmetrical 

window. When traces with low frequency resolution are processed using narrow S-transform 

sliding windows the event arrival visible in the S-transform trace appears before the true event 

arrival. For this reason the hyperbolic window uses a wide asymmetrical window for traces with 

low frequency resolution.  The hyperbolic window equation is given below and plots comparing 

the Gaussian window S-transform (Figure 3-13) and hyperbolic S-transform (Figure 3-14) are 

shown below.  

     (3-34) 

 

      (3-35) 

Where wHY is the hyperbolic window function, f is the frequency, γ
F
 is the forward-taper 

parameter, γ
B
 is the backward-taper parameter, λHY is the positive curvature parameter with units 

of time, ζ is the translation parameter that ensures the peak of the hyperbola occurs at (τ-t), and X 

is the hyperbola function (Pinnegar & Mansinha, 2003). 
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Figure 3-13: The P-wave arrival time on a trace segment of a magnitude 1.9 local event 

recorded near St. Catharines, Ontario. The trace segment shown is between 6 sec and 8 sec 

of a full event waveform of duration 18 sec. The upper plots show the Gaussian window S-

transform plot between 6 and 8 sec. The arrow is the P-wave arrival time and the colour 

scale is the Gaussian window function value. The P-wave arrival time shown on both plots 

was chosen based on the Gaussian window S-transform plot (Pinnegar & Mansinha, 2003). 
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Figure 3-14: The P-wave arrival on a trace segment between 6 sec and 8 sec of the same 1.9 

magnitude event as shown in Figure 3-13. The top plot shows the hyperbolic window S-

transform plot between 6 sec and 8 sec. The arrow is the P-wave arrival time as chosen from 

the hyperbolic window S-transform plot and the colour scale is the hyperbolic window 

function value. The hyperbolic window S-transform plot has a more vertical profile 

compared to the Gaussian S-transform plot which leads to a sharper P-wave arrival 

indicator. The drawback of the hyperbolic window is interference artifacts at low 

frequencies (Pinnegar & Mansinha, 2003). 

S-transform filtering can improve visual phase identification but is not suited to automatic 

picking algorithms. The output of S-transform filtering for one seismic trace is a matrix of unit 

less values spanning a set time and frequency length. This large amount of data would be hard to 

incorporate into automatic phase picking algorithms. 

3.4.3.3 AR-gram 

Leonard and Kennett (1999) created a visual representation of the autoregressive modelling of 

seismic trace records called AR-grams. The AR-gram can be used to help analysts identify the P-

wave arrival in the same way as the S-transform plot. The AR-gram can be plotted for single 
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component or three-component seismic traces and the autoregressive model order can be varied 

depending on the traces being modeled. For single component local event traces, Leonard and 

Kennett modeled the z-component trace by a 13 coefficient autoregressive model using a moving 

window of width 5 seconds which moves in 2 second increments. The AR-gram was plotted on 

an autoregressive coefficient vs. time plot where coefficients of absolute value above 2 are black 

and coefficients of lower value lighten from dark grey to white as the coefficient value 

approaches zero. The Fiji AR-gram for the vertical sensor component is shown in Figure 3-15 

below. When a seismic trace is modelled by an autoregressive function the phase arrivals are 

identified by the increasing coefficient values and the increasing order of the autoregressive 

function. The AR-gram reflects the change in the autoregressive model by darkening the 

coefficient pixels.  
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Figure 3-15: The Fiji event AR-gram for the vertical Z component and the horizontal N 

component (Leonard & Kennett, 1999). 

Based on the single component AR-grams for the Fiji event, the seismic noise can be modelled 

using an autoregressive model of order 3 and the P-phase can be modelled with an autoregressive 

model of order 10-12. Leonard and Kennett used the AR-grams to display changes in the 

seismogram which are hard to see in the raw trace. For example, in the Fiji event AR-gram after 

the P-phase occurs there is a short portion of the seismogram before the S-phase arrival which is 
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background noise and leftover vibrations from the P-phase called phase codas. On the 

seismogram trace the coda section and the pre-event noise look the same but on the AR-gram it is 

easy to see how the character of the trace changed. The changed character of the trace can be seen 

by the higher AR coefficient values and the higher AR order compared to the pre-event noise. 

Like the S-transform plots, AR-grams contain a lot of information which is well suited to 

interpretation by human interaction by visually examining the plots, but difficult to organise in a 

way for automatic picking algorithms to process. If the results from S-transform plots and AR-

grams could be organized to be simpler, perhaps matrices of only two or three values instead of 

thirteen values, both techniques might be feasible for use as inputs for new automatic picking 

algorithms. 
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Chapter 4:  Description of Microseismic Data Set from Malmberget 

Mine 

4.1 Microseismic Data Set 

A large data set from LKAB’s Malmberget Mine in Northern Sweden was used to test automatic 

P-wave picking algorithms. The Malmberget Mine is one of LKAB’s three operations in Northern 

Sweden. It is an underground iron ore mine which consists of 20 ore bodies, 10 of which are 

currently being mined. The mine covers an area of 5 km by 2.5 km with the lowest haulage at a 

depth of about 1000m. 

 

In this section of the report a random selection of Malmberget mine seismic trace records were 

selected and analyzed using various signal processing methods such as spectra analysis, signal to 

noise ratio, event magnitude and filtering. Each topic discussed in this section of the report uses 

the Malmberget events to show well known seismic signal characteristics. The Malmberget event 

data was not systematically analyzed to draw the conclusions discussed below. 

4.1.1 Sensor Response 

Microseismic trace records (waveforms) are records of ground movement measured as velocity or 

acceleration and recorded in the time domain. Seismic events contain periodic signals so the time 

domain signal can be converted to a frequency domain signal. Many underground mines have an 

array of geophones or accelerometers set up at various positions and depths surrounding their 

operations to record ground movement caused by microseismic events and blasts. The most 

common seismic sensors are uniaxial sensors (which typically measures ground motion along the 

long axis of the sensor) and triaxial sensors which measure both motion along the long axis and 
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motion in two perpendicular directions horizontal to the long axis. Seismic sensors record ground 

motion in traces with one trace for every direction monitored. Trace records have changing 

frequencies and changing amplitudes based on when the seismic waves reach the sensor and what 

type of sensor is recording the ground motion. The shape of the waveform in a seismic record will 

change based on the orientation of the seismic sensor and the direction of wave propagation 

relative to the seismic sensor. The shape of the waveform will also be based on the type of sensor 

recording the event (accelerometer or geophone), and the sensor response. For local event 

monitored by seismic sensors on surface the vertical component will record the P-wave with 

larger amplitude then the horizontal component because the P-wave has vertical polarization. In 

comparison, the horizontal components will record the S-wave with larger amplitude because the 

S-wave has elliptical polarization causing larger ground movement in the horizontal plane. 

Microseismic P-wave arrivals do not have the same strong vertical polarization because 

microseismic sensors are installed underground in different orientations and seismic waves can 

hit the sensors from any direction. 

 

Different types of sensors will also emphasize different frequencies. Accelerometers emphasize 

higher frequencies while displacement measurements emphasize lower frequencies. The 

Malmberget data set consists of velocity records which have been recorded by a combination of 

uniaxial and triaxial geophones. Velocity records have no inherent frequency bias, when viewed 

from an energy perspective. The Malmberget data was recorded using four types of sensors: 1Hz, 

4.5 Hz, 14 Hz, and 14 cHz (the “c” indicates capacitor enhanced). Sensors act as filters in the 

system they are monitoring. The geophone sensors used in Malmberget Mine have a sensor 

response of a high-pass frequency filter (Figure 4-1). This means the low frequency components 
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of the seismic event is attenuated on the velocity traces. The amount of attenuation is based on the 

type of sensor recording the event and the corner frequency of the sensor response plot.  

 

Figure 4-1: Sensor response of 4 types of sensors used in the Malmberget mine. The sensor 

response effect on the seismic records is equivalent to an ideal high pass filter. 

The data acquisition system for the sensors at Malmberget Mine takes velocity measurements at a 

sampling frequency of 48 000 Hz, but the velocity traces are stored with sampling frequencies 

ranging between 1000 Hz and 6000 Hz. Before the final records are created each trace is 

processed using a linear phase FIR low-pass filter with the filtering delay corrected by a system 

called netSP (Institute of Mine Seismology, 2012). Low-pass filtering is done to avoid aliasing 

effects which occur when downsampling high frequency data by simply recording every nth 

(Fs_old/Fs_new) sample. A comparison of the signal process for downsampling and decimating 

(which is downsampling after low-pass filtering) was done in a later section of this chapter. 

4.1.2 Sampling Frequency 
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To illustrate how microseismic traces vary with differing sampling rates and to show how 

downsampling and decimation changes the shape of the traces, microseismic data from Kidd 

Creek Mine D (originally at a sampling frequency of 20 000 Hz) was converted from acceleration 

data to velocity data and resampled at sampling rates of 2000 Hz and 1000 Hz. The Kidd Creek 

acceleration records were converted to velocity records so it could be compared to the 

Malmberget mine data which was recorded by geophones as velocity records. The Kidd Creek 

acceleration records were converted to velocity records using simple numerical integration. The 

velocity records were resampled using the MATLAB functions downsample and decimate to 

show how the shape of the microseismic waveform changes when the sampling rate decreases. 

The MATLAB integration code, downsampling code, and decimation code can be found in 

Appendix C. 

 

To compare downsampling to decimation as methods of reducing the sampling rate of a seismic 

record the event record for Md660 recorded at sensor 3 and sensor 4 were plotted in the original 

sampling frequency (20 000 Hz) and at the lower sampling frequencies (1500 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000 

Hz) using the decimate and downsample MATLAB function to reduce the original sampling 

frequency to the desired lower sampling frequency. The decimate function in MATLAB uses an 

eighth-order low-pass Chebyshev Type 1 filter as an anti-aliasing filter before downsampling the 

signal. The Chebyshev low-pass filter operates in the forward and backward direction to remove 

phase shifting and has a cut-off frequency of 0.8*(Fs/2)/r, where r is the factor by which the 

original sampling rate is reduced. The downsampled and decimated traces are plotted directly 

below the original trace records so the P-wave arrival times can be compared on each trace. The 

traces with the sampling rate reduced using decimation have been plotted in a smaller y-axis scale 
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so the waveforms can be compared more easily. The main problem with the decimation method 

of reducing the sampling rate of a trace is the lowpass filter reduces the trace amplitude by 

approximately half the original amplitude. Figure 4-2 is a series of plots showing the sensor 4 

velocity trace at the original sampling frequency 20 000 Hz compared to the downsampled and 

decimated trace at sampling frequency 1500 Hz. Figure 4-3 is a series of plots showing the sensor 

4 velocity trace at the original sampling frequency 20 000 Hz compared to the downsampled and 

decimated trace at sampling frequency 2000 Hz. 

 

Figure 4-2: Zoomed portion of the vertical component trace from event Md660 sensor 4 

showing the P-wave arrival. The top plot is the original trace (Fs 20 000Hz), the middle plot 

is the downsampled trace (Fs 1500Hz) and the bottom plot is the decimated trace (Fs 

1500Hz). The traces are velocity records with the x-axis is seconds and the y-axis in m/s. 
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Figure 4-3: Zoomed in portion of the vertical component trace from event Md660 sensor 4 

showing the P-wave arrival. The top plot is the original trace (Fs 20 000Hz), the middle plot 

is the downsampled trace (Fs 2000 Hz) and the bottom plot is the decimated trace (Fs 2000 

Hz). The traces are velocity records with the x-axis in seconds and the y-axis in m/s. 

Aliasing is the distortion of a signal caused by downsampling at large ratios. Aliasing is seen as 

low frequency signal components which were not present in the original signal but are present in 

the downsampled signal. Aliasing effects can occur when signals with high frequency wave 

content are downsampled to a sampling rate below the Nyquist rate of the original signal. (The 

Nyquist rate of a signal is the lowest sampling rate at which the signal can be accurately 

represented. The Nyquist rate is twice the highest frequency of the signal.) Based on the 

definition of aliasing it can be assumed that the difference between the middle and bottom plot of 

Figure 4-2 is a result of aliasing effects. For example, on Figure 4-2 between time 0.025 and 
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0.035s the middle plot shows a low frequency wave which is not visible on the bottom plot. The 

middle plot of Figure 4-2 also shows the P-wave with a longer time duration signal decay 

compared to the bottom plot. The middle plot shows P-wave duration beginning at 0.048s and 

ending at 0.078s and the bottom plot shows the P-wave duration beginning at 0.048s and ending 

at 0.064s. The downsampled and decimated trace plots with the higher sampling frequency (Fs 

2000 Hz) shown in Figure 4-3 show signals with the same P-wave decay time duration. 

Decimation is the preferred method of reducing the sampling rate of a signal to avoid aliasing 

effects. The disadvantage of decimation is the reduced signal amplitude caused by lowpass 

filtering. 
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Figure 4-4: Full event trace of event Md660 recorded on the vertical component of sensor 3. 

The top subplot is the original trace (Fs 20 000Hz) and the bottom two subplots show the 

decimated trace (Fs 3000Hz and Fs 2000Hz respectively). The traces are velocity records 

with the x-axis is seconds and the y-axis in m/s. 

 Figure 4-4 is a series of plots showing the sensor 3 velocity trace at the original sampling 

frequency compared to the decimated velocity traces with sampling frequencies of 3000 Hz and 

2000 Hz at the same scale as the original trace. The plots in Figure 4-4 show the change in trace 

amplitude caused by the lowpass filter portion of the decimate function. The maximum amplitude 

of the trace in the bottom plot is visibly smaller compared to the maximum amplitude of the trace 

in the middle plot. The corner frequency of the lowpass filter used in the decimation function for 

each reduced sampling rate (1500 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 3000 Hz) is summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Lowpass filters with low corner frequencies tend to reduce the maximum amplitude of the signal 

by a larger percentage compared to lowpass filters with higher corner frequencies. For this reason 

the maximum amplitude of the bottom trace (Fs 2000 Hz) in Figure 4-4 is smaller than the 

maximum amplitude of the middle trace (Fs 3000 Hz).  

Table 4-1: The lowpass filter cut-off frequency from the decimation function based on the 

reduced sampling frequency. 

Reduced Sampling Frequency 

(Hz) 

Reduction Factor from 

decimation function lowpass 

filter 

Decimation function lowpass 

filter cut-off frequency (Hz) 

1500 13.3 45 

2000 10 80 

3000 6.7 180 

 

4.1.3 Type of Microseismic Events and Magnitude Range of Microseismic Events 

The 497 seismic records from Malmberget mine were labeled using the IMS classification 

system. According to this classification system each seismic record folder was labeled as an event 

(‘e’), blast (‘b’), or garbage (‘g’). This set of experimental data has manual picks from a number 

of analysts. The analyst P-wave arrival time picks and automatic P-wave arrival time picks were 

analyzed using only the ‘event’ records. The analysts P-wave arrival picking accuracy and the 

automatic P-wave arrival picking accuracy are analyzed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. 

 

The seismic records from Malmberget Mine include, in addition to IMS classification, a seismic 

moment for each of the blast and event records. The seismic moment was used to calculate the so-
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called seismic moment magnitude (Mw). Out of 495 seismic records from Malmberget Mine, 221 

records were labeled as events, 50 records were labeled as blasts, and 224 records were labeled as 

garbage.  The magnitude distribution for the event and blast groups was calculated and the 

percentage of traces in magnitude groups Mw = -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2 was calculated and summarized 

in Table 4-2 below. The event and blast magnitude distribution mean, median and standard 

deviations are summarized in Table 4-3. The standard deviation of the blast magnitude 

distribution is wider than the event magnitude distribution indicating a greater variety of 

magnitudes from blasts compared to events. In general the blasts have higher magnitude than the 

events.  

Table 4-2: A table showing the percentage of Event and Blast records within each Mw 

magnitude range. 

Magnitude Group Mw values within 

each Group 

Number of Event 

Records per group 

Number of Blast 

Records per group 

-2 Mw< -1.5 3     (1.4%) 0   (0.0%) 

-1 -1.5<Mw<-0.5 136 (61.5%) 3   (6.0%) 

0 -0.5<Mw<0.5 78   (35.3%) 25 (50.0%) 

1 0.5<Mw<1.5 4     (1.8%) 19 (38.0%) 

2 Mw>1.5 0     (0.0%) 3   (6.0%) 
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Table 4-3: Event and Blast Magnitude Distribution Information 

Distribution Values Events Blasts 

Mean (Mw) -0.65 0.41 

Median (Mw) -0.64 0.43 

Standard deviation (Mw) 0.46 0.74 

 

There are some significant differences between blast and event records from Malmberget mine 

which can be seen when comparing the waveforms plotted in Figure 4-5, Figure 4-6, and Figure 

4-7.  

 

Figure 4-5: P-wave vertical velocity trace of Event 2011_10_11_00_23_38 recorded by 

sensor 104. The handpicked P-wave arrival time is marked as the black square and labeled. 
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The first obvious difference is the length of the records. The full event duration of the two blasts 

(plotted in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7) was 2 seconds which can be compared to the microseismic 

event shown in Figure 4-5 which has event duration of less than 0.5 seconds. The second obvious 

difference between the blast records and the event records is the shape of the waveforms. Figure 

4-6 shows two distinct blasts and Figure 4-7 shows a long blast with set delays. In comparison the 

event trace shows a distinct P-wave arrival followed by an unclear S-wave arrival which is 

recognizable because it contains the maximum amplitude of the trace. The larger blast magnitude 

is seen as larger maximum trace amplitude. 

 

Figure 4-6: Microseismic blast record from 2011/10/12 at Malmberget mine vertical 

component of geophone (velocity record). The record shows two blasts with about 0.5s 

delay. 
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Figure 4-7: Microseismic blast record from 2011/10/11 time 00:06:31 at Malmberget mine 

vertical component of geophone (velocity record). The record shows one blast event with 

delay times visible as the regularly spaced event arrivals. 

4.1.4 Noise Content in the Events of Varying Magnitude 

Events of microseismic trace records from smaller events in the magnitude groups, Mw= -1, 0, 1 

were plotted to compare different waveform shapes and different types of P-wave arrivals (Figure 

4-8 to Figure 4-10). The specific traces used in this section were selected because they show both 

‘fast’ and ‘slow’ P-wave arrivals. The variety of trace shapes is an illustration of shapes which 

analysts and automatic P-wave picking algorithms must be able to process.  
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Figure 4-8: Malmberget event trace 2011-10-11_00_24_22 from the ‘-1’ magnitude Group 

(Mw= -1.17) recorded by sensor 108. The handpicked P-wave arrival time is marked with a 

black square and labeled. The signal to noise ratio is 2.6. 
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Figure 4-9: Malmberget event trace 2011-10-11_00_28_43 from the ‘0’ magnitude Group 

(Mw=0.08) recorded by sensor 106. The handpicked P-wave arrival time is marked as the 

black square and labeled. The signal to noise ratio is 5.6. 

In the next section (4.1.5.1) of this thesis the P-wave spectra of the event traces are compared to 

look for relationships between the event magnitude and the P-wave spectra corner frequency. The 

example events shown here were also used as examples in the magnitude-corner frequency 

comparison section. 
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Figure 4-10: Malmberget event trace 2011-10-11_06_18_03 from the ‘1’ magnitude group 

(Mw= 0.90) recorded by sensor 103. The handpicked P-wave arrival time is marked as a 

black square and labeled. The signal to noise ratio is 361.1. 

 

As seen in the full event traces plotted above the higher magnitude events have larger P-wave 

amplitudes which make the P-wave arrival easier to identify. The higher magnitude events also 

have a larger signal to noise ratio. The average signal to noise ratio of each magnitude group was 

calculated from the traces in a group of 11 event records which were randomly selected and used 

as examples throughout this chapter. The 11 event records in this group have a similar magnitude 

deviation as the total data set of Malmberget event records. The signal to noise ratio was 

calculated over a 0.1 sec time window using the mean absolute amplitude from noise before the 

earliest handpicked P-wave arrival time and the P-wave trace beginning at the earliest handpicked 
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arrival time. The number of traces in each magnitude and the average signal to noise ratio of each 

magnitude group is stated in Table 4-4 below. The magnitude -1 and magnitude 0 group have 

similar average signal to noise ratio and the magnitude 1 group has a much larger signal to noise 

ratio. The signal to noise ratio calculation may be skewed because the subset of example events 

only has one event in the magnitude 1 group, seven events in the magnitude -1 group, and three 

events in the magnitude 0 group. The magnitude 1 group signal to noise ratio may be skewed 

because the averaging capability is limited when all data is from the same event. 

Table 4-4: Average signal to noise ratio of each Magnitude Group calculated from the 

subset of 11 example events. 

Magnitude Group (Mw) Number of Traces Average Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR) 

-2 0 - 

-1 77 7.2 

0 53 10.6 

1 17 189.7 

2 0 - 

 

The magnitude 1 group average signal to noise ratio is an order of magnitude larger than the 

magnitude 0 group average signal to noise ratio. Some mines consider events with magnitudes 

greater than 0 to be macroseismic events. The much larger signal to noise ratio of the one event 

record from the subset of 11 example events may show a characteristic of macroseismic events.  

 

. 
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4.1.5 Frequency Spectrum Analysis 

Microseismic trace record is a combination of background noise and seismic waves which arrive 

at the recording sensor at different times. The trace record has changing amplitudes and changing 

frequency content. Every trace record in the time domain can be analyzed and displayed in the 

frequency domain. The frequency domain representation of a periodic signal is called the 

frequency spectrum.  

 

The frequency spectrum for traces from several Malmberget events with different magnitudes 

were plotted to compare the noise spectrum and the P-wave spectrum. The frequency 

corresponding to the high energy peak in a frequency spectrum is called the corner frequency. 

The handpicked P-wave arrival time was used as the separation point between a time window 

containing only the noise portion of the trace and a time window containing only the event 

portion of the trace. The window lengths were chosen to be equal to 2-3 times the time duration 

of one P-wave period based on the relationship between event magnitude, P-wave corner 

frequencies, and P-wave duration, which is discussed in more detail in section 4.1.5.1 below. The 

corner frequency of each P-wave spectrum plotted below is stated in the figure captions.  

The velocity traces show a variety of P-wave arrivals including sudden P-wave arrivals with large 

amplitude difference between the noise and P-wave (Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12, and Figure 4-13). 
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Figure 4-11: One-component velocity trace for a 0.075 magnitude event and the 

corresponding P-wave and Noise Spectrum. The P-wave corner frequency is 78Hz. 
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Figure 4-12: One-component velocity trace for a -0.5 magnitude event with the 

corresponding P-wave and Noise Spectrum. The P-wave corner frequency is 72Hz. 
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Figure 4-13: A one-component velocity trace from a different -0.5 magnitude event with the 

corresponding P-wave and Noise Spectrum. The P-wave corner frequency is 48Hz. 

The noise spectrum tends to span from very low to very high frequencies with low energy content 

across the spectrum. In contrast the P-wave spectrum has a peak of high energy in a specific 

frequency range. There are also traces where the P-wave arrival time is visible by a change in the 

main frequency of the velocity wave (Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15). 
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Figure 4-14: One-component velocity trace from a -0.88 magnitude event with the 

corresponding P-wave and noise spectrum. The P-wave corner frequency is 145Hz. The 

noise spectrum for this trace shows the peak of low frequency energy in the noise portion of 

the trace shown in blue and shows how that low frequency noise continues in the P-wave 

portion of the trace creating the same low frequency P-wave spectrum peak shown in green 

on the bottom plot. 
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Figure 4-15: One-component velocity trace from a -1.16 magnitude event with the 

corresponding Noise and P-wave Spectrum. The P-wave corner frequency is 97Hz. 

The P-wave arrival times and the frequency spectra of each waveform were plotted to show 

examples of the various P-wave arrival times recorded at the Malmberget mine site and to show a 

selection of the P-wave spectra compared to the noise spectra. All frequency spectra plots shown 

have visible differences between the P-wave spectra and the noise spectra. 

4.1.5.1 Effects of Event Magnitude on Corner Frequency 

Research by Dr. Dineva used a data set of hundreds of microseismic traces with automatic P-

wave arrival times to calculate the theoretical relationship between the magnitude of the event 

and the corner frequency of the P-wave spectra. The magnitude and corner frequency plot and the 
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theoretical log-linear Mw-fc equation are shown in Figure 4-16 below. Using the log(fc) vs. Mw 

plot and equation the expected corner frequency range for each magnitude group (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2) 

was calculated. The corner frequency was then converted to a time duration which is the expected 

duration of the P-wave on the seismic trace. The corner frequency and time duration values for 

each magnitude group are summarized in Table 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-16: Log (fc) vs. moment magnitude (Mw) plot for microseismic events in mining 

environments. 
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Table 4-5: Theoretical corner frequency (fc) and P-wave time duration for specified 

magnitude groups.  

Magnitude Groups Corner Frequency Range (Hz) P-wave Time Duration (s) 

-2 263.2 and higher 0.004 

-1 246.3 to 70.4 0.004 to 0.014 

0 70.0 to 18.9 0.014 to 0.053 

1 18.6 to 5.0 0.054 to 0.199 

2* 4.9 and lower 0.202 

 

*(There are no Malmberget microseismic events in the magnitude 2 group.) 

The theoretical P-wave time durations for each magnitude group (Table 4-5) can be used to 

define the time duration over which the P-wave spectra is calculated for an event or group of 

events (example all events in the magnitude -1 group). The theoretical P-wave duration can also 

be used to select the size of the sliding window used in automatic P-wave picking programs. 

Because the Malmberget data set contains events in the magnitude range -2 to 1 choosing a 

sliding window length that is suitable for all events in the data set could be challenging. The 

sliding window length must be chosen to be wide enough to recognize a large magnitude event 

but short enough so the short duration low magnitude events will not be overcome by the noise 

content. If the sliding window in the automatic picking program is too long the short duration 

amplitude changes from a low magnitude event will be averaged with the noise content so no 

change is seen and P-wave arrival is not chosen. In Chapter 6 of the thesis three types of 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms are discussed and versions of the algorithms with differing 

sliding window lengths are tested on the subset of 11 example events.  
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4.2 Signal Filtering 

Two types of low-pass filters are examined below as possible methods of pre-filtering the 

microseismic records from Malmberget mine to improve automatic P-wave picking. The first 

method examined is low-pass Fourier filtering with very low cut-off frequencies to act as inverse 

sensor filters. The second method is an adaptive filtering method called autoregressive filtering 

which is explained briefly in section 3.4 of the Literature Review.  

4.2.1 Low-Pass Fourier Filtering 

Low-pass digital filtering with a cut-off frequency defined by the corner frequency of the P-wave 

was not examined because of the variety of data in the Malmberget data set. As discussed above, 

the Malmberget data set consists of event data with varying magnitudes. For low-pass filtering to 

be most effective the cut-off frequency of the filter would need to be adjusted for each trace or 

each magnitude group so the filter cut-off frequency would match the corner frequency of the P-

wave. Because the goal of creating automatic P-wave picking algorithms is to have no 

adjustments of the algorithm based on the specific event or trace being processed, it was decided 

that general trace-specific low-pass filtering did not fit with the project goals.  

 

Low-pass inverse sensor filters of different orders and different design types were created and 

tested in MATLAB using the “filterbuilder” tool and the “filter visualization tool”. The 

filterbuilder tool in MATLAB takes specific filter characteristics and calculates the filter based on 

the given inputs. The filterbuilder tool also allows the MATLAB user to view the filter before 

calculating the equation of the final filter operator. A screen shot of the filterbuilder tool and plots 

of each low-pass inverse sensor filter test in this section is shown below. 
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Figure 4-17: MATLAB filterbuilder tool screen shot. 

The first low-pass filter shown was designed as an inverse sensor filter but could be used as an 

aggressive general low-pass filter for Malmberget events. An inverse sensor filter should have a 

corner frequency below the high-pass corner frequency of the sensor response so the low-pass 

filter roll-off will balance the sensor response high-pass filter roll-off. The low-pass filter shown 

in Figure 4-18 has a corner frequency of 60 Hz which is larger than the 14 Hz and 14c Hz sensor 

high-pass corner frequency of 11 Hz. For this reason the low-pass filter shown in Figure 4-18 

does not work as an inverse sensor filter.  

 

The first low-pass filter tested has a ripple design filter of order 50. The ripple design has 

sampling frequency 1500 Hz, pass-band frequency 20 Hz, and stop-band frequency of 60-70 Hz. 
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The low-pass filter response (Figure 4-18) and the filtered velocity trace (Figure 4-19) are plotted 

below. 

 

Figure 4-18: Ripple design low-pass filter, order 50 cut-off frequency 20 Hz. 
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Figure 4-19: The first plot shows the original P-wave trace and the second plot shows the 

filtered P-wave trace. The second plot shows the filter trace with zero-phase shift plotted in 

blue and conventionally filtered trace plotted in green. The zero-phase filtered trace and the 

original trace have the same P-wave arrival time and the conventionally filtered trace has a 

later P-wave arrival time. 

The filtered traces have slightly reduced peak amplitude (80% reduced amplitude) and a smooth 

waveform. The original trace has jagged waves from high frequency wave content that is 

smoothed in the filtered traces. The overall shape of the waveform remains the same which 

indicates good low-pass filtering. The conventional low-pass filtering shows phase shifting when 

compared to the original trace, and also when compared to the zero-phase filtering trace. A 

handpicked P-wave arrival chosen from the conventional filtered trace would be chosen 0.02 

seconds before the original trace handpicked arrival time.  
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The 50 order ripple design low-pass filter was tested on a trial data set of 9 event records as a pre-

filter to the Allen characteristic function algorithm to see if the algorithm automatic P-wave 

arrival picks would improve with pre-filtering. The pre-filtered characteristic function P-wave 

arrival picks showed no improvement compared to the straight characteristic function P-wave 

arrival picks so the low-pass filter was not tested further. 

 

The second lowpass filter tested is a 30 order FIR equiripple low-pass filter. This filter was 

designed to be an inverse sensor filter for the 4.5Hz sensor. The equiripple filter has a lower 

corner frequency and the same initial amplitude drop as the 6dB window filter described above 

but the 6dB constrained filter has a lower amplitude drop. The filtered traces from the 6dB 

constrained low-pass filter are the same shape as the original traces but with lower maximum 

amplitudes (Figure 4-20). The equiripple filtered traces (Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22) show 

different changes in the waveform which are more complex than simple smoothing of high 

frequency ripples. 
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Figure 4-20: Equiripple FIR filter of order 50, designed as a reverse sensor filter for sensor 

4.5 Hz. 

 

Figure 4-21: P-wave traces from a single event and recorded on multiple channels with 

sampling frequency Fs = 1500 Hz. The traces were recorded by a 4.5 Hz sensor.  The traces 

show a clear P-wave arrival time at 0.83s. 
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Figure 4-22: The P-wave traces from Figure 21 when filtered with the equiripple FIR order 

50 filter. The traces are shifted in the negative time direction so the P-wave arrival time 

visible on the filtered traces is before the P-wave arrival time of 0.83s as seen on the traces 

plotted in Figure 4-21. 

Because of the equiripple FIR design the 4.5 Hz inverse sensor filter has a roll-off value with 

almost the same magnitude value as the pass-band portion of the filter. One would think the 

equiripple filter would then cause very little change to the original trace. Looking at the original 

traces (Figure 4-21) and the filtered traces (Figure 4-22) this is not the case. The blue trace with 

the highest amplitude in the original plot has a different portion of the waveform with the 

maximum amplitude in the filtered trace. The same blue trace also has two peak amplitudes in the 

first positive velocity section of the filtered waveform where there is only one peak on the 

original waveform. The later sections of the traces also seem to have higher amplitudes on the 

filtered waveforms compared to the original waveforms. The filtered traces are also slightly 

shifted which can be seen by comparing the start of the event waveform with the handpicked P-

wave arrival time which was picked from the original event traces and copied onto the filtered 
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traces plot at the same time sample. Because of the drastic changes to the shape of the event 

waveform caused by this filter (peak splitting and changes in maximum amplitude) and the 

difficulty of implementing sensor filtering on all traces within the Malmberget data set this filter 

was discarded before it was tested on the 9 event trial data set.  

 

This type of inverse sensor filter would be very difficult to implement because of how many types 

of sensors were used in the mine and how many sampling rates were used within the data set. The 

Malmberget data set records have four different types of sensors with different sensor responses 

and five possible sampling rates (1500 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz, and sometimes 1000 Hz and 6000 

Hz) each sensor and sampling frequency combination would have a separate filter. Most mines 

will have two types of sensors in their array. One set of sensors is for accurate location 

measurements of low magnitude events and the other set is for accurate magnitude calculations 

for events with magnitudes greater than 0. The mine sites would need a minimum of two inverse 

sensor filters for the two types of sensors in the array.  

4.2.2 Autoregressive Filtering 

Autoregressive filtering is a type of adaptive filter which calculates filter parameters based on a 

set portion of data, in this case a length of noise data from the beginning of each trace. The 

advantage of using an autoregressive filter on seismic data is the filter parameters will be adjusted 

automatically for different sampling frequencies and noise content. The AR filter that was tested 

used a noise sample of 0.05 seconds at the beginning of each trace to calculate an autoregressive 

polynomial and used the polynomial coefficients as the denominator of an IIR low-pass filter. 

The AR filter was tested on two traces to see if the AR-filtered trace improved visual P-wave 

arrival time picking. The AR filter increases the amplitude of the P-wave arrival in all traces 
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plotted below (Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24), but because the AR filter also increases the high 

frequency noise in the traces it is not easier to choose the P-wave arrival on an AR filtered trace 

compared to the unfiltered trace. For this data set additional Fourier Filtering and Autoregressive 

Filtering are not necessary to improve the P-wave arrival time visibility on the trace records. 

 

Figure 4-23: Original microseismic trace (green) and the AR-filtered trace from the same 

event and sensor (blue). 
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Figure 4-24: Event trace from a different event. The original trace (in blue) and the AR-

filtered trace (in green).  
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Chapter 5:  Statistical Analysis of Handpicked P-wave Arrival 

Time Picking 

5.1 Introduction Section 

The majority of seismological research done on automatic P-wave arrival time picking algorithms 

for local and microseismic events tests the accuracy of automatic picking programs based on how 

close the automatic P-wave arrival time is to the handpicked P-wave arrival time. The problem 

with comparing automatic P-wave arrival times to handpicked P-wave arrival times is that 

analysts do not always choose the same moment on the waveform as the P-wave arrival time. In 

the literature there were no papers found which compare different analysts making P-wave arrival 

picks for microseismic traces. Only two papers were found which compare analyst P-wave arrival 

picks for local event traces. Research by Leonard (2000) compared the P-wave arrival picks of 4 

analysts to test how close analyst P-wave arrival picks are to one another but since his research 

used local events the standard deviation found between analysts picks cannot be compared to the 

standard deviation of  analyst picking found when analyzing the microseismic event data used in 

this thesis. Microseismic records contain higher frequencies and shorter waveforms so the 

accuracy of microseismic P-wave arrival picks must be greater compared to local event P-wave 

arrival picks. The consistency of analysts P-wave arrival time picking done by Leonard (2000) 

also could not be compared to the analyst picks on microseismic records because only 4 analysts 

were part of his research which is not a large enough group to spot outlier behavior as opposed to 

standard deviations. 
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In this chapter a qualitative comparison of the various analyst P-wave arrival time picks is 

completed to define the “true” P-wave arrival time which will be the comparison basis for all 

analyst and algorithm P-wave arrival picks (5.1.1). Next the analyst P-wave arrival picks are 

compared using the parametric and non-parametric statistical tests described in section 2.3. The 

analyst P-wave picking comparison includes a qualitative comparison (5.2.2.2) and a quantitative 

comparison (5.2.2.1). The quantitative comparison includes 2-way parametric and non-parametric 

statistical tests to determine if the magnitude of events has an effect on the analyst P-wave 

picking accuracy and repeatability. The goal of this chapter is to set a benchmark for analyst P-

wave picking accuracy on microseismic event traces. The statistical tests used to compare the 

analyst P-wave arrival time picks in this chapter were also used to compare the automatic P-wave 

arrival times to the average analyst P-wave arrival time in Chapter 7. 

5.1.1 Selecting the specific analysts whose mean P-wave arrival time is considered the 

“true” P-wave arrival time. 

To complete a statistical comparison of analyst handpicking and later of automatic P-wave 

picking the P-wave arrival times from all traces in the data set must be standardized and 

combined into a single distribution. Because the seismic sensors are located at different positions 

around the mine and the events have different hypocenters every trace will have a different P-

wave arrival time. This makes it difficult to look for trends such as consistent late P-wave arrival 

time picks made by one analyst.  

 

To compare P-wave arrival times made by different analysts the handpicked P-wave arrival times 

made by a specific analyst were standardized as the P-wave arrival difference and grouped 

together to form the P-wave arrival time difference distribution. The P-wave arrival difference is 
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the difference between the mean analyst P-wave arrival time and the specific analyst P-wave 

arrival time. The same P-wave arrival difference distribution was used to compare the various 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The P-wave arrival time 

difference and test statistic used to create P-wave picking distributions. For analyst P-wave arrival 

picking distributions the algParr value is the P-wave arrival time pick made by the analyst of 

interest. 

The P-wave arrival time difference test statistic equation is: 

U�DDR:�� = uaR:��;9:) − :>[R:��       (5-1)  

The mean analyst P-wave arrival time is defined as the “true” P-wave arrival time for each trace. 

By setting the ‘true’ P-wave arrival time as the mean of the handpicked arrival times we are 

assuming the analysts are making P-wave arrival picks which are comparable and can be thought 

of as observations from the same universal distribution. The analyst P-wave arrival picks are 

compared below to look for any analysts who have P-wave arrival picks which are obviously 

different from the rest and whose arrival times should be removed from the group used to 

calculate the “true” P-wave arrival time. 

 

There are 22 analysts who made P-wave arrival picks on traces in the full data set of Malmberget 

event records. Each analyst used a different number as a label for their P-wave arrival pick and all 

analysts used the same trace record to make the P-wave arrival pick. Details of the handpicking 

process implementation were not part of this project. The IMS wave visualizing software was not 

used for any trace analysis so the signal filtering operations available to operators making wave 

arrival picks is not known and cannot be considered in the analyst handpicking comparison. The 

only information available for comparison is the P and S-wave arrival time picks made on each 
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trace with each analyst pick labeled by its own distinct number. When looking at the handpicked 

P-wave arrival data two issues were noticed a) there was a group of analysts who had made very 

few P-wave arrival picks compared to the rest of the analysts and b) one analyst (number 14) had 

made P-wave arrival picks on many traces where no other analyst had made a P-wave arrival 

pick. A boxplot comparing the diff_Parr distribution of each analyst was plotted in Figure 5-1 

and Figure 5-2 and a chart (Table 5-1) of the key statistics was compiled to easily compare the 

distribution statistics. The boxplot shows the length of the distribution by the lines/whiskers, the 

25
th
-75

th
 percentile portion of the distribution from the box, and the median value of the 

distribution as the center line in each box. From the boxplots it is easy to identify the analysts 

with only a small number of P-wave arrival time picks because the distributions are shifted away 

from the median line of all other distributions. The most obvious analysts with shifted 

distributions are analyst 23, 13, and 25 but all analysts with less than 100 P-wave arrival time 

picks are highlighted in red in Table 5-1 and were removed from the group of analysts which 

made up the “true” P-wave arrival time picking group.  
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Figure 5-1: Comparing all 22 analysts to the global analyst mean using the distribution 

boxplot. Some analysts have very few P-wave arrival picks which lead to shifted or very 

wide distributions. The data contented in the box is zoomed in on in the next figure. 
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Figure 5-2: Same boxplot of all analysts P-wave arrival picks. This plot shows which 

analysts have distributions shifted above or below the mean and which analysts have much 

larger std. 
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Table 5-1: Number of traces in each distribution and the distribution length for each 

analyst. 

IMS class Event

analyst num traces dist length (s)

7 1921 0.00245837

16 2211 0.0047292

5 2210 0.004145

8 2058 0.0066445

1 1960 0.0055259

9 1715 0.0032709

11 2032 0.0027054

12 2337 0.0045

3 2295 0.0038318

14 1891 0.0092143

10 2219 0.0043342

23 68 0.00477429

17 1871 0.0079542

13 7 0

15 2313 0.0071107

6 2132 0.0058611

19 43 0.0023839

25 28 0.0065333

4 2318 0.0033809

2 2147 0.0057898

22 73 0.0014062

24 17 0.0066434  

The boxplots and distribution statistics table also show the large variance of the diff_Parr 

distribution for analyst 14 compared to the variance of the diff_Parr distributions of the other 

analysts. The fact that analyst 14 had P-wave arrival picks on traces where no other analyst had 

made a P-wave arrival picks indicates lack of care when making P-wave arrival picks or inability 

to recognize noisy traces. Neither trait inspire confidence in the resulting P-wave arrival picks so 

the analyst was removed from the group used to calculate the “true” P-wave arrival time. Analyst 

17 was also removed from the group used to calculate the “true” P-wave arrival time because the 

diff_Parr distribution was almost as large as the variance from analyst 14. Both analysts and the 
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distribution length or variance are highlighted in blue in Table 5-1. The “true” P-wave arrival 

time of each trace is calculated as the mean of the P-wave arrival times from analysts; 7, 16, 5, 8, 

1, 9, 11, 12, 3, 10, 15, 6, 4, 2. The final Malmberget data set was chosen as all traces which have 

P-wave arrival time picks made by six or more analysts out of the fourteen listed. Out of 2969 

event traces from Malmberget mine, 2284 have P-wave arrival picks from six or more of the 

fourteen chosen analysts. 

 

Groups of 3-16 analysts were tested using the Kruskal-Wallis and one-way ANOVA statistical 

tests (described in 2.3.1 and 2.3.3) to try to find a group of analysts with the same distribution 

median or mean values. All statistical tests for all groups came up rejecting the null hypothesis 

which concludes that one or more analyst distribution in each group did not fit with the rest. 

Looking at the boxplot of the analyst distributions the analyst distributions are very narrow (max 

0.007 sec) with over 1000 traces in each distribution. With very narrow distributions and the large 

number of points defining each distribution the chance of the distribution overlaps being 

statistically significant is very slim. This is likely why all analyst groups that were tested gave 

negative results. The narrow diff_Parr distribution and the effect of the narrow distribution on 

statistical tests are discussed further in section 5.2.2. The groups of analyst tests and the ANOVA 

and Kruskal-Wallis test results are shown in Appendix D. The mean of the analyst P-wave arrival 

picks (six or more of the chosen fourteen) was used as the “true” P-wave arrival time when the 

statistical tests failed to provide a group of analysts whose diff_Parr distributions could be 

considered part of a universal distribution.  
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5.2 Analyst P-wave Arrival Time Picking 

5.2.1 Boxplot observations and diff_Parr distributions 

From the boxplot of the analyst P-wave arrival time difference (Figure 5-2) the performance of 

each analyst can be compared by looking at the variance between the analyst arrival picks which 

are considered part of the distribution (length of distribution), and the percentage of trace picks 

which are outliers to the distribution. The equation describing the length of the distribution based 

on the interquartile range (the number of seconds spanning between the 25
th
 percentile value in 

the distribution and the 75
th

 percentile value in the distribution) is: 

�?%U�<� = ` − `# + ���` − `#�       (5-2) 

Where LEN is the distribution length, q3 is the 75
th
 percentile, q1 is the 25

th
 percentile and w is 

1.5. Outliers of the distribution are larger than the mean plus 1.5 times the interquartile range or 

smaller than the mean minus 1.5 times the interquartile range. 

 

The length of the distributions and outlier percentage information is summarized in Table 5-2 

below. The outliers are indicated in the distribution boxplot but not removed from any statistical 

analysis. The Malmberget event traces were sampled at frequencies between 6000Hz and 1000Hz 

which converts to time samples of 0.00017 sec to 0.001 sec and all analysts listed in Table 5-2 

have median values in that range. The median value of the analysts P-wave arrivals is within one 

sample point of the ‘true’ P-wave arrival time. The analyst distribution length ranges between 

0.00227 sec and 0.00994 sec. It is not possible to convert time errors to distance errors because all 

location calculations use the P-wave arrival time of several traces to calculate the event location. 

Hypocenter location calculations are typically done using a large number of traces to form an 

over-defined series of equations. This significantly reduces the distance error compared to 
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calculating location using one trace or even three traces in the 3 station graphical location 

calculation method described in 2.2.2. 

Table 5-2: Statistics from the Analyst P-wave arrival difference boxplot. 

Event data set

analyst label median (s) dist length (s) outliers

7 -0.00006 0.00227 26.84%

16 -0.00002 0.00449 27.99%

5 0.00000 0.00396 25.06%

8 0.00004 0.00663 19.84%

1 -0.00012 0.00541 20.45%

9 -0.00007 0.00338 26.02%

11 -0.00005 0.00242 27.64%

12 -0.00005 0.00415 28.07%

3 -0.00005 0.00332 28.93%

14 -0.00015 0.00994 21.89%

10 -0.00001 0.00400 26.55%

23 0.00072 0.00688 20.59%

17 0.00035 0.00808 24.53%

13 -0.00025 0.01131 14.29%

15 -0.00033 0.00667 21.48%

6 -0.00012 0.00538 21.89%

19 -0.00014 0.00277 20.93%

25 0.00025 0.00685 13.04%

4 -0.00004 0.00320 31.89%

2 -0.00021 0.00562 21.19%

22 -0.00018 0.00221 21.92%

24 -0.00022 0.00970 11.76%  

From the analyst distribution results the biggest area of concern is the high percentage of outliers 

on each distribution. For every handpicked P-wave arrival made on a microseismic event there is 

~20% chance the P-wave arrival time is outside of the analyst P-wave arrival time error margin. 

The significance of this high percentage of outliers depends on how the P-wave arrival times are 

being used. If the P-wave arrival times are used as part of a large data set where the outlier error 

can be balanced by other observations a 20% chance of an outlier may not be important. However 

if the accuracy of P-wave arrival picks is very important a 20% chance of receiving a poor P-
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wave arrival time estimate could be very significant. When comparing modeled data to actual 

data using statistical analysis methods a model is considered “good” when the number of outliers 

in the distribution is 5% or less. Analyst diff_Parr distribution outliers are traces where the 

analyst P-wave arrival pick (handpick) is not comparable to the mean analyst pick or “true” P-

wave arrival pick on that trace. Traces which have diff_Parr which are equal to the analyst 

median plus or minus a value less than three times the standard deviation are within the 

distribution range. 

 

The median point of the diff_Parr distribution for analyst 14 P-wave arrival picks is very close to 

the 75
th
 percentile point on the Figure 5-4 boxplot. This indicates a skewed distribution with a 

steep distribution slope on the positive side of the diff_Parr distribution and the shallow slope on 

the negative side of the diff_Parr distribution. The analyst 14 distribution curve is shown as a 

histogram of the diff_Parr values (Figure 5-3).  
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Figure 5-3: A histogram of the P-wave arrival difference for analyst 14 handpicked P-wave 

arrival times. The histogram shows how the distribution is skewed with very few arrival 

picks in the positive diff_Parr bins. 

All analyst boxplots with one whisker at the 25 percentile or 75 percentile box edges will have 

skewed distributions just like the analyst 14 distribution and boxplot. The analysts with a large 

negative distribution tail the same as analyst 14 are: 1, 9, 6, and 2. Analyst number 5 has the same 

boxplot characteristics but in the opposite direction so the analyst 5 skewed distribution would 

have a large positive tail. The skewed distributions show analyst 14, 1, 9, 6, and 2 tend to pick P-

wave arrival times after the “true” P-wave arrival time and analyst 5 tends to pick P-wave arrival 

times which are before the “true” P-wave arrival time.   
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5.2.2 One variable parametric and non-parametric comparison 

The single component ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis statistical tests were used to test if all 

analysts making P-wave arrival times picks could be considered part of the same distribution 

meaning the P-wave arrival picks of all analysts could be considered equal. The diff_Parr 

distributions of the 16 analysts with >100 handpicked P-wave arrival traces were tested (total 

number of traces tested 1087) using a parametric and non-parametric statistical test to compare 

the analyst arrival picks. The analyst P-wave arrival picks were also qualitatively compared using 

the diff_Parr boxplot (Figure 5-4) to show the differences between the distribution variance and 

the distribution mean values for each analyst diff_Parr distribution.  

 

Figure 5-4: A boxplot of the diff_Parr distributions for the group of 16 analysts who picked 

P-wave arrival times on more than 100 traces in the full data set. 
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5.2.2.1 Quantitative Results 

The ANOVA parametric statistical test was done using the diff_Parr distributions from each 

analyst as an input. The mean comparison plot (Figure 5-5) is used as a visual comparison of the 

ANOVA results. The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was done using the diff_Parr 

distributions as an input. The mean rank comparison plot (Figure 5-6) is the visual representation 

of the Kruskal-Wallis test. 

 

The results of the one-way ANOVA test and the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the analyst 

handpicked P-wave arrival data sets are shown in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4. Both tests rejected the 

null hypothesis based on a 95% confidence level (p-value less than 0.05), the one-way ANOVA 

test calculating the F value and the Kruskal-Wallis test calculating the chi-squared value. The 

ANOVA test rejects the null hypothesis of all distributions having equal mean values if the F-

value is less than 0.05 and the Kruskal-Wallis test rejects the null hypothesis if the chi-squared 

value is less than 0.05.  

Table 5-3: The analyst one-way ANOVA statistical test results comparing the mean values 

of each distribution. 
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Table 5-4: The analyst Kruskal-Wallis statistical test results comparing the median values 

of each distribution. 

 

5.2.2.2 Qualitative Results 

The ANOVA comparison plot, the Kruskal-Wallis comparison plot, and the analyst boxplot are 

compared by choosing one analyst distribution to highlight on all figures and comparing the other 

analyst positions to that highlighted distribution. The highlighted analyst mean rank value 

(analyst 11) was chosen because the analyst 11 distribution has a narrow distribution centered at 

the zero diff_Parr location meaning analyst 11 distribution has the optimal shape from which to 

compare the other analyst distributions. The multiple comparison plots of the analyst distributions 

below show very different scattering of analyst data when comparing the analyst mean values 

(Figure 5-5) and the analyst mean rank values (Figure 5-6). 
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Figure 5-5: The mean comparison plot of the analyst diff_Parr distributions. 
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Figure 5-6: The mean rank comparison plot of the analyst diff_Parr distributions. 

On the Kruskal-Wallis rank comparison plot the analysts with the lowest rank sum values (analyst 

15, 2, 14) have distributions which are skewed in the negative diff_Parr quartile. These analyst 

distributions are similarly shaped based on the Figure 5-4 boxplot. Comparatively, analysts 8 and 

17 have distributions which are shifted towards the positive quartile of the boxplot and have 

median values in the positive quartile of the boxplot (Figure 5-4). Analysts 8 and 17 have the 

highest median ranks in the Kruskal-Wallis comparison plot. The ANOVA mean comparison plot 

shows analysts 7, 16, and 5 with distributions shifted in the positive diff_Parr quartile, with all 

other distributions in the negative diff_Parr quartile with overlapping distributions. 
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The mean of a distribution can shift significantly with the presence of an outlier. A comparison of 

the analyst 7 and analyst 16 boxplot, rank comparison plot, and mean comparison plot is a good 

example of how the mean value in a distribution can shift due to extreme outliers in the 

distribution. In the boxplot (Figure 5-4) the analyst 7 and 16 distributions have similar median 

values and both analysts have interquartile ranges (IQR/25
th
 to 75

th
 percentile boxes) which 

overlap with the distribution ranges of all other analysts which would indicate very close 

distribution mean values. The overlapping distribution boxes of all analysts in Figure 5-4 could 

indicate that all analyst distributions are part of the same global distribution. The indication that 

all distributions are from the same global distribution is tested and proved false using the 

Kruskal-Wallis statistical tests. When the mean rank of each analyst distribution was plotted in 

Figure 5-6 from the Kruskal-Wallis statistical analysis, the mean rank of analyst 7 and analyst 16 

were positioned in the center of the mean rank scatter. Comparatively when the mean of the 

analyst distributions was plotted in Figure 5-5 the mean of analyst 7 and analyst 16 were clear 

outliers having values in the positive quartile compared to all other analysts who were in the 

negative quartile or centered at zero. Figure 5-7, the boxplot showing the outliers of all 

distributions shows the largest positive outliers (>0.6 sec) are part of the distributions of analysts; 

7, 16, and 5. These outliers could explain why the mean values for analysts 7, 16, and 5 are 

shifted in the positive quartile while all other analysts have mean values in the negative quartile 

(Figure 5-5). With the high number of traces in each distribution and the very narrow distribution 

width a small number of extreme outliers, such as the three values with diff_Parr values greater 

than 0.6 sec for analyst 7 and 15, can drastically shift the distribution mean. Comparatively the 

median value of a distribution with a large number of observations is much harder to shift. 
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Comparing the mean and median values for the distributions of analyst 7 and 16 are good 

examples of how outliers can shift the mean values but not the median values.  

 

Figure 5-7: Plot showing the outliers in the analyst distributions. Note the extreme outliers 

>0.6 sec in the analyst 7, 16, and 5 diff_Parr distributions. 

 

The qualitative comparison of the mean and median values for the analyst handpicked 

distributions shows that for these distributions with narrow distribution widths and large numbers 

of traces in each distribution the median values are a better tool for comparisons than the mean 

values.   
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5.2.3 Two-variable statistical analysis: event magnitude and analyst picks  

The diff_Parr distributions of the 16 analysts were compared using the two-way ANOVA 

parametric test and the Friedman non-parametric statistical test to compare the distributions for 

differences based on varying event magnitude and varying analyst pickers. The primary variable 

tested was the different analysts and the secondary variable was the event magnitude. The two-

way ANOVA test compares the distribution mean as sorted by analyst picker and as sorted by the 

magnitude groups separately. The ANOVA statistical tests calculates the p-value for differences 

if the distributions as sorted by analysts (row variable), magnitude (column variable), and by the 

interaction effect between both variables. The Friedman test compares the rank of the 

distributions across the analyst groups (row variable) after adjusting for variance across the 

magnitude groups (column variable). The adjustment factor across the magnitude groups makes 

the Friedman test different from the Kruskal-Wallis test. The 2-way ANOVA test and Friedman 

test are balanced statistical tests so all magnitude groups must contain the same number of traces. 

When using balanced statistical tests on a data set containing a secondary variable with a large 

input range like the magnitude of the event it is not necessary to create secondary variable 

magnitude groups of equal magnitude ranges as long as each trace is only present in one 

magnitude group. For the two-way ANOVA and Friedman test the magnitude groups were 

created so the largest number of traces would be tested. The list of magnitude groups and the 

magnitude ranges of each group is stated in Table 5-5.  
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Table 5-5 : Secondary Variable Magnitude Ranges 

Magnitude Groups Magnitude Range (Mw) 

N2 Mw < -1 

N1 -1 to -0.7 

N -0.7 to -0.5 

Z -0.5 to -0.3 

P -0.3<Mw 

  

The two variable statistical tests were run on a total of 975 traces with 16 analyst P-wave arrival 

picks on each trace. The Friedman test shows a statistically significant difference between analyst 

distribution median values at the 0.05 significance level in Table 5-6. The two-way ANOVA test 

shows a statistically significant difference between analyst distribution mean values as sorted by 

the different analyst pickers (primary variable) and the event magnitude (secondary variable) in 

Table 5-7. The two-way ANOVA test also shows an interaction effect between the analyst picker 

and the event magnitude which affects the distribution mean.  

Table 5-6: The Friedman statistical results with the columns variable each analyst and the 

interaction variable the event magnitude. The test results show one or more analyst has a 

statistically significant mean value from the others after the groups are adjusted based on 

the event magnitude group. 

'Source' 'SS' 'df' 'MS' 'Chi-sq' 'Prob>Chi-sq'

'Columns' 1.23E+09 15 82113824 1518.03 6.56e-315

'Interaction' 1.07E+08 60 1787564 [] []

'Error' 1.13E+10 15520 729032.1 [] []

'Total' 1.27E+10 15599 [] [] []  
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Table 5-7: The 2-way ANOVA statistical test results with the columns variable each analyst 

and the row variable each magnitude group. The test results show one or more analyst has a 

statistically significant mean value from the others (column), one magnitude group has a 

different mean value from the others (rows), and there is a significant interaction between 

the variables being tested. 

'Source' 'SS' 'df' 'MS' 'F' 'Prob>F'

'Columns' 0.307057 15 0.02047 14.6873 3.06E-38

'Rows' 0.044354 4 0.011088 7.95581 2.11E-06

'Interaction' 0.274971 60 0.004583 3.288141 2.11E-16

'Error' 21.63105 15520 0.001394 [] []

'Total' 22.25743 15599 [] [] []  

 

The median rank difference between pairs of analysts can be calculated from the Friedman 

statistical results and the mean difference between pairs of analysts can be calculated from the 2-

way ANOVA statistical results using the multiple comparison MATLAB function. The multiple 

comparison test is similar to the paired t-test. The multiple comparison test is introduced in 

section 2.3.4 and the tables of results from the multiple comparison tests discussed in this section 

of the report are included in Appendix E.  

 

For the data set of analyst P-wave picks the paired t-test can be used to compare two analyst 

distributions at a time or the multiple comparison test can be used to compare all 16 analysts with 

organized results. The multiple comparison test uses a larger error value (α = 0.1) compared to 

the t-test because of the large number of comparisons. The large error value accounts for 

accumulated errors when multiple paired comparisons are made and gives an upper bound error 

value. One of the results of the MATLAB multiple comparison test is a table showing the 

distributions compared and the median rank difference or mean difference depending whether the 
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Friedman test or two-way ANOVA test is used as the multiple comparison input. The multiple 

comparison statistical test also calculates the variance of the median ranks or means. The multiple 

comparison tests also calculates the difference between two analyst distribution means or median 

ranks, and shows the 95% confidence interval around the difference. If the 95% confidence 

interval contains 0.0 the analyst distribution difference values are not significantly different and 

both distributions are considered to be from the same global distribution. A table of the median 

rank difference and the 95% confidence intervals for the Friedman multiple comparison test is 

included in Appendix E. The Friedman multiple comparison results show all analyst pairs are 

from the same distribution. The ANOVA multiple comparison results show all distribution pairs 

except analyst 7 and 16 have the same mean values. The ANOVA multiple comparison results 

also show analyst 7 and analyst 16 have the same distribution mean value and that value is 

different from all other analyst distributions. This difference in mean values is seen in the 

multiple comparison plot (Figure 5-5) and could be caused by the extreme outliers found in the 

diff_Parr distributions as shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

In addition to the numerical comparison (tables in Appendix E) the analyst distribution multiple 

comparison test results can be compared visually using the multiple comparison plots. The 

analyst distribution mean values were compared using the ANOVA statistical test and the 

multiple comparison plot (Figure 5-5) was created to show the separation between the distribution 

mean of analyst 7, 16, and 5 from the other analyst distribution means. As discussed previously in 

this chapter the analyst distribution mean can be heavily influenced by distribution outliers. The 

median distribution is not affected by outliers in the same way. Statistical tests such as the 

Kruskal-Wallis and Friedman tests use rank values to avoid the influence of outliers when 
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comparing distributions. Rank values for each analyst are determined by combining all diff_Parr 

values in the analyst distributions into a single distribution of size N and ranking the distribution 

values from 1 to N. Each analyst distribution can then be defined by the rank values assigned in 

the combined distribution. The non-parametric statistical tests (single variable Kruskal-Wallis test 

and two variable Friedman test) compare the median-ranks of each analyst distribution. The 

Friedman statistical test adjusts the distribution ranks based on the secondary variable in the 

distributions. In this case of analyst P-wave picking comparisons the secondary variable is the 

magnitude of the traces. The Kruskal-Wallis rank comparison plot (Figure 5-6) and Friedman 

rank comparison plot (Figure 5-8) can be compared to show the magnitude affect. The analyst 

median ranks are clustered more closely together and have larger distributions errors on the 

Friedman rank comparison plot compared to the Kruskal-Wallis comparison plot. Each analyst 

error range shown on the Friedman multiple comparison plot is quite large compared to the data 

range so all analyst mean rank error bars are overlapping which can indicate all analyst 

distributions are related and taken from the same global distribution. The Friedman rank variance 

for the analysts is 402.8 which is a large variance compared to the analyst ranks. The large rank 

variance could explain why the Friedman multiple comparison plot shows all analysts having 

comparable mean ranks but the Friedman p-value in Table 5-6 shows a large statistical difference 

between the analysts.  
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Figure 5-8: Analyst handpicked P-wave arrival difference (diff_Parr) Friedman multiple 

comparison plot. The highlighted mean rank is analyst 11, the same analyst rank which is 

highlighted in the one variable multiple comparison plots. 

5.2.1 Standard error comparison 

The standard error for each analyst diff_Parr distribution can be calculated using the Kruskal-

Wallis and Friedman non-parametric statistical results and the ANOVA one-way and two-way 

statistical test results. The Kruskal-Wallis and Friedman tests calculate the standard error based 

on the distribution ranks and the ANOVA tests calculate the standard error based on the diff_Parr 

values and the mean values. The distribution mean/median and the standard error for each 

analysts distribution is listed in Table 5-8 and Table 5-9 below. 
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Table 5-8: The table shows the median rank and standard errors for each analyst as 

calculated by the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test. 

analyst median rank std errors

7 8291.2208 152.2817

16 8915.0934 152.2817

5 10361.6076 152.2817

8 10753.0023 152.2817

1 7500.8275 152.2817

9 8075.1509 152.2817

11 9066.9384 152.2817

12 8534.1155 152.2817

3 9422.0860 152.2817

14 6713.2443 152.2817

10 9542.2420 152.2817

17 12069.9991 152.2817

15 6729.5957 152.2817

6 7618.3694 152.2817

4 8980.9278 152.2817

2 6569.5796 152.2817  

Table 5-9: The table shows the median rank and standard error for each analyst as 

calculated by the Friedman statistical test. 

analyst median rank std errors

7 1472.9826 402.8360

16 1604.9738 402.8360

5 1866.8564 402.8360

8 1959.0128 402.8360

1 1341.4015 402.8360

9 1459.2585 402.8360

11 1614.3733 402.8360

12 1511.8303 402.8360

3 1682.7918 402.8360

14 1206.3492 402.8360

10 1711.3492 402.8360

17 2224.9005 402.8360

15 1182.1015 402.8360

6 1371.1615 402.8360

4 1589.3503 402.8360

2 1169.3067 402.8360  
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The Friedman statistical results have larger standard error values compared to the Kruskal-Wallis 

standard error values which can be seen by comparing the error bars on the mean rank 

comparison plots in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6. The larger standard error values calculated for the 

Friedman statistical tests may be related to the magnitude adjustment factor used in the balanced 

two variable test.  

Table 5-10: The table shows the 1-way ANOVA diff_Parr distribution mean and standard 

error for each analyst. 

analyst mean std errors

7 0.0113 0.0011

16 0.0155 0.0011

5 0.0065 0.0011

8 0.0001 0.0011

1 0.0006 0.0011

9 0.0014 0.0011

11 0.0013 0.0011

12 0.0030 0.0011

3 0.0017 0.0011

14 0.0001 0.0011

10 0.0029 0.0011

17 0.0016 0.0011

15 0.0012 0.0011

6 0.0010 0.0011

4 0.0026 0.0011

2 0.0018 0.0011  
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Table 5-11: The table shows the two-way ANOVA distribution mean and standard error as 

sorted by analyst. 

analyst mean std errors

7 0.0126 0.0012

16 0.0162 0.0012

5 0.0057 0.0012

8 0.0001 0.0012

1 0.0003 0.0012

9 0.0005 0.0012

11 0.0014 0.0012

12 0.0032 0.0012

3 0.0018 0.0012

14 0.0003 0.0012

10 0.0029 0.0012

17 0.0017 0.0012

15 0.0013 0.0012

6 0.0011 0.0012

4 0.0022 0.0012

2 0.0016 0.0012  

The difference between the analyst distribution mean values and the standard error values when 

calculated from the one-way ANOVA distribution compared to the two-way ANOVA is likely 

due to the smaller number of events analyzed in the two-way ANOVA comparison. The two-way 

ANOVA and the Friedman statistical test require a balanced number of traces in each magnitude 

group for the second variable comparison.  

5.2.2 Handpicking accuracy comparison: teleseismic and microseismic events 

The median analyst P-wave arrival difference values for microseismic records can be compared 

to the P-wave arrival difference for manual and automatic P-wave arrival picks on teleseismic 

records as determined by Leonard (2000). The sampling frequency of the teleseismic traces was 

20 Hz and the acceptable P-wave arrival difference was 0.2 seconds as determined in the research 

paper. This P-wave arrival difference converts to 4 sampling intervals. The sampling frequency 
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for the microseismic traces analyzed in this report ranged from 1000 Hz to 6000 Hz. The median 

of the P-wave arrival difference (diff_Parr) distribution for each analyst ranges from -0.00021 

seconds and 0.00072 seconds. This mean P-wave arrival difference converts to 2 sampling 

intervals after the “true” P-wave arrival and 5 sampling intervals before the “true” P-wave arrival 

(between -2 and 5 sampling intervals). The P-wave arrival time difference measured in sampling 

intervals is the same for the microseismic mine records and the teleseismic records. The analyst 

P-wave picking variance as determined by Leonard (2000) for the teleseismic records in his 

research is 0.0289 seconds which converts to 0.6 sampling intervals. The analyst P-wave picking 

variance of the microseismic records obtained in this report is 0.00227-0.00994 seconds which 

converts to 2-10 samples for sampling frequency 1000 Hz and 12 – 60 samples for sampling 

frequency 6000 Hz. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The analyst P-wave arrival time difference (diff_Parr) distributions used in this thesis have 

median distribution values ranging from -0.00025 to 0.00035. All statistical analysis tests showed 

there was at least one analyst distribution which did not have the same distribution shape or the 

same distribution mean value as the other distributions tested. The standard error of the analyst 

distribution means as calculated by the 1-way and 2-way ANOVA is 0.0011 and 0.0012 seconds. 

The standard error is within the same value range as the width of the diff_Parr distributions. The 

width of the distributions varies between 0.002 seconds and 0.01 seconds depending on the 

analyst. Because the analyst distributions are so narrow there are a large number of traces with P-

wave arrival picks and diff_Parr values which are outliers to the distribution. The analyst 

distributions have 13-32% of traces which are outliers. The percentage of outliers in the analyst 

distributions is higher than the desired 5% outlier rule used when testing automatic processes. It is 
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interesting that analysts are considered to make the correct P-wave time picks but when compared 

to other analysts they still have a high percentage of P-wave arrival picks which are statistically 

different. 

 

The 2-way ANOVA statistical test calculated the diff_Parr distributions have different mean 

values when sorted by event magnitude. Further research could be done to compare the 

waveforms of the various magnitude groups. The 2-way ANOVA statistical test also calculated 

an interaction effect between the analyst and the magnitude group which indicates the magnitude 

of the events has an influence over the analyst P-wave picking accuracy. Further research could 

be done to look at how the magnitude of the microseismic events will influence the P-wave 

picking accuracy. The hypothesis is higher magnitude events will have higher signal to noise 

ratios, and hence will have P-wave arrivals which are easier to identify. The ease of identification 

would mean a higher percentage of traces with P-wave arrival picks and smaller deviation 

between different analysts P-wave arrival picks on the same trace. The first steps to find if there is 

a relationship between the event magnitude and the P-wave picking accuracy would be to talk 

with a group of analysts who have experience picking P-wave and S-wave arrivals on 

microseismic events to find out what characteristics they look at when picking the P-wave arrival 

time. When talking with the group of analysts it would also be useful to find out if the 

handpicking process is different when looking at low magnitude events and high magnitude 

events.   
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Chapter 6:  Automatic Picking Algorithms 

6.1 Introduction 

Several automatic P-wave picking algorithms were implemented in MATLAB and tested on a 

subset of event data from LKAB Malmberget mine in Sweden. The subset is a group of 11 events 

with magnitudes (Mw) ranging from -1 to 1. A comprehensive description of the Malmberget 

data set, including sensor responses, and frequency spectra of events was discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

Three types of algorithms were tested; short term average and long term average ratio 

(STA/LTA) algorithms, characteristic function (CF) algorithms, and autoregressive algorithms. 

First drafts of the algorithms were tested and the worst algorithms were discarded while the best 

algorithms were adjusted and tested on the subset of 11 microseismic events recorded at LKAB 

Malmberget mine. A description of these algorithms and a short statistical analysis of the 

algorithm P-wave picking results compared to the handpicked P-wave arrival times is shown in 

section 6.4. The four best algorithms based on the subset tests were run on the full data set for 

statistical comparisons. Versions of each algorithm are described below and a comparison of the 

automatic P-wave picking results for the subset of events is given in section 6.4. The MATLAB 

code for all picking algorithms is included in Appendix C. 

 

The criteria for assessing accuracy of the tested algorithms is how close the algorithm P-wave 

arrival time was to the ‘true’ P-wave arrival time as described in 5.1.1. The accuracy of the 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms is determined by comparing the ‘true’ P-wave arrival time 

to the automatic P-wave arrival time using the following test statistic (diff_Parr).  
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U�DDR:�� = uaR:��;9:) − :>[R:��       (6-1) 

Where hpParr_mean is the ‘true’ P-wave arrival time and algParr is the automatic algorithm P-

wave arrival time. The test statistic is calculated for each trace separately. 

6.2 Subset of Malmberget Events used to Test Algorithm Performance 

The subset of event records consists of 6 events in the magnitude -1 group, 4 events in the 

magnitude 0 group, and 1 event in the magnitude 1 group. The event records for all Malmberget 

data are velocity records with sampling rates between 1000Hz and 6000Hz. Because the sampling 

rates vary between individual sensors, all algorithms define window lengths in seconds instead of 

samples. The algorithms were only run on the vertical component traces of each sensor, and were 

run on each trace separately. The list of events in each subset and the magnitude of the events in 

subset 2 are given in Table 6-1 below. 
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Table 6-1: Subset of LKAB Malmberget events including the event magnitude and the 

number of traces with handpicked P-wave arrival times. 

Subset Event Name Mw Magnitude 

(magnitude group) 

Traces with ‘true’ 

P-wave arrivals 

Subset 2011-10-11-00-23_38 -0.49 (‘0’) 17/18 

 2011-10-11-00-24_22 -1.17 (‘-1’) 12/12 

 2011-10-11-00-28_43 0.08 (‘0’) 17/18 

 2011-10-11-00-55_19 -0.02(‘0’) 14/18 

 2011-10-11-01-29_15 -0.88 (‘-1’) 11/12 

 2011-10-11-02-45_36 -1.22 (‘-1’) 13/18 

 2011-10-11-03-10_42 -1.40 (‘-1’) 6/7 

 2011-10-11-03-42_45 -1.29(‘-1’) 8/9 

 2011-10-11-04-21_32 -0.18 (‘0’) 18/18 

 2011-10-11-04-37_45 -0.85 (‘-1’) 8/9 

 2011-10-11-06-18_03 0.90 (‘1’) 18/18 

 

6.3 Automatic P-wave Picking Algorithms 

The three types of automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested are; the STA/LTA algorithm, the 

characteristic function algorithm, and an autoregressive modeling algorithm. The algorithms were 

based on automatic P-wave picking algorithms created for local events and discussed in the 

literature review in section 3.3. Several drafts (versions) of each algorithm were created with 

varying threshold values, constants, sliding window lengths, and trigger values. The algorithms 
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were adjusted based on the handpicked to algorithm P-wave arrival comparison for the data 

subset. A general description of each type of algorithm is given here with a brief comparison of 

the algorithms. Each algorithm version is explained in detail later in this chapter where the 

automatic P-wave arrival times are compared to the handpicked P-wave arrival times. 

6.3.1 STA/LTA Algorithm 

The STA/LTA algorithm uses two sliding windows of different lengths (one short and one long) 

to calculate the changing energy content across the absolute value trace of a seismogram. The 

STA/LTA algorithm detects a P-wave arrival when the ratio between the short window average 

amplitude and the long window average amplitude is greater than a set threshold (Allen, 1982; 

Baer & Kradolfer, 1987; Earle & Shearer, 1994).   

 

At each iteration or window movement of the STA/LTA program the average amplitude of the 

short and long window of data is calculated. The program calculates the ratio of the short window 

average amplitude to the long window average amplitude (STA/LTA). The long window is 

positioned behind the short window so when the short window is positioned in the noise portion 

of the trace before the P-wave arrival, both the short and long window will have low average 

amplitudes and the amplitude ratio will be a low value. When the short window is at the P-wave 

arrival portion of the trace the short window average amplitude will be large and the noise 

window average amplitude will still be small because the long window is mostly in the noise 

portion of the trace. The amplitude ratio between the short and long window will be large when 

the short window is in the P-wave portion of the trace and the long window is in the noise portion 

of the trace. When both the short and long windows are in the P-wave portion of the trace the 
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average amplitude of both windows will be large and the ratio of the average amplitudes will be 

small again. 

.  

Figure 6-1: Absolute value trace plot of Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26 from the vertical 

component of sensor 101. The plot shows the short-time window and long-time window at a 

specific iteration of the algorithm and shows the position of the short-time window at the 

next iteration of the algorithm. 

6.3.2 Characteristic Function Algorithm 

Two characteristic function (CF) algorithms created for picking the P-wave arrival time on local 

event records were used as the basis of the microseismic P-wave picking CF algorithm tested in 

this chapter. The local event algorithms were called the Rex Allen (RA) algorithm and the Baer-

Kradolfer (BK) algorithm after the authors. These local event characteristic function P-wave 

picking algorithms are compared in section 3.3.3. The characteristic function algorithm looks at a 
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specific window of data which moves from t=0 to t=n (where n is the last sample in the trace 

record) in the same way as STA/LTA algorithm. The CF algorithms calculate a characteristic 

function value which will emphasize the changing frequency in the trace record and/or the 

changing amplitude of the trace record. Frequency Spectrum Analysis was done on a selection of 

Malmberget events in section 4.1.5 which shows a visible difference between the P-wave spectra 

and noise spectra. This difference means there is a difference between the frequency content of 

the noise portion of the waveform and the P-wave portion of the waveform so the characteristic 

function automatic P-wave picking algorithm can work on the Malmberget data set. The 

characteristic function value is then compared to a threshold value or used in a ratio calculation to 

pick the P-wave arrival time. The characteristic function calculation used on each window of 

trace data can be very simple or complex. The specific characteristic function algorithms 

investigated in this thesis and the P-wave picking accuracy of each algorithm is discussed in 

sections 6.4.5 and 6.4.6. 

6.3.3 Autoregressive Modeling Algorithm 

Autoregressive modelling is the process of converting a time series into a polynomial equation of 

a given order as discussed in 3.3.1. The ARfpe algorithm was programed in MATLAB so it uses 

the prebuilt autoregressive function to calculate the polynomial. The MATLAB AR function will 

calculate a polynomial of a specified order, in this case a 3rd order polynomial, which represents 

the input data. The AR function can use various windowing techniques and various model 

computing techniques such as the least-squares modelling approach. The fpe value is a measure 

of the model quality calculated by simulating the model m and calculating the difference between 

the model output and the actual time series y. The best models will have the smallest fpe values.  
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The ARfpe P-wave arrival picking algorithm is based on the assumption: the P-wave portion of 

the microseismic data has more information content than the noise portion of the microseismic 

data and will require a larger order polynomial to accurately model it. Several versions of an 

automatic P-wave detection program using autoregressive modelling and overlapping sliding 

windows was created in MATLAB and tested on the two subsets of Malmberget events. The 

autoregressive algorithm (ARfpe) uses a sliding window of a specific length which varies 

between versions of the algorithm. The sliding window of the algorithm advances 0.002s on each 

iteration so the sliding windows overlap along the trace record as seen in Figure 6-2. For each 

window of data the ARfpe algorithm calculates a) the autoregressive model coefficients for a set 

model order and b) the error (fpe) between the calculated model and the actual vector of data 

within the sliding window. The P-wave arrival pick is triggered when the current iteration sliding 

window has a fpe value which is larger than the noise fpe value by a set magnitude (two times 

larger or three times larger depending on the ARfpe version used). The noise fpe value is 

calculated by the average fpe value for the first 1-5 windows in each trace. The length of each 

window, the number of windows defined as noise windows, and the magnitude of the fpe trigger 

are adjusted between each version of the ARfpe algorithm. Version 1 of the ARfpe algorithm was 

tested on subset 1. The results of the test on subset 1 and specifics of the version 1 algorithm 

(ARfpe_v1) are in section 6.4.7 below. 
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Figure 6-2: Vertical velocity trace of Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26 sensor 101 with a sketch of 

the ARfpe sliding windows. 

6.3.4 Comparison of Algorithms 

The biggest difference between the STA/LTA algorithms, characteristic function algorithms, and 

autoregressive algorithms is the speed of picking. The autoregressive algorithm is significantly 

slower than the other two algorithms due to the modelling of each window. One method of 

quantitatively comparing the speed of the algorithms is to calculate the number of calculations 

made by each algorithm. Table 6-2 below lists the number iterations of the algorithm in a 1s 

trace, the number of calculations per trace and the number of calculations per iteration (window). 

The STA/LTA and characteristic function (CF) algorithms have a 200-500 iteration range listed 

because the number of iterations in these algorithms is directly related to time step which the 

sliding window moves across the trace. Versions of the STA/LTA and characteristic function 

algorithm with smaller time steps have a larger number of algorithm iterations to cover the same 

time span.  
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Table 6-2: A quantitative comparison of the number of iterations in each of the three types 

of automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested. 

Automatic P-wave 

Picking Algorithms 

Number of iterations 

for a 1s trace 

Number of 

calculations per trace 

Number of 

calculations per 

iteration 

STA/LTA 200-500 7 3 

CF 200-500 5 4-10 

ARfpe ~500 9 4 

The ARfpe algorithm has the largest number of calculations per trace and the largest number of 

iterations in a 1s trace. The CF function has the largest number of calculations per iteration all of 

which are simple calculations (addition, averaging, etc.) so the algorithm is faster than the ARfpe 

algorithm which creates a polynomial model and calculates the error between that model and the 

trace data on every iteration of the algorithm. 

6.4 Comparison of Algorithm Versions tested on Subset 1 

6.4.1 STA/LTA version 1 

Version 1 of the STA/LTA algorithm did not give good results in initial tests and was adjusted to 

create STA/LTA version 2. STA/LTA version 1 used an overlapping short-time window and 

long-time window. The short-time window was 0.01 sec in length and the long-time window was 

0.05 sec in length. The sliding windows advanced 0.01 sec per iteration of the algorithm so there 

was no overlap between the iterations. The energy for each window was calculated from the sum 

of the values within the sliding window and the threshold value was 3 times the long-time 

window energy (LTA). This version of the STA/LTA algorithm was not sensitive enough to 

changes in the energy ratio (STA/LTA energy ratio) to trigger P-wave arrival times on the trial 
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event traces. STA/LTA version 1 was only tested on the traces from one event record before it 

was changed to version 2. 

6.4.2 STA/LTA version 2 

The second version of the STA/LTA algorithm reduced the length of the short window to 0.005 

sec, changed the energy value from the sum of the trace amplitudes to the average trace amplitude 

over the window length, and adjusted the spacing between the short sliding window and the long 

sliding window. In version 2 of the STA/LTA algorithm the short-time window was 0.005s in 

length and the long-time window was 0.05 sec in length. As shown in Figure 6-3 the long 

window was positioned behind the short-time window so there was no overlap between the two 

windows. This new position means the LTA window calculates the average trace amplitude for 

past time values which the STA window calculates the average trace amplitude for current time 

values. The version 2 STA/LTA algorithm advances at 0.005 sec so like in version 1 there is no 

overlap in the short-time window between the iterations.  
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.  

Figure 6-3: Absolute value trace plot of Trial Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26 from the vertical 

component of sensor 101. The plot shows the non-overlapping short-time window (0.005 

sec) and long-time window (0.05 sec) used in version 2 of the STA/LTA algorithm. (Note: 

This plot shows the same trace as the plot but zoomed in to a different scale). 

In version 2 of the STA/LTA algorithm the P-wave arrival time is recorded as the first sample in 

the short window when the ratio of the mean amplitude between the short window and the long 

window is greater than a predetermined threshold value of 3. This algorithm was tested on the 9 

events in trial subset 1 and the 11 events in trial subset 2. To help understand how version 2 of the 

STA/LTA algorithm views the seismic traces and picks the P-wave arrival time a series of plots 

are shown below. The first plot in Figure 6-4 shows an example trace with the handpicked P-

wave arrival time, the second plot shows the short and long window amplitude average, and the 
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third plot shows the STA/LTA ratio changing over time with the threshold value and algorithm P-

wave arrival time. The example trace shown below is recorded on the vertical component of 

sensor 104 from event 2011-10-11-00-23_38 in the Malmberget event data subset. 

 

Figure 6-4: Velocity event trace for event 2011-10-11-00-23_38 recorded on the vertical 

component of sensor 104 with handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square 

(first plot). Average short window amplitude average and long window amplitude average 

changing over time for the same trace (second plot). STA/LTA ratio changing over time for 

the same trace with the STA/LTA v2 P-wave arrival time labeled with a text arrow (third 

plot). 

When tested on all vertical traces from event 2011-10-11-00-23_38 the STA/LTA version 2 

algorithm failed to make a P-wave arrival pick on 1/18 traces and made a P-wave arrival pick 

which had a diff_Parr >0.005 sec for 1/18 picks. In total 16/18 of the traces in event 2011-10-11-

00-23_38 had automatic P-wave arrival picks made within one window (0.005 sec) of the mean 
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handpicked P-wave arrival. A summary of the automatic P-wave picking performance on all 

traces in the Malmberget event data subset is discussed in 6.4.10. The diff_Parr results were 

plotted as a histogram to show the shape of the distribution and look for any systematic errors. 

The histogram of the STA/LTA v2 automatic P-wave arrival picks is shown in Figure 6-5.  

 

Figure 6-5: The histogram shows the STA/LTA algorithm distribution between diff_Parr -

0.1 sec and 0.1 sec. The distribution contains the following outliers not shown on the 

histogram plot: 12 traces with diff_Parr <-0.1 sec and 17 traces with diff_Parr >0.1 sec. 

6.4.3 STA/LTA version 3 

Version 3 of the STA/LTA algorithm uses a longer sliding window to view a larger portion of the 

P-wave arrival waveform and advances each window by 0.002 sec to increase the accuracy of the 

automatic P-wave pick. By overlapping the sliding window each point on the waveform is 

contained in two or more windows and has equal influence over the average amplitude 
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calculation (sta_amp). The STA window is 0.01 sec in length, the LTA window is 0.1 sec in 

length, and the threshold value =3. The STA window should be long enough to contain all (or 

most) of the initial P-wave arrival waveform so the STA average is a true measure of the average 

P-wave amplitude. The P-wave arrival waveform duration can be estimated by converting the P-

wave corner frequency from Hz to seconds. From the event magnitude – corner frequency 

relationship plotted in Figure 4-16 and after converting the corner frequency from Hz to seconds, 

the P-wave duration of events with magnitude -0.5 is 0.014 sec and the P-wave duration for 

events with magnitude -1 is 0.007 sec. This P-wave initial duration fits with the STA window 

length of the STA/LTA version 3 algorithm. The Malmberget event data subset contains 3 events 

in this magnitude range and 4 events with magnitude less than -1 which will have a P-wave 

duration which is less than 0.01 sec. The algorithm was run on all 11 events in the subset and the 

algorithm P-wave arrival time was compared to the analyst “true” P-wave arrival time. The 

diff_Parr value for all STA/LTA v3 P-wave arrivals was plotted as a histogram with bins of 

0.001 sec widths in Figure 6-6. The histogram is used to show the diff_Parr distribution and look 

for systematic errors in the algorithms.  
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Figure 6-6: Histogram of the automatic P-wave arrival picks for STA/LTA v3. The 

histogram shows the distribution of diff_Parr values between -0.1 sec and 0.1 sec. The 

distribution contains the following outliers: 11 traces with diff_Parr < -0.1 sec and 13 traces 

with diff_Parr > 0.1 sec. 

6.4.4 STA/LTA version 4 

Version 4 of the STA/LTA algorithm increases the sliding window length again to 0.055 sec to 

contain the full initial P-wave duration for events with magnitudes 0 and 0.5. The short-time 

sliding window length was chosen based on the moment magnitude-corner frequency relationship 

discussed in section 4.1.5.1. Version 4 of the STA/LTA algorithm uses a short-time sliding 

window of length 0.055 sec with an advancement of 0.005 sec per iteration. The long-time 

window is 0.1sec in length and the threshold value equals 2. Version 4 of the STA/LTA algorithm 

requires the STA/LTA ratio to be greater than the threshold value of 2 for more than two 
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iterations of the algorithm before making a P-wave arrival pick. Figure 6-7 shows the trace used 

to create the algorithm with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square (first 

plot) and the STA mean amplitude and the LTA mean amplitude changing over time (second 

plot). The automatic P-wave arrival time of 0.210 sec is labeled on the second plot.   

 

Figure 6-7: Trace from event 2011-10-11-00-28-43 recorded on the vertical component of 

sensor 104 with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square (top plot). 

The STA and LTA amplitude of the trace changing over time with the automatic P-wave 

arrival time labeled with a text arrow and the STA/LTA>thr=2 trigger shown in yellow. 

Out of the 18 traces in event 2011-10-11-00-28_43 (17 of which have good handpicked P-wave 

arrival times) version 4 of the STA/LTA algorithm made 10 P-wave arrival picks within 0.005 
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sec of the handpicked P-wave arrival time. The event which this automatic picking program was 

tested had a magnitude of 0.075 with an expected P-wave duration of 0.03 sec so the 0.055 sec 

short-time window amplitude (amp_sta) should adequately represent the mean amplitude of the 

P-wave at the arrival time. 

 

The STA/LTA v4 algorithm was run on all traces in the Malmberget event data subset and the 

algorithm P-wave arrival picks were compared to the analysts “true” P-wave arrival picks and 

plotted as a histogram with bins of width 0.001 sec in Figure 6-8. The histogram shows 1outlier 

with diff_Parr<-0.1 sec and 92 outliers with diff_Parr>0.1 sec or no algorithm pick. The 0 

diff_Parr bin in the histogram contains the largest number of traces with 14 traces. 

 

Figure 6-8: The STA/LTA v4 histogram shows the algorithm distribution with diff_Parr 

values between -0.1 sec and 0.1 sec. The algorithm contains the following outliers which are 
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not shown: 1 trace with diff_Parr values < -0.1 sec and 92 traces with diff_Parr values > 0.1 

sec. 

6.4.5 Characteristic Function Algorithm version 1 based on the Allen Characteristic 

Function Equations 

Version 1 of the characteristic function P-wave picking algorithm is based on the Allen 

characteristic function algorithm (RA algorithm) which was created to pick the P-wave arrival 

time on local event traces and discussed in Chapter 3 in more detail. This characteristic function 

algorithm uses two equations to emphasis the change in the trace between the noise and the P-

wave portion. The current value (CV) is calculated from a short trace window and the predicted 

value (PV) is calculated from a long trace window positioned before the short window (in time). 

The characteristic function equations created by Allen (2000) are used to enhance the change in 

frequency which occurs when the P-wave arrives on the trace. In Chapter 4 the spectral analysis 

of the noise portion and the P-wave portion of traces were compared for a selection of 

Malmberget events. The noise spectra shows low energy across all frequency bands and the P-

wave spectra shows a defined corner frequency with high energy content for frequencies below 

the corner frequency and linearly decrease energy content for frequencies above the corner 

frequency. With the correct constants the Allen algorithm should be able to distinguish between 

the noise and P-wave portion of the traces based on the changing frequency content.  

The CV and PV equations are given below along with a description of version 1 of the 

characteristic function (CF) algorithm and two line plots showing the relationship between the 

CV and PV vectors and the algorithm P-wave arrival detection trigger. 

YS�)� = :5<]	�)�_ + Y ∗ :5<]	�)� − 	�) − #�_      (6-2) 

RS�)� = �# − �� ∗ RS�) − l� +� ∗ YS�) − #�      (6-3) 
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The constants(C and K) in the CV and PV characteristic function equations were adjusted to give 

the highest number of P-wave arrival picks within the traces of Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26. The 

characteristic function algorithm version 1 uses constants C=4, and K=0.3. The spacing between 

n and n-1 in the characteristic function equation was chosen as 0.005 sec to match the sliding 

window length of version 2 of the STA/LTA algorithm. The characteristic function algorithm 

uses the CV and PV equations to calculate two vectors the same length as the trace vector but with 

samples spaced at 0.005 sec intervals. The CV vector at a given point is the current response of 

the trace with a weighting factor to emphasis the rate of change between the current point and the 

previous point (slope of the trace). The PV vector at a given point is the expected behaviour of the 

trace based on the past five points viewed by the algorithm (aka the past 0.005 seconds). The CF1 

algorithm makes two P-wave arrival picks, the first P-wave arrival pick when CV(n) value is 

greater than 5 times the pre-event noise PV value and the second pick when the CV(n) is greater 

than 5.5 times the PV(n) value. The threshold values 5 and 5.5 were adjusted to give the most 

number of P-wave arrival picks on the traces within event 2011-10-11-00-42_26. The first P-

wave arrival pick tends to be much sooner than the handpicked P-wave arrival because the pre-

event noise is typically low amplitude and yields a low noise PV average. The second P-wave 

arrival pick had a similar trigger to version 2 of the STA/LTA algorithm when tested on event 

2011-10-11-00-42-26. When the P-wave arrival occurs the CV value will increase quickly but the 

PV value will increase more slowly because of the delay factor in the PV vector calculation (see 

PV equation above). To show how the characteristic function emphasizes changes in the event 

waveform the original trace for sensor 101 of event trace 2011-10-11-00-42_26, the CV vector 

and average noise PV vector, and the CV vector and PV vector are all plotted in Figure 6-9.  
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Figure 6-9: Velocity trace plot for sensor 101 of event 2011-10-11-00-42-26 the vertical 

component with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square (top plot). 

The CV vector from CF version 1 with the average noise threshold the dotted green line and 

the CF P-wave arrival pick labeled (middle plot). The CV vector and PV vector from CF 

version 1 with the second CF P-wave arrival pick labeled (bottom plot). 

It is difficult to identify the P-wave arrival time on the original trace (top plot of figure) as the 

point labeled because the change in waveform is very subtle, the distinctive change in the 

waveform occurs at time=0.4 sec (which is 0.04 sec after the handpicked P-wave arrival time). 

Due to the rate of change emphasis factor in the CV equation the change in the waveform at 0.36s 

(the handpicked P-wave arrival time) can be seen more clearly on the CV vector which is the blue 

line on middle and bottom plots. Initial trials with version 1 of the characteristic function 

algorithm were very poor so it was not tested on the Malmberget event data subset.  
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6.4.6 Characteristic Function Algorithm version 2 based on the Baer and Kradolfer 

Characteristic Function 

The characteristic function P-wave picking algorithm version 2 is based on the characteristic 

function algorithm created by Baer and Kradolfer (BK algorithm). The Baer and Kradolfer 

characteristic function emphasis the change in amplitude and frequency content between the noise 

and P-wave portion of the trace. The Baer and Kradolfer characteristic function also uses 

constants which adjust themselves based on the past input values instead of constants which must 

be defined prior to processing any trace data. By using constants which change based on the input 

values the Baer and Kradolfer characteristic function reduces the user input needed to calibrate 

the algorithm for various data sets. This is an advantage over the Allen characteristic function 

where the constants need to be adjusted for each site of data collection or each type of event used 

(local, microseismic, etc.). 

 

The characteristic function version 2 automatic P-wave picking algorithm (CF v2) uses an 

envelope function to emphasis the changing frequency and amplitude in the input trace. The CF 

v2 algorithm uses a sampling rate of 1000Hz (0.001 sec) for all trace records. The CF v2 

algorithm calculates the envelope function of the trace record by squaring velocity (y value) of 

the resampled trace and adding a second term which contains the derivative of the trace and a 

constant. The constant is weighted to be the same magnitude as the trace squared value. The 

equation of the envelop function is given below where the sums are taken from the beginning of 

the trace record and y’(n) is the derivative of the trace which is calculated as the slope of y(n-1) 

and y(n) in the MATLAB code.   

9�)� = 	�)�� + 	m �)�� ∗ ����	�)�� ����	m �)���⁄       (6-4) 
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The CF algorithm then calculates the characteristic function vector of the trace based on the 

envelope function and records every 0.001 sec point (n in these equations).  The characteristic 

function equation is given below where pqoooo is the average value of the SF vector and S is the 

variance of the SF vector taken from the beginning of the time series to the present n value. 

YC�)� = ��C�)� − �Coooo�)�� ��)�⁄ , where �C = 9�)� ∗∗ k    (6-5) 

The P-wave arrival time is chosen when the characteristic function value is greater than S1=10 

which is a constant chosen by Baer and Kradolfer. The CF algorithm calculates an updated 

variance (S) when the CF(n) value is less thenp2 = 2 ∗ p1. This variance adjustment balances the 

characteristic function for changing noise levels in the input trace (Baer & Kradolfer, 1987). 

 

The P-wave detection criterion for the CF v2 algorithm consists of two parts, a threshold value 

which records the possibility of an event as a trigger and a trigger duration value which must be 

surpassed for a P-wave arrival to be chosen. The CF v2 algorithm records a trigger at every 0.001 

sec point where CF(t) is greater than S1=10, the algorithm then counts all triggered points and 

selects the P-wave arrival time a set time duration before the program selection. The Baer-

Kradolfer algorithm which was created for automatic P-wave picking on local events uses a 

trigger duration value of 0.1 sec to check that the automatic P-wave detected by the algorithm fits 

the expected P-wave time duration for local events. The microseismic CF_v2 automatic P-wave 

picking algorithm also uses a time duration value as the basis for the final CF_v2 P-wave arrival 

time estimate. The CF_v2 time duration value was chosen as 0.01 sec and is adjusted to a sample 

number based on the sample rate of each input trace. The CF v2 algorithm trigger duration was 

adjusted to 0.01 sec to fit the shorter microseismic records. The trigger duration is also the P-

wave duration expected for microseismic events in the -1 magnitude range as shown in section 
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4.1.5.1. Because the trigger duration of the algorithm is equal to the expected P-wave duration the 

automatic P-wave picking trigger should work well for events with magnitude -1 and greater. The 

original trace record, the envelope function, and the trigger vector for event 2011-10-11-00-28-43 

is plotted in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled on the 

original trace as a black square.  

 

Figure 6-10: Trace from event 2011-10-11-00-28-43 recorded on the vertical component of 

sensor 104 with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square on the top 

plot. The CF v2 envelope vector plotted on the middle plot and the CF v2 detection trigger 

and threshold plotted on the bottom plot with the automatic P-wave arrival time labeled. 
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Figure 6-11: Trace from event 2011-10-11-00-28-43 recorded on the vertical component of 

sensor 106 with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square on the top 

plot. The CF v2 envelope vector plotted on the middle plot and the CF v2 detection vector 

and threshold plotted on the bottom plot with the automatic P-wave arrival time labeled. 

To compare the P-wave picking performance of the different algorithms the time difference 

between the automatic P-wave arrival time and the handpicked P-wave arrival time was 

calculated. The time difference between the CF_v2 automatic P-wave arrival pick and the 

handpicked P-wave arrival for each trace in subset 2 was plotted as a histogram to compare the 

median time difference and the shape of the time difference distribution of the CF_v2 automatic 

P-wave picking algorithm with the other automatic P-wave picking algorithms. The histogram of 

the CF_v2 automatic P-wave arrival time difference is plotted in Figure 6-12 below. The 

histogram is plotted for time differences between -0.1 sec and 0.1 sec with the outlier values (< -

0.1 and > 0.1) are not shown on the histogram plot because the outlier bars make it more difficult 
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to see the time difference distribution characteristics such as median difference value and 

skewness. The CF_v2 histogram (Figure 6-12) shows a distribution with median value of -0.002s 

and skewness with larger tail in the negative direction. This means the CF_v2 algorithm tends to 

pick the P-wave arrival time after the analyst P-wave arrival time. The CF_v2 histogram bins are 

0.001s wide to match the time duration between iterations of the CF_v2 algorithm (the sw width 

in seconds). 

 

Figure 6-12: Histogram of the CF_v2 diff_Parr distribution using the correction CF_v2 

algorithm with no traces which did not have automatic P-wave arrival picks. There are 25 

traces with diff_Parr values greater than 0.1 sec and 8 traces with diff_Parr values less than 

-0.1 sec. The histogram shows a skewed distribution centered at -0.002 sec. 
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6.4.7 ARfpe version 1 

Version 1 of the ARfpe algorithm uses a sliding window of 0.02 sec in length with the noise fpe 

value calculated from the first sliding window AR model. The algorithm trigger threshold was set 

as 4 times the noise fpe value so the ARfpe algorithm picks the P-wave arrival time as the time 

sample 0.002 sec from the sliding window edge when the current sliding window has an fpe value 

greater than four times the noise fpe value for that specific trace. A plot showing the fpe vector 

for sensor 101 from the Trial Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26 is shown in Figure 6-13. This fpe plot 

has no automatic P-wave picks because the algorithm trigger (noisefpe*4) was greater than the 

fpe value from each window along the trace. This version of the ARfpe algorithm (ARfpe v1) 

makes two P-wave arrival picks using the same picking criteria (the first and second window with 

fpe value greater than 4 times the noise fpe value). 
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Figure 6-13: Trial Event 2011-10-11-00-42_26 sensor 101 ARfpe plot with no P-wave arrival 

pick. The algorithm noise fpe threshold was 1.07*10^-14 which is larger than any fpe value 

on this plot. 

6.4.8 ARfpe algorithm version 2 

Version 2 of the ARfpe algorithm uses a sliding window of 0.02 sec in length which is the same 

length as the sliding window used in ARfpe version 1. Version 2 of the ARfpe algorithm differs 

from version 1 by using a longer time window of 0.05 sec as guaranteed pre-event noise. The 

initial 0.05 sec of each trace is used to define the AR model fpe error expected when the model is 

viewing the noise portion of the trace. The algorithm trigger threshold of the ARfpe version 2 

algorithm is set as 4 times the noise fpe value and the algorithm makes two P-wave arrival picks 

for the first and second window where the window fpe value is greater than four times the noise 
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fpe value. When the ARfpe version 2 P-wave picking algorithm performance was tested against 

the other automatic P-wave picking algorithms only the first P-wave arrival time pick was used.  

 

When tested on the 18 traces in example event 2011-10-11-00-28_43 the ARfpe v2 algorithm 

made 1/18 P-wave arrival picks within 0.004 sec or two iterations of the handpicked P-wave 

arrival time. The automatic P-wave arrival picks for the other 17 traces were 0.01 sec and 0.009 

sec away from the handpicked P-wave arrival time (0.01 sec away for the first ARfpe v2 pick and 

0.009 sec from the second ARfpe v2 pick). The ARfpe v2 algorithm was tested on all traces in 

subset 2. A histogram showing the ARfpe v2 automatic P-wave picking results compared to 

“true” handpicked P-wave arrival times is shown in Figure 6-14. The histogram plots the number 

of traces within each diff_Parr bin. The histogram can also be used to show the shape of the 

diff_Parr distribution. The ARfpe_v2 diff_Parr distribution is skewed with the median value at 

0.01112 sec. This distribution shows the ARfpe_v2 automatic P-wave picking algorithm tends to 

pick the P-wave arrival time before the analyst P-wave arrival time. The ARfpe_v2 algorithm 

may be too sensitive to changes in the input trace so the algorithm detects a change in the trace 

before the P-wave arrival. Out of the 157 traces in subset 2 there are 7 traces with an ARfpe_v2 

automatic P-wave arrival pick which was more than 0.1 sec after the handpicked P-wave arrival 

pick. These outlier traces where not included in the plot of the ARfpe_v2 histogram because it 

makes it harder to see the shape of the diff_Parr distribution. 
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Figure 6-14: The histogram of the ARfpe_v2 diff_Parr distribution values for the corrected 

algorithm. The histogram bins are the same width as the algorithm window movement 

(sw=0.002 sec). The histogram shows a skewed distribution centered above diff_Parr=0 sec. 

The histogram does not include any traces with no automatic P-wave arrival time pick. 

6.4.9 ARfpe algorithm version 3 

Version 3 of the ARfpe algorithm uses a sliding window of 0.055 sec in length with a noise fpe 

value calculated from the first sliding window in each trace. The trigger threshold was set at 3 

times the noise fpe value and the algorithm was adjusted so a P-wave arrival time pick is only 

made when the trigger threshold is surpassed from two iterations of the algorithm in a row. This 

version of the ARfpe algorithm was also tested on the traces from event 2011-10-11-00-28_43. 

Event 2011-10-11-00-28_43 has a total of 18 traces with 17/18 having good handpicked P-wave 
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arrival times. Version 3 of the ARfpe algorithm made P-wave arrival picks within 0.004 sec (two 

iterations) of the handpicked P-wave arrival time for only 1/18 traces. The vertical component 

velocity trace from sensor 104 of example event 2011-10-11-00-28_43 is plotted in Figure 6-15 

below with the ARfpe vector and the algorithm trigger points. This plot is the one trace of 18 

where the algorithm had a P-wave arrival within 0.04 sec of the handpicked P-wave arrival. 

ARfpe v3 was tested on all traces in subset 3 and a histogram of the results was plotted in Figure 

6-16. Out of 157 traces in the Malmberget event data subset there were 6 traces with automatic P-

wave arrival times which were picked 0.1 sec or more before the handpicked P-wave arrival time 

and 36 traces with automatic P-wave arrival times which were picked 0.1 sec after the handpicked 

P-wave arrival time. The histogram of the ARfpe_v3 diff_Parr distribution is skewed with the 

median diff_Parr value 0.042 sec. This means the ARfpe_v3 automatic P-wave picking algorithm 

is picking the P-wave arrival earlier than the handpicked P-wave arrival time. The ARfpe_v3 

algorithm may be emphasizing changes in the shape of the trace which are not associated with the 

P-wave arrival which is why the automatic P-wave arrival time is too early. The ARfpe_v3 

algorithm may also detect a chance in the trace at the same point as the analyst sees the change in 

the trace but be selecting an automatic P-wave arrival time to early in the sliding window so the 

automatic P-wave arrival time is noticeably sooner than the handpicked P-wave arrival time.  
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Figure 6-15: Velocity trace from vertical component of sensor 104 for example event 2011-

10-11-00-28_43 with the handpicked P-wave arrival time labeled as a black square (first 

plot). The AR fpe value (AR error for the sliding window) as it changes over the time span 

of the trace with the ARfpe v3 automatic P-wave arrival time labeled at 0.204 sec (second 

plot). 
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Figure 6-16: Histogram of the diff_Parr values for the automatic P-wave picking algorithm 

ARfpe_v3. There are 6 traces with diff_Parr values less than 0.1 sec the bar is not shown on 

this plot. The histogram bin width is the duration of the sliding window movement. The 

histogram does not include any traces with no automatic P-wave arrival pick. 

6.4.10 Comparison of the Automatic P-wave picking Algorithms using Boxplots and 

Statistical Tests 

The Malmberget event data subset consists of 11 events in three magnitude groups; Mw= -1, 

Mw= 0, and Mw= 1. The subset has a total of 157 traces with 90.4% of the traces having a “true” 

P-wave arrival pick. The performance of algorithms STA/LTA v2, STA/LTA v3, STA/LTA v4, 

CF v2, and two drafts of the ARfpe algorithm (v2, v3) were compared based on the distribution 

of diff_Parr values from all traces in subset 2. The distribution mean, distribution length, and 
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percentage of outliers for each algorithm are compared in Table 6-3. Boxplots were used to 

visually compare the automatic P-wave picking performance of the algorithms. The median value 

of each distribution is marked by a red line in the center of the boxplot; the 25
th
 and 75

th
 

percentile values are the edges of the box and the edges of the whisker are the last diff_Parr value 

within the distribution (1.5 interquartile range). The difference between the algorithm diff_Parr 

mean and median values should be noted when comparing the algorithms. The mean values are 

very different from the median values for all algorithms because of the effect of outliers on the 

mean calculation. All algorithm distributions contain extreme outliers when the algorithm could 

not make a P-wave arrival and outliers when the algorithm makes a very different arrival pick 

compared to the analysts handpicked arrivals. The histogram outlier percentage was included on 

the statistics chart as a way to show the algorithm picking accuracy to a bench mark of diff_Parr 

= 0.1 sec. 
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Table 6-3: Statistics used to compare each algorithm taken from the diff_Parr distribution 

boxplots. The distribution median is shown on the boxplot as the red line and the 

distribution mean is compared in the ANOVA statistical test. 

Algorithms diff_Parr 

mean 

(sec) 

diff_Parr 

median 

(sec) 

Distribution 

length (sec) 

Boxplot 

Outliers 

Traces 

with 

autopicks 

Histogram 

Outliers 

(diff_Parr>0.1s) 

STA/LTA 

v2 

0.037 -0.0003 0.0173 35.17% 92.4% 18.5% 

STA/LTA 

v3 

0.031 0.0032 0.0195 21.92% 93% 15.3% 

STA/LTA 

v4 

0.178 0.156 1.089 1.9% - 59.2% 

CF v2  -0.0054 0.0501 28.67% 95.5% 33.1% 

ARfpe v2  0.0112 0.0581 14.15% 67.5% 29.2% 

ARfpe v3  0.0416 0.0821 12.61% 70.7% 26.8% 
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Figure 6-17: Boxplot of the diff_Parr values for traces in subset 2 with automatic P-wave 

arrival picks for each the automatic P-wave picking algorithms; STA/LTA version 2 and 

version 3, CF algorithm version 2, and ARfpe algorithm version 2 and version 3. 

Version 4 of the STA/LTA algorithm was created with the longest time duration short-time 

window (0.055 sec) to test if there was an improvement in the number of traces with automatic P-

wave picks when the algorithm is looking at a larger window of data. Version 4 of the STA/LTA 

algorithm was given the same time duration for each windows movement as the STA/LTA 

version 2 algorithm (sw=0.005 sec) and the P-wave picking performance of the two STA/LTA 

version were compared in a boxplot shown in Figure 6-18 below. The STA/LTA version 4 

statistics in Table 6-3 are from this boxplot. The STA/LTA version 4 P-wave picking algorithm 

has a long distribution length meaning there is a lot of scatter between the diff_Parr values for 

each trace with an automatic P-wave arrival time pick. The STA/LTA version 4 algorithm also 

has a large number of trace, almost 60% of the trace in the subset, with automatic P-wave arrival 
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time picks which have a time difference of more than 0.1 sec. This is a very poor automatic P-

wave picking performance so the STA/LTA version 4 was no included in the boxplot comparison 

of the other automatic P-wave picking algorithms. 

 

Figure 6-18: Boxplot comparison of the STA/LTA version 2 and STA/LTA version 4 

algorithms using the traces in LKAB Malmberget mine microseismic traces subset 2. The 

STA/LTA version 4 algorithm has a very long distribution compared the STA/LTA version 

2 and is not comparable with the other automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested. 

6.4.10.1 Conclusions and Observations for the Automatic P-wave Picking Algorithms Tested on 

the Malmberget Event Data Subset 

When comparing the algorithms using the distribution statistics and determining the best 

algorithms for further testing one should look for the algorithm with the diff_Parr median value 

close to zero. These distributions have the closest automatic P-wave arrival time picks and 
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handpicked P-wave arrival time picks on the largest number of traces in subset two. The ideal 

automatic P-wave picking algorithm will also have a narrow diff_Parr distribution meaning a low 

standard deviation between P-wave arrival picks and an outlier percentage below 5%. When 

looking at the percentage of outliers then length of the distribution should be considered. 

Distributions with long distribution lengths tend to have a small number of outliers but will not 

yield automatic picks which are comparable to analyst picks because the variance between the 

automatic P-wave arrival picks is too large.  

 

The STA/LTA v2 and v3 algorithms have comparable diff_Parr distributions lengths and 

comparable percentage of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks. The STA/LTA v2 

algorithm has a median diff_Parr value which is closer to zero and the STA/LTA v3 algorithm 

has a lower percentage of outliers. Based on the results in this chapter the STA/LTA v2 and 

STA/LTA v3 algorithms will be tested on the full Malmberget data set (see Chapter 7).  

 

The CF v2 algorithm made automatic P-wave arrival picks on 95% of the traces in subset 2 which 

is the highest percentage of traces between the a STA/LTA v2, v3, CF v2, ARfpe v2, and ARfpe 

v3 automatic P-wave picking algorithms. The CF v2 algorithm also has a median value 

comparable to the STA/LTA v3 algorithm and a diff_Parr distribution length comparable to the 

STA/LTA v2 algorithm (in the same order of magnitude). Based on the results in this chapter the 

CF v2 algorithm was chosen to be tested on the full data set of Malmberget event traces in 

Chapter 7.  
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The ARfpe v2 algorithm has a diff_Parr distribution length comparable to the CF v2 algorithm 

but a diff_Parr median value which quite far in the positive direction. The ARfpe v2 algorithm 

tends to make P-wave arrival picks which are sooner in the trace record than the handpicked P-

wave arrival picks. Based on the results in this chapter the ARfpe v2 algorithm was chosen to be 

tested on the full data set of Malmberget event traces in Chapter 7. The ARfpe v3 algorithm was 

not chosen because the subset 2 ARfpe v3 automatic P-wave picking diff_Parr distribution had 

the longest distribution length and a diff_Parr median value which was farthest from the ideal 

diff_Parr value of zero.  
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Chapter 7: Automatic P-wave Arrival Time Picking Analysis 

7.1 Introduction 

A data set of 222 microseismic events recorded at the Malmberget Mine in Sweden was 

processed by a group of IMS analysts. The same events were processed here by 5 automatic P-

wave picking algorithms to compare the performance of the algorithms to that of manual picking. 

Several automatic P-wave picking program versions were created and tested on a subset of 

Malmberget event data (described in Chapter 6). The best versions of each type of algorithm 

based on the preliminary tests on the subset of events were run on the full data set. The chosen 

algorithms include two version of the STA/LTA algorithm (stalta_v2 and stalta_v3), one version 

of the characteristic function algorithm (CF_v2) and two versions of the autoregressive algorithm 

(ARfpe_v2 and ARfpe_v3). A description of the statistical tests used to analyze the P-wave 

picking performance of both the analyst handpicked P-wave arrival times and the automatic 

picked P-wave arrival times is given in Chapter 2. The statistical analysis of the handpicked P-

wave arrival times is given in Chapter 5.  

In this chapter the results from all algorithms (arrival times) are compared to the mean analyst P-

wave arrival time and the range of analyst P-wave arrival picks in the Qualitative Analysis 

section (7.2) using histograms and boxplots. The automatic P-wave picking performance of each 

type of algorithm is also compared using non-parametric statistical tests in the Quantitative 

Analysts section (7.3). 

7.2 Qualitative Algorithm Distribution Comparisons 

The stalta_v2, stalta_v3, CF_v2, ARfpe_v2, and ARfpe_v3 algorithms were run on a total of 

2962 traces from the available microseismic events. The automatic P-wave picking performance 
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of each algorithm is compared by calculating the P-wave arrival time difference between the 

algorithm automatic pick and the mean analyst P-wave arrival pick. When the algorithm 

automatic picks are not triggered or there are too few analyst handpicked P-wave arrivals to 

calculate the “true” P-wave arrival time a NaN value is saved in the results matrix instead of an 

arrival time pick. The algorithm percentage of automatic picks is calculated based on the number 

of NaN values in each diff_Parr distribution. The percentage of automatic P-wave picks is 

recorded in Table 7-1 where the value can easily be compared to the other automatic P-wave 

picking algorithms. The algorithm P-wave arrival picks can also be compared visually using a 

diff_Parr distribution boxplot (Figure 7-1). A normal distribution with mean value of zero and 

outliers of 5% or below would be the ideal diff_Parr distribution. The boxplot with the stalta_v2, 

statlta_v3, CF_v2, ARfpe_v2, and ARfpe_v3 distributions is shown on Figure 7-1 and the 

statistics from the boxplot are summarized in Table 7-1. 
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Figure 7-1: The automatic P-wave picking algorithm diff_Parr distributions for all tested 

algorithms (two versions of STA/LTA algorithm – stalta_v2, stalta_v3, characteristic 

function algorithm – CF_v2 and two versions of the autoregressive algorithm – Arfpe_v2, 

and ARfpe_v3). 
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Table 7-1: P-wave picking diff_Parr distribution statistics from the boxplot shown on Figure 

7-1. The AR algorithms have the fewest outliers but the lowest number of traces with 

automatic P-wave arrival time picks. The CF algorithm has the narrowest distribution and 

a high percentage of P-wave arrival pick which makes it an attractive automatic P-wave 

detection method. The % picks is based on all traces tested and the % outliers is based on 

the number of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks by that algorithm. LL and UL 

are the upper and lower limits of the distribution, and 25
th

 and 75
th

 are the twenty-fifth and 

seventy-fifth percentile points of the distribution respectively. 

algorithm LL 25th med 75th UL % outliers % picks

stalta_v2 -0.0094 -0.0023 0.0004 0.0025 0.0092 30.71% 73.87%

stalta_v3 -0.01 -0.0006 0.0038 0.0058 0.0145 24.84% 74.21%

CF_v2 -0.0454 -0.0188 -0.0048 -0.001 0.0252 25.51% 75.05%

ARfpe_v2 -0.0532 -0.0122 0.0098 0.0152 0.0498 15.73% 53.00%

ARfpe_v3 -0.0483 0.008 0.0366 0.0457 0.1005 9.54% 55.54%  

 

The STA/LTA algorithms have the narrowest diff_Parr distribution and a distribution median 

value closest to zero meaning the automatic P-wave arrival time picks are closest to the mean 

analyst P-wave arrival time picks. The CF_v2 algorithm has the highest percentage of traces with 

automatic P-wave arrival time picks. All automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested have a 

higher percentage of outliers than the 5% which is desired for automatic applications.  

 

To compare the algorithm P-wave picking accuracy to the analyst P-wave picking accuracy a 

comparison of each automatic P-wave pick to the range of handpicked P-wave arrival times was 

made. To compare the automatic picks to the range of analyst P-wave picks a short program was 

run to count the number of traces out of the full data set where the algorithm P-wave arrival time 

pick was within the analyst P-wave arrival picking range. The results are summarized in Table 

7-2 with the percentage calculated based on the 2284 traces within the Malmberget data set which 
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have “true” analyst P-wave arrival time picks (7 out of 14 chosen analyst handpicked P-wave 

arrival times). The percentage of traces within each analyst range is very low with the stalta_v2 

algorithm having the highest percentage at 32.31%. The ARfpe algorithms have the lowest 

percentage of traces within the analyst range at 6.92% and 5.95%. 

Table 7-2: Number of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks within the handpicked P-

wave arrival time range.  The P-wave arrival time range varies between 0.001 sec and 0.02 

sec. 

num traces percentage

stalta_v2 738 32.31%

stalta_v3 544 23.82%

CF_v2 265 11.60%

ARfpe_v2 158 6.92%

ARfpe_v3 136 5.95%  

7.2.1 Automatic P-wave Picking Algorithm Histograms 

Another method for comparing the automatic P-wave picking algorithms which is similar to the 

boxplot comparison but shows the shape of the distributions a bit more clearly is plotting the 

algorithm distributions as histograms of the P-wave arrival time difference. The histogram plots 

make it easier to compare the outliers of the distributions by showing the number of traces within 

each diff_Parr range. The histogram plots use bins of width 0.005 sec with the lowest bin range 

being <-0.2 sec and the largest bin range being >0.2 sec. The median value from the boxplot 

(Table 7-1) is within the histogram bin range with the highest number of P-wave arrival picks. 

 

The STA/LTA version 2 histogram (stalta_v2) shows there are 171 traces with diff_Parr values 

larger than 0.2 sec. This is almost equal to the number of traces in the two bins adjacent to the 
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median diff_Parr bin. There are 186 and 188 traces with diff_Parr values in the -0.005 sec and 

0.005 sec bins adjacent to the median bin of diff_Parr = 0 sec (Figure 7-2).  

 

Figure 7-2: Histogram of the diff_Parr values (seconds) from the STA/LTA version 2 

(stalta_v2) automatic P-wave picking algorithm sorted into bins of width 0.005 sec. 

 

The STA/LTA version 3 (stalta_v3) histogram shows the distribution is centered at diff_Parr = 

0.005 sec with a comparable number of traces with diff_Parr values greater than 0.2 sec and 

within the 0 sec bin (Figure 7-3). The histogram also shows the STA/LTA version 3 distribution 

is slightly skewed with a larger number of traces having diff_Parr values less than 0.005 sec.  
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Figure 7-3: Histogram of the diff_Parr values (seconds) from the STA/LTA version 3 

(stalta_v3) automatic P-wave picking algorithm sorted into bins of width 0.005 sec. 

 

The version 2 characteristic function (CF_v2) histogram shows a broader distribution than the 

STA/LTA histograms. The characteristic function histogram (Figure 7-4) has a lower number of 

traces in each histogram bin and shows a skewed distribution with the majority of traces in the 

negative diff_Parr quartile and traces spread over a wider diff_Parr range. The characteristic 

function histogram shoes a large number of traces with the automatic P-wave arrival time chosen 

after the analyst mean P-wave arrival time (“true” P-wave arrival time). The characteristic 

function histogram also shows a high number of traces with diff_Parr values greater than 0.2 sec. 
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There are 192 traces (8.41% of total) in the >0.2s bin and 201 traces (8.80% of total) in the -0.01s 

bin which is the third highest bin and within the characteristic function distribution range. 

 

Figure 7-4: Histogram of the diff_Parr values (seconds) for the CF v2 automatic P-wave 

picking algorithm with bins of width 0.005 sec. 

 

The ARfpe version 2 (ARfpe_v2) histogram plot (Figure 7-5) and ARfpe version 3 (ARfpe_v3) 

histogram plot (Figure 7-6) have less than 35 traces (1.53% of total) in the outlier bins which is 

very different from the STA/LTA and characteristic function histogram plots. The histograms 

show skewed distributions with the version 2 histogram having a smaller distribution width and a 

higher number of traces in the mean bin; 519 traces (22.72% of total) in the 0.015 sec bin. The 

version 3 diff_Parr distribution is shifted towards the positive values meaning the algorithm tends 
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to make later automatic P-wave arrival time picks. The version 3 distribution also has a wider 

distribution range and a lower number of traces in the mean diff_Parr bin; 455 (19.92%) in the 

0.045 sec bin.  

 

Figure 7-5: Histogram of the diff_Parr (seconds) values for the autoregressive (ARfpe v2) 

automatic P-wave picking algorithm with bin widths of 0.005 sec. 
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Figure 7-6: Histogram of the diff_Parr (seconds) values for autoregressive (ARfpe v3) 

automatic P-wave picking algorithm with bin widths 0.005 sec. 

It is important to remember the ARfpe automatic P-wave picking algorithms also have the lowest 

percentage of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks so while having a low number of traces 

in outlier bins is a positive attribute for automatic P-wave arrival picking algorithms it is not a 

positive attribute that the ARfpe algorithms make P-wave arrival picks on less than 60% of the 

tested dataset. 
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7.3 Quantitative Automatic P-wave Picking Algorithm Comparison 

7.3.1 Kruskal-Wallis Statistical Test and Multiple Comparison Plot 

The Kruskal-Wallis statistical test is a quantitative non-parametric statistical test described in 

2.3.1 and used to compare the 14 analyst P-wave arrival times in 5.2.2. The multiple comparison 

test outputs a “mean rank comparison plot” which is used to visually compare the automatic P-

wave picking algorithm diff_Parr distributions in this section of the thesis and is used to visually 

compare the analyst diff_Parr distributions in section 5.2.2.2. The mean rank comparison plot 

shows the diff_Parr mean rank with a standard deviation error line, if the algorithms are part of 

the same distribution the variance lines will overlap.  

 

The Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison plot (Figure 7-7) shows that no automatic P-wave 

picking algorithm diff_Parr distributions have distributions or median rank values which are 

equal to the STA/LTA v2 distribution. The Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison plot also shows 

that the STA/LTA v3 and ARfpe v2 diff_Parr distributions have median ranks which are 

overlapping indicating they are from the same global distribution.  The ARfpe v3 automatic P-

wave picking algorithm has a diff_Parr distribution median rank which is shifted towards a high 

median rank compared to the other automatic P-wave picking algorithms and is not equivalent to 

any other automatic P-wave picking distributions tested. The ARfpe_v3 histogram (Figure 7-6) 

skewness of the distribution shows how the multiple comparison plots reflect skew in a 

distribution by plotting the median value of the distribution and the standard deviation of the 

distribution. 
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Figure 7-7: Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison plot for automatic P-wave picking 

algorithms. None of the algorithms are part of the same global distribution according to the 

Kruskal-Wallis statistical test. 

The STA/LTA v3 and ARfpe v2 algorithms have the similarly skewed histograms with wider 

negative diff_Parr value tails and median values in the same histogram bin. The ARfpe v2 

algorithm has a much wider distribution which can be seen on the histogram plot (Figure 7-5) and 

the automatic P-wave picking algorithms boxplot (Figure 7-1). The ARfpe v2 algorithm also has 

a lower percentage of traces with automatic P-wave picks compared to the STA/LTA v3 

algorithm. The percentage of traces with automatic P-wave picks is 53% for the ARfpe v2 

algorithm and 74% for the STA/LTA v3 algorithm. To show the scale of difference between the 

distribution widths of the STA/LTA v3 algorithm and the ARfpe v2 algorithm the diff_Parr 
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values for the 25
th
 percentile, median, and 75% percentile were recorded in Table 7-3 from the 

diff_Parr boxplot (Figure 7-1). 

Table 7-3: Comparison of the distribution stats (diff_Parr) for the STA/LTA v3 distribution 

and the ARfpe v3 distribution which are shown on the multiple comparison plot to be 

statistically equivalent. 

Algorithm 25
th

 percentile Median diff_Parr 

(sec) 

75
th
 percentile 

STA/LTA v3 -0.0006 0.0038 0.0145 

ARfpe v2 -0.0122 0.0098 0.0498 

  

The Kruskal-Wallis statistical test compares all distributions to test the null hypothesis that all 

distributions are part of the same global distribution. The Kruskal-Wallis test results for the 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms STA/LTA v2, STA/LTA v3, CF v2, ARfpe v2, and ARfpe 

v3 rejects the null hypothesis by a large margin. The null hypothesis is rejected if the p-value is 

less than 0.05. The automatic P-wave picking Kruskal-Wallis results shown in Table 7-4 have a 

p-value much lower than 0.05. The quantitative statistical result (Table 7-4) matches the 

qualitative observations made by looking at the multiple comparison plot shown in Figure 7-7. A 

multiple comparison test was done on the Kruskal-Wallis results to check if any two pairs of 

algorithms have statistically equal distributions. The results of this paired comparison are shown 

in Table 7-5. Tested distributions which are statistically equivalent will have the 25
th
 to 75

th
 ranks 

overlapping the zero rank value (The MathWorks Inc., 2012). The multiple comparison paired 

test shows the distribution pairs listed from 1 to 5, the name related to each number is STA/LTA 

v2 = 1, STA/LTA = 2, CF v2 = 3, ARfpe v2 = 4, ARfpe v3 = 5. The paired comparison table 
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(Table 7-5) shows distributions 2 and 4 are highlighted because those distributions have mean 

rank differences which overlap the zero value. This means the STA/LTA v3 and ARfpe v2 

distributions are statistically equal according to the multiple comparison paired Kruskal-Wallis 

test. (Note: the intervals in the paired comparison are used for testing but are not simultaneous 

confidence intervals.) 

Table 7-4: Kruskal-Wallis statistical comparison results for the automatic P-wave picking 

algorithms. 

'Source' 'SS' 'df' 'MS' 'Chi-sq' 'Prob>Chi-sq'

'Groups' 1.02E+10 4 2.54E+09 1262.993 3.51E-272

'Error' 6.89E+10 9819 7012075 [] []

'Total' 7.9E+10 9823 [] [] []  

Table 7-5: The Kruskal-Wallis paired comparison results for automatic P-wave picking 

algorithms. The upper and lower variance is the confidence interval around the mean rank 

difference for each paired comparison. The distribution pairs are listed from 1 to 5, with the 

number as follows: STA/LTA_v2 = 1, STA/LTA_v3 = 2, CF_v2 = 3, ARfpe_v2 = 4, and 

ARfpe_v3 = 5; ‘dist’ stands for ‘distribution’. 

dist dist lower variance mean rank difference upper variance

1 2 -832.4761298 -598.8480254 -365.2199209

1 3 780.3200675 1013.291899 1246.26373

1 4 -919.6228396 -663.7447042 -407.8665687

1 5 -2426.737323 -2174.278197 -1921.819071

2 3 1379.43533 1612.139924 1844.844518

2 4 -320.5315239 -64.8966788 190.7381663

2 5 -1827.642709 -1575.430172 -1323.217634

3 4 -1932.07181 -1677.036603 -1422.001396

3 5 -3439.174839 -3187.570096 -2935.965352

4 5 -1783.485307 -1510.533493 -1237.581678  
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7.3.2 Friedman Statistical Test Results 

The Friedman statistical test is a non-parametric statistical comparison for distributions with two 

changing variables. The Friedman test adjusts the distributions based on a nuisance variable and 

compares the adjusted distributions to determine if there is a difference based on the primary 

variable. The adjustment portion of the test is what makes the Friedman test different from the 

Kruskal-Wallis statistical test. The automatic P-wave picking algorithms were compared using 

the Friedman statistical test with the event magnitude as the nuisance variable and the algorithm 

as the primary variable. If the Friedman statistical results differs significantly from the Kruskal-

Wallis statistical results that will show the automatic P-wave picking algorithms perform 

differently based on the magnitude of the event for which the P-wave arrival time is picked.  

The events are divided into the magnitude groups as listed in Table 7-6 with the stated number of 

events in each group. The traces with no algorithm pick for one or more algorithm are not 

included in the distribution tested with the Friedman statistical test. The number of traces in each 

magnitude group is also given in the summary table (Table 7-6). 

Table 7-6: The table shows the Automatic P-wave picking distribution magnitude groups, 

the number of events in each group, and the number of traces in each group. 

Magnitude Group Magnitude range Number of events Number of traces 

N2 Mw<-1 55 260 

N1 -1<Mw<-0.7 41 214 

Z -0.7<Mw<-0.5 43 301 

PZ 

P 

-0.5<Mw<-0.3 

Mw>-0.3 

37 

45 

328 

396 
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The Friedman statistical test results and the multiple comparison plot for the automatic P-wave 

picking diff_Parr distribution when adjusted for event magnitude is shown on Figure 7-8. The 

multiple comparison plot shows no distributions are significantly different from the mean rank of 

the STA/LTA v2 distribution. The Friedman statistical test results (Table 7-7) reject the null 

hypothesis meaning one or more of the automatic P-wave picking distributions are significantly 

different from the others even when adjusting for the difference in event magnitude.  

 

Figure 7-8: The multiple comparison plot for the Algorithm P-wave arrival times after 

performing the Friedman statistical test with groups sorted by event magnitude. The 

distributions listed from 1 to 5, with the number as follows: STA/LTA_v2 = 1, STA/LTA_v3 

= 2, CF_v2 = 3, ARfpe_v2 = 4, and ARfpe_v3 = 5. 

The multiple comparison plot created from the Friedman statistical results (Figure 7-8) has a 

smaller range of mean ranks compared to the Kruskal-Wallis comparison plot (Figure 7-7). The 
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Friedman comparison plot also has a larger range of values between the 25
th
 percentile mean rank 

and 75
th
 percentile mean rank for each algorithm compared (larger variance around the 

distribution mean rank values). The Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison plot is the average group 

ranks of each distribution tested with a 95% confidence interval around each mean rank. The 

Friedman multiple comparison plot is the average column ranks of each distribution with a 95% 

confidence interval around each mean rank. The distributions tested using the Friedman multiple 

comparison test are tested based on a primary column variable and are adjusted based on a 

secondary row variable. Different results from the Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison test and 

the Friedman multiple comparison test indicates the picking accuracy of the automatic P-wave 

arrival picking algorithms is affected in some way by the magnitude of the events. 

Table 7-7: Friedman statistical test results for the Automatic P-wave picking algorithms as 

adjusted for different event magnitude. 

'Source' 'SS' 'df' 'MS' 'Chi-sq' 'Prob>Chi-sq'

'Columns' 1.18E+08 4 29516619 1236.331 2.12E-266

'Interaction' 15690732 16 980670.7 [] []

'Error' 3.77E+08 5325 70737.42 [] []

'Total' 5.1E+08 5349 [] [] []  

The Friedman multiple comparison test calculates the mean rank difference between each pair of 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms and gives the 95% range of values around the mean rank 

difference. If the 95% range of values includes the 0.0 value then the algorithm pair has the same 

distribution rank. The Friedman paired comparison results (Table 7-8) shows all algorithm pairs 

having rank difference lower and upper variances which include zero. This means that all 

algorithm distributions have equal mean rank values to an alpha=0.05 statistical probability 

according to the Friedman statistical test. The paired comparison result and the multiple 

comparison plot show a relationship between the event magnitude and the picking accuracy of 
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automatic P-wave picking algorithms. When  the diff_Parr distributions are adjusted based on the 

event magnitude (in the Friedman statistical test) the distributions have statistically equal mean 

rank values but when the distributions are only compared based on the analyst picks only the 

STA/LTA v3 and ARfpe v2 automatic P-wave picking algorithm mean ranks are equal. 

Table 7-8: Friedman paired comparison results for automatic P-wave picking algorithms. 

The upper and lower range is the confidence interval around each mean rank difference. 

The distribution pairs are listed from 1 to 5, with the number as follows: STA/LTA_v2 = 1, 

STA/LTA_v3 = 2, CF_v2 = 3, ARfpe_v2 = 4, and ARfpe_v3 = 5; ‘dist’ stands for 

‘distribution’. 

dist dist lower variance mean rank difference upper variance

1 2 -618.3436965 -85.21214953 447.9193975

1 3 -353.7511732 179.3803738 712.5119208

1 4 -599.4974348 -66.36588785 466.7656591

1 5 -814.9128554 -281.7813084 251.3502386

2 3 -268.5390236 264.5925234 797.7240704

2 4 -514.2852853 18.84626168 551.9778087

2 5 -729.7007059 -196.5691589 336.5623881

3 4 -778.8778087 -245.7462617 287.3852853

3 5 -994.2932292 -461.1616822 71.96986475

4 5 -748.5469676 -215.4154206 317.7161264  

 

The multiple comparison plot, the paired comparison and the Friedman statistical results do not 

match for the automatic P-wave picking algorithms. The Friedman statistical test says there is one 

or more distribution (or distribution median) which is significantly different from the other 

distributions but the multiple comparison plot (Figure 7-8) and the paired comparison results 

(Table 7-8) indicate all distributions have mean rank values which are statistically equivalent. The 

Friedman multiple comparison plot may not be a good representation of the statistical results 

because it is only comparing the distribution based on the difference in automatic P-wave picking 
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algorithms when the Friedman statistic test compares the distributions based on two variables. 

The 2-way ANOVA test can be used as another method to compare distributions with two 

changing variables. 

7.3.3 Two-way ANOVA statistic test results 

The two-way ANOVA statistical test was run on the same set of data as the Friedman statistical 

test. The statistical results from the two-way ANOVA test are shown in Table 7-9 below. The f-

value is less than 0.05 when the distribution means are compared based on the automatic P-wave 

picking algorithm and the event magnitude. The 2-way ANOVA test also shows there is an 

interaction effect between the automatic P-wave picking algorithm and the event magnitude. 

Table 7-9: The 2-way ANOVA statistical result comparing the diff_Parr distribution mean 

values based on the automatic P-wave picking algorithms and the event magnitudes. 

2-way ANOVA statistical results

'Source' 'SS' 'df' 'MS' 'F' 'Prob>F'

'Columns' 1.202736 4 0.300684 11.92396 1.20E-09

'Rows' 3.306912 4 0.826728 32.78481 4.80E-27

'Interaction' 1.410066 16 0.088129 3.494858 2.73E-06

'Error' 134.2795 5325 0.025217 [] []

'Total' 140.1992 5349 [] [] []  

The two-way ANOVA statistical test calculates the distribution mean of the tested distributions 

when sorted by both tested variables. To compare the automatic P-wave picking algorithms and 

the event magnitudes the diff_Parr distributions were sorted into 5 magnitude groups with an 

equal number of traces in each magnitude group. The distribution mean values as calculated by 

the ANOVA statistical test are given in Table 7-10. The diff_Parr distribution mean is closest to 

zero for the traces in the ‘N1’ magnitude group (-1 to -0.7). Based on the automatic P-wave 

picking algorithms the algorithm with the lowest diff_Parr mean value and there for the algorithm 
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with P-wave arrival time picks closest to “true” P-wave arrival time is the ARfpe_v2 algorithm. 

The distribution means for the automatic P-wave picking algorithms are much larger than the 

distribution median values. The stalta_v2 and ARfpe_v2 median values are compared in Table 

7-3. The stalta_v2 distribution median is much smaller than the stalta_v2 distribution mean. This 

is likely because the stalta_v2 algorithm contains outliers with large diff_Parr values which are 

included in the mean value calculation and skews the result. Looking at the mean values 

compared in the two-way ANOVA test it is obvious the distribution mean values are not equal. 

Table 7-10: The row and column mean values as calculated by the two-way ANOVA 

statistical test. The magnitude intervals in the 2-way ANOVA statistical test were the same 

as the magnitude intervals in the Friedman statistical test. 

variable

col means algorithms stalta_v2 stalta_v3 CF_v2 ARfpe_v2 ARfpe_v3

0.048144 0.045852 0.021384 0.00854 0.034953

row means magnitude N2 N1 NZ PZ P

0.010275 0.007454 0.025126 0.075561 0.040457  

The two-way ANOVA statistical test shows there is a statistically significant difference between 

the distribution mean values when sorted by event magnitude and automatic P-wave picking 

algorithm. The two-way ANOVA test also shows there is an interaction effect between the two 

tested variables. A comparison of the distribution mean values in Table 7-10 (as sorted by the 

automatic P-wave picking algorithm) to the distribution median values shown in Table 7-3 shows 

an order of magnitude difference for algorithms STA/LTA v2, STA/LTA v3, CF v2, and ARfpe 

v3. This difference shows the effect outliers have on the mean values of distributions with very 

low values. 
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7.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The most promising automatic P-wave arrival time picking algorithm is the STA/LTA algorithm 

with a short term sliding window of 0.005 sec in length, a long term sliding window of 0.05 sec 

in length, and window movement of 0.005 sec (the STA/LTA_v2 algorithm). The STA/LTA_v2 

algorithm would need to be tested on data sets from other mine sites to check if the trigger 

threshold and sliding window lengths need to be adjusted for better accuracy. The STA/LTA_v2 

algorithm, like all automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested is influenced by the event 

magnitude. As shown in the 2-way ANOVA statistical test results (Table 7-9), the diff_Parr 

distributions for each algorithm were influenced by the event magnitude (7.3.3). The event 

magnitude will affect the frequency content of microseismic waveforms (4.1.5.1), and increase 

the signal to noise ratio on the waveform (4.1.4). A larger magnitude microseismic event will also 

have sharper P-wave arrival time amplitudes compared to a smaller event which occurs the same 

distance from the sensors. These characteristics mean larger magnitude events are assumed to be 

easier to pick P-wave arrival times so automatic P-wave arrival picking accuracy would be higher 

for larger magnitude events compared to smaller magnitude events. This assumption is not proven 

in this thesis report and was not tested in this research. Characterizing the effect of the event 

magnitude on the automatic P-wave picking algorithms is an important area of future research 

related to this thesis project. Another area of future research is the effect of sensor array density 

on automatic P-wave picking accuracy. The P-wave arrival time is generally more sudden when 

recorded on sensors closest to the event location so the hypothesis is there would be a higher 

percentage of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks on data sets from mines with a denser 

sensor array. This hypothesis could be tested by comparing two data sets from the same mine 

with one data set taken from events recorded before doing an upgrade to the sensor array 
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(increasing the number of seismic sensors) and one data set taken from events recorded after the 

sensor array upgrade. 

 

The automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested in this research could be greatly improved. All 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms tested have a higher percentage of outliers than the 5% 

which is desired for automatic applications and a comparable number of outliers to the analyst 

handpicked P-wave arrival time distribution (12-30% outliers in the diff_Parr distributions). The 

STA/LTA_v2 algorithm which has the narrowest diff_Parr (P-wave arrival time difference) 

distribution length has the largest percentage of outliers (30.71%) (Table 7-1). This is a concern 

because of the high demand from researchers and industry for an accurate and robust automatic 

P-wave picking program. The main difference between the analyst and automatic P-wave arrival 

time distributions is the distribution width or range of diff_Parr values. The analyst diff_Parr 

distributions have much smaller distribution ranges (0.00221 sec to 0.01131 sec) (Table 5-1) 

compared to the automatic P-wave picking algorithms (0.01 sec to 0.15 sec) (Table 7-1). This 

means the time span between an outlier diff_Parr value and a distribution range diff_Parr value is 

much smaller in analyst diff_Parr distributions compared to automatic P-wave arrival time 

picking distributions.  

 

The most promising automatic P-wave picking algorithms based on percentage of traces with 

automatic P-wave picks (73.87%) and narrow diff_Parr distributions (0.01 sec) is the STA/LTA 

version 2 distribution. Although both the STA/LTA version 3 (0.025 sec distribution and 74.21% 

traces with P-wave arrival picks) and the characteristic function version 2 algorithm (0.07 sec 

distribution and 75.05% traces with P-wave arrival picks) are also promising. There are two areas 
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to focus on in order to improve these automatic P-wave picking algorithms. The first is the effect 

of event magnitude on automatic P-wave picking. The second is discovering what is causing 

extreme outliers and adjusting the automatic P-wave picking algorithm to prevent these extreme 

outliers from occurring. The 2-way ANOVA statistical test (Table 7-9) and the Friedman 

statistical test (Table 7-8) showed the automatic P-wave picking algorithms are affected by the 

event magnitude of the traces being tested. The test data will need to be divided into smaller 

subsets based on the event magnitude and a detailed examination of the event traces and the 

automatic P-wave picking results compared to the handpicking results will need to be adjusted to 

use event magnitude to improve the automatic P-wave picking accuracy. A similar examination 

of the event traces and automatic P-wave picking results compared to the handpicked P-wave 

arrival times will need to be done to eliminate extreme outliers from the diff_Parr distributions. 

The goal when working to improve the automatic P-wave picking performance is to increase the 

number of traces with automatic P-wave arrival picks, decrease the number of outliers in the 

diff_Parr distributions, and have diff_Parr distribution which can be modelled by a normal 

distribution. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusions 

Data from Malmberget mine (LKAB, Sweden) was used for testing the algorithms developed in 

this thesis. Data contained handpicked P-wave and S-wave arrival times made by a group of 22 

experienced analysts and was prepared by the IMS (Institute of Mine Seismology). The 

Malmberget data set consists of event records as well as blast records. The mean event magnitude 

in the data set is -0.65 and the range of event magnitudes are -2.0 to 1.5. The mean blast 

magnitude in the data set is 0.41 and the range of blast magnitudes is -1.5 to 2.0. The magnitude 

range of the events and blasts was characterized as a distribution with the number of traces in 

magnitude groups (bins) -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 and is shown in Table 4-2, and the distribution mean, 

median, and standard deviation are shown in Table 4-3.  

 

The Malmberget mine data used in this thesis was recorded by geophones with instrument 

responses which have the same effect on the raw waveforms as highpass filters. The sensor types 

used had corner frequencies of either 4.5 Hz or 14 Hz and the data was downsampled to 

frequencies between 1000 Hz and 6000 Hz with antialiasing filters applied. The sensor response 

plots and the corresponding highpass filters are discussed in sections 4.1.1 and 4.2. To determine 

if the P-wave arrival times became clearer with filtering, the raw traces were compared with a 

few lowpass filtered traces (reverse sensor response filters).It was determined that the original 

trace records have the clearest P-wave arrival times. There for no additional filtering was done 

prior to the automatic P-wave picking algorithms. 
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The P-wave picking performance of the analysts was compared against the automatic P-wave 

picking performance of three different automatic picking algorithms documented previously in 

the seismological literature. The conclusions from the analyst P-wave picking comparison and the 

automatic P-wave picking comparison are presented in sections 8.1.1 and 0 below. 

8.1.1 Analysis of Handpicking Performance 

In order to establish a baseline for desired P-wave picking accuracy for automatic picking 

algorithms and for purposes of comparison to manual picks by analysts, a comprehensive 

statistical analysis was performed on a large data set of microseismic records with handpicked P-

wave arrival times by 22 analysts. This established the following conclusions: 

- The median values of analysts’ handpicked P-wave arrival times was within 1 to 5 

sample intervals of the “true” arrival time (where the “true” arrival time was defined 

based on the mean of the handpicked arrival times for the subset of 14 analysts who 

exhibited consistent picking behavior as discussed in 5.1.1). 

- Outliers accounted for between 12% and 32% of the picks of any specific analyst, as seen 

in the Figure 5-4 boxplot and summary of analyst distribution statistics (Table 5-2). 

 

Manual picking performance exhibited a dependence on event magnitude, as shown in the 2-way 

ANOVA statistical test results (Table 5-11), however the basis and form of this dependence was 

not determined. It is generally assumed that larger events have P-wave arrivals which are easier to 

distinguish but this was not established in the statistical tests completed in section 5.2.3. 

Determining the variance and mean P-wave arrival time difference for analyst picking of different 

magnitude groups is an area of further research discussed in section 8.3 below. 
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8.1.2 Analysis of Automatic Picking Performance 

Three different types of automatic P-wave picking algorithms, all of which are documented in 

prior research and summarized in section 3.3, were selected for comprehensive investigation: the 

short term average to long term average (STA/LTA) algorithm, the characteristic function (CF) 

algorithm, and the autoregressive function (ARfpe) algorithm. Several versions of each algorithm 

were tested on a small subset of microseismic events (Chapter 6) and the most promising versions 

of each algorithm were tested on the full data set of Malmberget mine microseismic events 

(Chapter 7). 

 

Both versions of the STA/LTA algorithm tested on the full data set use average trace amplitude as 

the energy value, and a ratio of 1:10 between the short-time window and the long-time window, 

but differ in the window lengths and the window movement. The STA/LTA v2 algorithm uses 

windows of 0.005 sec and 0.05 sec, with no overlap between the short-time and long-time 

windows. The STA/LTA v3 algorithm uses longer time windows of length 0.01 sec and 0.1 sec, 

with overlapping windows shifted in 0.002 sec increments.  

The CF algorithm is based on the Baer and Kradolfer (1987) function described in 3.3.3. 

The ARfpe algorithm uses a 3
rd

 order polynomial and a calculated final prediction error from the 

autoregressive model to determine the P-wave arrival time. Two versions of the ARfpe algorithm 

were tested on the full dataset. The ARfpe v2 uses a sliding window of 0.02 sec in length, with 

the initial 0.05 sec of each trace used to define the AR model fpe of the noise signal. The ARfpe 

v2 algorithm uses a trigger threshold of 4 times the noise fpe value. The ARfpe v3 uses a sliding 

window of 0.055 sec in length, with the initial 0.055 sec of each trace used to define the AR 
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model fpe of the noise signal. The ARfpe v3 algorithm uses a trigger threshold of 3 times the 

noise fpe value and requires at least two triggers before making a P-wave arrival time pick. 

 

The results of testing the five automatic P-wave picking algorithm versions described above 

were: 

- Out of the algorithms tested, the performance of the STA/LTA and CF algorithms was 

superior to that of the ARfpe algorithms, with respect to both accuracy (diff_Parr median 

value) and false negatives (lowest percentage of instances when no arrival was picked by 

the algorithms) (Table 7-1, % outliers and % picks). 

- The percentage of outliers, defined in terms of exceeding 1.5 times the interquartile 

range, was less in the ARfpe algorithms, but this was an artifact of greater scatter 

associated with these algorithms (Table 7-1). 

- The performance of the STA/LTA algorithm with longer, but overlapping, time windows 

(STA/LTA v2), was statistically similar to the handpicking distribution with the widest 

distribution and highest percentage of outliers. The STA/LTA statistics and analyst 

statistics are stated in Table 8-1. 

- When the number of traces with automatic P-wave picks which were within the analyst 

P-wave handpicking range was counted, the STA/LTA v2 algorithm had only 32% of 

picks, and the CF algorithm had just 11.6% of picks, within the analyst P-wave 

handpicking range. This demonstrates that automatic picking algorithms have much 

further to go before they can start to approach the performance of handpicking, by 

experienced analysts. The percentage of traces picked by each automatic P-wave picking 

algorithm which is within the analyst P-wave picking range is given in Table 7-2. 
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Table 8-1: A summary of the analyst P-wave picking performance, STA/LTA v2 P-wave 

picking performance, and CF v2 P-wave picking performance. 

 Analyst picking STA/LTA v2 algorithm CF v2 algorithm 

diff_Parr median (s) -0.0025 to 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0048 

ANOVA std error (s) 0.0012   

Distribution length (s) 0.0020 to 0.0100 0.0186 0.0706 

% outliers 12 – 32 30.71 25.51 

 

8.1.3 Microseismic handpicking accuracy compared to teleseismic handpicking accuracy 

The median analyst P-wave arrival difference values for microseismic records can be compared 

to the P-wave arrival difference for manual and automatic P-wave arrival picks on teleseismic 

records as determined by Leonard (2000). The median of the P-wave arrival difference 

(diff_Parr) distribution for each analyst ranges from -0.00021 seconds and 0.00072 seconds. This 

mean P-wave arrival difference converts to 2 sampling intervals after the “true” P-wave arrival 

and 5 sampling intervals before the “true” P-wave arrival (between -2 and 5 sampling intervals). 

The teleseismic P-wave arrival difference as determined by Leonard (2000) is 0.2 sec which 

converts to 2 sampling intervals.  The analyst P-wave picking variance for teleseismic events as 

determined by Leonard (2000) is 0.0289 seconds which converts to 0.6 sampling intervals. The 

analyst P-wave picking variance for microseismic records as determined in this report is 0.00227-

0.00994 seconds which converts to 2-10 samples for sampling frequency 1000 Hz and 12 – 60 

samples for sampling frequency 6000 Hz. The P-wave arrival time difference and variance of the 

analyst P-wave arrival time picks for teleseismic events and microseismic events are compared in 
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Table 8-2. The four analysts in the study by Leonard (2000) making P-wave arrival picks on 

teleseismic records had a higher P-wave arrival time difference than the analysts making P-wave 

arrival picks on the Malmberget microseismic record, but the teleseismic handpicked P-wave 

arrivals had much lower variance. 

Table 8-2: Values of the P-wave arrival difference and standard deviation comparison 

between traces from teleseismic and microseismic events. 

 Sampling Frequency 

(Hz) 

P-wave arrival 

difference (number of 

samples) 

P-wave arrival 

difference variance 

(number of samples) 

Teleseismic events 20 Hz 4 0.6 

Microseismic events 1000 Hz 2 - 5 2 - 10 

Microseismic events 6000 Hz 2 - 5 12 - 60 

8.2 Contributions 

All contributions from this thesis are related to microseismic P-wave picking for events recorded 

in a deep hard rock mining environment. The primary contributions made in this thesis are: 

- A summary of the existing automatic P-wave picking algorithms and signal filtering 

methods used on microseismic records to enhance P-wave arrivals was presented 

(Chapter 3). 

- A methodology for the characterization of analyst P-wave arrival time picking was 

developed using a large data set of events and a group of 16/22 of the analysts who made 

handpicked arrival times. The developed methodology was used for analysis of the P-

wave arrival handpicks (5.2).  
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- Three different automatic P-wave picking algorithms were tested and tuned: STA/LTA, 

characteristic function, and ARfpe for use on microseismic events from Malmberget mine 

(6.4). 

- The most promising versions of each of the three automatic P-wave picking algorithms 

were applied to the full data set of Malmberget microseismic events and the results were 

compared with analyst P-wave arrival time picking (Chapter 7). 

 

The literature review and the summary of existing automatic P-wave picking algorithms in this 

thesis could serve as a good starting reference for future automatic P-wave picking research. The 

analyst P-wave picking comparison completed on the Malmberget data set defines the percentage 

of outliers expected from analyst P-wave picking and the variance expected between analyst P-

wave picks. These statistics are important because they set the bar for automatic P-wave picking 

accuracy.  

8.3 Future Work 

There are several interesting questions which arose during this research which could not be 

addressed due to limitations of scope and effort of a Master’s thesis. These questions should be 

given priority in future research on microseismic event detection.  

- What is the relationship between event magnitude and analyst P-wave picking accuracy? 

- Do the analyst and the automatic picking algorithm standard deviations depend on the 

sampling frequency? And if so, what is the nature of that dependency? 

- What is the relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio, the noise frequency content, 

and P-wave picking accuracy for both analyst picking and automatic picking? 
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The relationship between the event magnitude and analyst P-wave picking accuracy can be 

determined by segmenting the event data set into specific magnitude ranges and calculating the 

analyst P-wave difference (diff_Parr) distributions for each magnitude group. From this data 

trends between magnitude groups and the diff_Parr distribution statistics can be plotted. The 

effect of event magnitude on analyst P-wave picking can be defined from these trends.  

 

The frequency content characterization and signal-to-noise ratio characterization of the 

microseismic magnitude groups can be calculated. This information will be useful to future 

researchers creating automatic P-wave picking algorithms especially if the Malmberget data set 

becomes a standard microseismic data set used for testing P-wave detection performance. 

 

To get a tighter standard deviation on both the analyst diff_Parr distributions and the automatic 

picking diff_Parr distributions the waveforms should be segmented based on the sampling 

frequency. With the segmented data set the analyst diff_Parr standard deviation and the algorithm 

diff_Parr standard deviation statistics can be calculated for each sampling frequency instead of a 

mix of sampling frequencies. 

 

To determine the exact P-wave arrival time difference between the automatic P-wave picking 

algorithms and the actual P-wave arrival time, the automatic P-wave picking algorithms need to 

be tested on a data set of synthetic P-wave traces with known P-wave arrival times. Running the 

automatic P-wave picking algorithms on a data set of synthetic traces will yield the standard 

deviation of the picking algorithms, and reveal any favoritism in the automatic picking algorithms 

(tendency to pick before or after the known P-wave arrival and by how much), and provide other 
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characteristics of the picking algorithms without the analyst picking error present in the analysis 

for this thesis. 

 

It would also be worthwhile to examine the event traces which yielded extreme outliers to the 

analyst distributions, in order to determine if they exhibited any similarities e.g.in terms of 

waveform shape or signal-to-noise ratio. Any trends in the extreme outliers can be used to help 

identify which other traces could be outliers. The automatic P-wave picking algorithms discussed 

in this research could be improved if there is a trend in the extreme outliers which could be 

identified and corrected for in the algorithm P-wave picking. 

 

The relationship between signal-to-noise ratio and the noise frequency content with both the 

analyst P-wave picking accuracy and the automatic P-wave picking algorithm can be determined 

using the same testing process used when investigating the effect of event magnitude. These 

results could guide avenues for signal filtering which could beneficially alter the signal-to-noise 

ratio of microseismic traces, and thus possibly improve the automatic P-wave picks. 

 

One method for improving automatic P-wave picking which was not examined in this thesis is the 

use of multi-stage automatic P-wave picking algorithms. A combination of the automatic P-wave 

picking algorithms discussed in this thesis could be used to improve automatic P-wave picking 

accuracy, by running two (or more) automatic P-wave algorithms in parallel or in series. A 

parallel multi-stage automatic P-wave picking algorithm would have each algorithm make 

independent P-wave arrival picks on the trace and combine the results to get the final P-wave 

arrival time. A series multi-stage automatic picking algorithm would use one algorithm to make a 
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general, broader time interval, P-wave pick and a second algorithm to make the final, or more 

focused, P-wave arrival pick. Another method of improving automatic P-wave picking is to use 

traces from multiple sensors to reduce the number of missed P-wave arrival picks and improve P-

wave picking accuracy. P-wave arrival times follow expected curves based on the distance 

between the event hypocenter and the sensor location, so traces from different sensors can be 

used to improve P-wave arrival picks on other traces for the same event. (Analysts often use this 

relationship to improve their P-wave arrival handpicking.) 

 

Microseismic records tend to have “blips” before the event due to noise or complex seismic 

sources, and these can sometimes be mistaken for the P-wave arrival. It is possible that these blips 

are the reason for the higher variance between microseismic P-wave arrivals. An example of the 

pre-event blips and the position ahead of the true P-wave arrival is shown in Figure 8-1. The 

erroneous picking of these blips as the P-wave arrival may also be the reason for a large number 

of outliers in the microseismic P-wave arrival time difference distributions. 
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Figure 8-1: A plot showing a pre-event P-arrival, the larger amplitude P-arrival (P’) and S-

wave arrival on microseismic trace records. The pre-event can be mistaken for the P-wave 

arrival or the P-wave arrival can be mistaken for a noise blip on many traces. The pre-event 

P-arrival is seen most clearly when the trace amplitude is magnified. This pre-event P-

arrival can be a source of automatic detection error. 

 

There are more areas of possible further research which can improve the understanding of 

automatic P-wave picking and analyst P-wave picking. It is hoped that this research will continue 

and the work completed for this Master’s Thesis will be useful to achieve the final goal of reliable 

P-wave picking algorithms. 
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Appendix A: Most Common Magnitude Scales 

 

Magnitude Scale 

Types 

Magnitude Equations Variables References 

Richter magnitude 

(local earthquakes) 

��
= log ���� − log ����� 

A - maximum amplitude of 

the seismic trace measured 

in micrometers, ∆ - 

distance from the sensor to 

the event epicenter in km, 

logA0 - calibration function 

(Richter, 1935) 

Moment magnitude 

(all events) 

�� =
������� 1.5 − 10.7⁄ 	 
where �� = �p� 

M0 – seismic moment 

[Nm], µ – shear modulus, S 

– rupture surface, D – 

displacement, µ – shear 

modulus of the rock 

(rigidity). 

(Kanamori 

scale) 

Teleseismic Body 

Wave magnitude 

�� = log�� �⁄ ���� +
��∆, ℎ� or ��� ¡ � =
log�� �⁄ � + ��∆, ℎ�¢£¢  

For teleseismic body waves 

using the P, PP, and S 

waves. Q(∆,h) – 

attenuation term/calibration 

function based on distance 

and depth of earthquake. Ts 

(Gutenberg, 

1945) 
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= 0.5 to 12 s, mb – short 

period P amplitude 

measured in the first few 

seconds. 

Teleseismic 

Surface wave 

magnitude 

�i = ����¤����∆� +
¥¦�∆� or �¦ =
log�� �⁄ � + 1.66 log�∆� +
3.3 for epicentral distances 

2°<∆<160° and depth 

<50km. 

AHmaxsum of north and east 

direction amplitude wave 

train at periods T= 20 +/- 2 

seconds. Variables, σs(∆) 

attenuation term at distance 

from earthquake. 

(Gutenberg, 

1945) and 

(Karnkik et al. 

1962) 

Local, and regional 

magnitudes (by 

distance) 

�©
= 3.30 + 1.66����
+ log	�� �⁄ � 

A - Amplitude of P-wave 

arrival, T – time period, D 

– distance (0° <= D <= 

30°). Note: the constants 

will change based on the 

geographical area of the 

event. 

(Nuttli, 1973) 

Duration magnitude 

(local and regional 

events) 

�ª
= «� + «¬ log �
+ «������ + «®� 

D – duration of event from 

P phase onset to end of 

coda or certain threshold 

value. Constants (b0,b1,…) 

based on the location of the 

event. 

(Bistricsany, 

1958) 
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Local magnitude 

(Kiruna mine) 

��
= 0.392 log����
+ 0.272 log�°� − 4.630 

M0 – seismic moment in 

Nm, E – energy of seismic 

waves in J, constants were 

calculated empirically 

these constants are the IMS 

default values 
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Appendix B: Friedman and ANOVA test equations 

Friedman statistical test 

The Friedman test is similar to the Kruskal-Wallis test as both tests compare the observed 

distributions ranks and rank sums to the expected distribution ranks of a chi-squared distribution. 

If distributions with n>=2 treatments are ranked independently within b blocks to perform the 

Friedman statistical test each distribution with the same treatment (jth treatment) is combined and 

ranked as r.j j=1,2,…n to be the rank sum of the jth treatment. The Friedman test then calculates 

the test statistic G given in the equation below and compares the test value to the correct chi-

square distribution value. The null hypothesis of the Friedman test is; the population medians of 

the n treatments are all equal at the α level of significance. The null hypothesis is rejected when 

the test statistic is greater than the chi-square value at the given significance level α and number 

of repetitions n. (Larsen & Marx, 1981) 

� = #�
5)�)*#�∑ �.,� −  5�) + #�),'# ≥ /#01,)0#�    

The initial Friedman test statistic is shown as equation S which is rejected for large values of S 

caused by rank ties. The corrected test statistic for rank ties is given as equation Q which is equal 

to the equation G shown above. 

� = ∑ +,� − 5�)�)*#��
k),'#   

² = #��
5)�)*#�     

 

Table B-1: The equations for the number of degrees of freedom and the sum of squares 

value for the rows, columns, and residual error of the Friedman statistical test.  
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Source of variation Degrees of freedom Sum of squares 

Between columns n-1 s/b 

Between rows b-1 No variation between row 

sums when row sums are all 

equal 

Residual (n-1)/(b-1) st-s/b 

total nb-1 st 

 

Note: The S-value has a tabulated distribution for n=3, b<=8 and n=4, b<=4 as a right-tail 

probabilities since H0 should be rejected for large values of S. The values in the above table are 

from Table N Friedman’s Analysis-of-Variance Statistic and Kendall’s Coefficient of 

Concordance which was adapted from M.G. Kendall (1948, 4
th
 ed, 1970), Rank Correlation 

Methods text (Gibbons & Chakraborti, 2003). 

 

ANOVA statistical test 

The ANOVA statistical test is a parametric test which compares the mean values of two or more 

normal distributions to determine if the distributions have the same mean value and can be 

considered part of the same global distribution. The ANOVA model equation is given below:  

6�, = 2+ 7, + 8��,�  
where µ is the overall average effect of k levels, τj is the differential effect of level j relative to µ, 

and ε is the random error (Larsen & Marx, 1981). 
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The null hypothesis that all distributions tested have the same mean value is rejected when the 

test statistic F0 is greater than the f value at the α significance level (Montgomery, Runger, & 

Hubele, 2006). If the null hypothesis is true the mean squares is an unbiased estimator of sigma 

squared because under the null hypothesis each τi=0. If the null hypothesis is false the mean 

square of treatments estimates sigma sq. plus a positive term a, that incorporates variation due to 

the systematic difference in treatment means. 

����9:�;9)�< = ����9:�;9)�< �: − #�⁄    

��? = ��? [:�) − #�]⁄   

The treatment variance and the error variance equations are given below with the first equations 

for a 1-way ANOVA test with only a treatment variable and the second equations for the 2-way 

ANOVA test with a treatment and block variable.  

1-way ANOVA: 

?�����9:�;9)�<� = ^� + )∑ 7��:�³#:0#   

?���?� = ^�   

2-way ANOVA: 

?�����9:�;9)�<� = ^� + 5∑ 7��:�³#:0#   

?���=>��-<� = ^� + :∑ 3,�5,³#50#    

The ANOVA sum of square identity for the 1-way ANOVA is given below. 

∑ ∑ �	�, − 	�..��),'# = )∑ �	��. − 	�..��:�'# +∑ ∑ �	�, − 	��.��),'#:�'#:�'#   

The test statistic for the hypothesis of equal treatment means and the rejection criterion statement 

is stated below (Montgomery, Runger, & Hubele, 2006). 

C� = ����9:�;9)�<��?   
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D� > D1,:0#,:�)0#�  
The ANOVA sum of square identity equation is shown below with the test statistic for the 2-way 

ANOVA. 

C� = ����9:�;9)�<��?   

D� > D1,:0#,�:0#��50#�  
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Appendix C: MATLAB codes 

Numerical Integration: converting acceleration data to velocity data 

record = 'MineD050312015745660.hsf'; % Kidd Creek record chosen because 

of clear arrivals and good handpicks 
[info, Traces, time, Fs, ztrace_accelKC, zParr_KC] = 

sort_ztraceKC_accel(record); % read in file and record handpicked 

arrival, sampling rate, etc. 

  
% calculate the velocity records using integration, (MATLAB cumtrapz 
% function). 
ztrace_velKC = ztrace_accelKC; 
num_sen = length(zParr_KC); 
for i=1:num_sen 
    ztrace_velKC(i,:) = cumtrapz(ztrace_accelKC(i,:),time); 
end 

 

MATLAB code for downsampling 

% downsampling code and decimation code 
% need to downsample and decimate to 1000Hz 
traces = downsample(ztrace_velKC',n_1000); 
traces_1000 = traces'; 
len_1000 = length(traces_1000(1,:)); 
time_1000 = (0:len_1000-1)*(1/Fs_1000); 

 

MATLAB code for downsampling using the decimate function 

% decimate the original record at the same n values as the traces are 
% downsampled, the decimated function will be using a FIR lowpass 

filter 
% with cutoff frequency 1/r using fir1. The decimated and downsampled 

traces should be the same length so the same time vector can be used.  
% preset the matrix lengths for the decimated values to be calculated 
traces_dec1000 = traces_1000; 
num_traces = length(ztrace_velKC(:,1)); % number of sensors of interest 

  
for i=1:num_traces 
    traces_dec1000(i,:) = decimate(ztrace_velKC(i,:),n_1000,'fir'); 
end 

 

AR-filter MATLAB Code 

A section of MATLAB code used to create an autoregressive filter is given below. 

%choose a noise length to use to form the AR-noise filter 
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noise = 0.05; %noise time in seconds, sample length will vary between 

50 and 90 samples 
noise_len = floor(noise*Fs); %number of samples in the noise portion of 

the trace 
noise_ts = iddata(ad_w(1:noise_len,1),[],Ts); %convert vector to time 

series for AR modelling 
m = ar(noise_ts,5); %AR modelling using defaults: forward-backward 

approach (fb) and no windowing (now) 
fpe_noise = [m.EstimationInfo.FPE]; %measure of model fit to data 
AR_coeff = [1;m.ParameterVector;]; % matrix of the AR equation 

coefficients. Form of the the equation is c1+c2*q^-1+c3*q^-2+c4*q^-

3+c5*q^-4+c6*q^-5; 
wave1_filt = filter(1,AR_coeff,ad_w); % IIR filter based on the AR 

noise equation 

 

STA/LTA version 2 Algorithm 

function [evt]=stalta_fun2(wave,Fs,len_w1,evt) 

 
% Event detected when the sta amp> 3*lta amp. 
sta_w = 0.005; % chosen based on the Allen (1982) STA/LTA detector 
lta_w = 0.05; % ten times the sta window length 
stalta_ratio = floor(lta_w/sta_w); % so the long time window is linked 

to the window offset code 
sta_samp = round(sta_w*Fs); 
len_sta = floor(len_w1/sta_samp); % number of sta windows in the sensor 

trace 
abswave = abs(wave); 
amp_sta = zeros(len_sta,1); 
amp_lta = zeros(len_sta,1); 
thr = 3; 
for n=1:len_sta %the algorithm compares the mean absolute amplitude 

trace within the sta and lta window, the algorithm first used the sum 

but the longer window was skewing results 
    if n>(stalta_ratio+1) 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave((n-1)*sta_samp+1:n*sta_samp,1)); 
        amp_lta(n,1) = mean(abswave((n-(stalta_ratio+1))*sta_samp+1:(n-

1)*sta_samp,1)); 
    elseif n==1 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave(1:sta_samp,1)); 
    else 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave((n-1)*sta_samp+1:n*sta_samp,1)); 
        amp_lta(n,1) = mean(abswave(1:(n-1)*sta_samp,1)); 
    end 
end 
Ye = amp_sta./amp_lta; 
[row,col] = find(Ye>thr,2,'first'); % the shorter sta window containing 

the estimated Pwave arrival defined by threshold value 
if row>0 
    evt = sta_w.*row - sta_w; % P-wave arrival time as the first time 

in the sta sliding window 
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else 
end 

 

STA/LTA version 3 Algorithm 

function [evt]=stalta_fun2trial(wave,Fs,len_w1,evt) 

  
% Event detected when the sta amp> 3*lta amp. 
sta_w = 0.01; % the original sta alg of window 0.005s was widened to 

0.02s (then shortened when stapicks were too late) which is the length 

of the sliding window in the ARfpe alg and the length of the longest 

expected waveform 
lta_w = 0.1; % the lta window was lengthened to the mag zero possible 

longest waveform length based on corner frequency-magntiude plot by Dr. 

Dineva 
sw = 0.002; % distance sliding window moves in each iteration 
sta_samp = round(sta_w*Fs); 
lta_samp = round(lta_w*Fs); 
sw_samp = round(sw*Fs); 
LENGTH = floor(len_w1/sw_samp)-floor(sta_samp/sw_samp); 
abswave = abs(wave); 
amp_sta = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
amp_lta = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
thr = 3; 
for n=1:LENGTH %the algorithm compares the mean absolute amplitude 

trace within the sta and lta window, the algorithm first used the sum 

but the longer window was skewing results 
    point = (n-1)*sw_samp +1; 
    if point>lta_samp 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave(point:point+sta_samp,1)); 
        amp_lta(n,1) = mean(abswave(point-lta_samp:point-1,1)); 
    elseif point==1 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave(1:sta_samp,1)); 
    else 
        amp_sta(n,1) = mean(abswave(point:point+sta_samp,1)); 
        amp_lta(n,1) = mean(abswave(1:point-1,1)); 
    end 
end 
Ye = amp_sta./amp_lta; 
[row,col] = find(Ye>thr,2,'first'); % the shorter sta window containing 

the estimated P-wave arrival defined by threshold value 
if row>0 
    evt = sw.*row; % P-wave arrival time 0.002s into the selected sta 

window 
else 
end 

 

STA/LTA version 4 Algorithm 
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function [stalta_pick, amp_sta, amp_lta, count, pickflag, 

point]=stalta_v4_jan(wave,Fs,len_w1) 
sta_w = 0.055; 
lta_w = 0.1; 
sw = 0.005; % movement in seconds at each iteration 
thr = 2; %v2 STA/LTA detection threshold value 

  
sta_samp = round(sta_w*Fs); 
lta_samp = round(lta_w*Fs); 
sw_samp = round(sw*Fs); 
LENGTH = round(len_w1/sw_samp); % one sample for each 0.005s 
abswave = abs(wave); 
amp_sta = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
amp_lta = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
% add a pick flag requiring a sta/lta>thr for 3 windows in a row 
pickflag = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
stalta_pick = 0; 
count = 0; 
for i=1:LENGTH 
    if i<LENGTH 
        point = i*sw_samp; 
        ppoint = (i-1)*sw_samp+1; 
    else 
        point = length(abswave(:,1)); 
    end  
    if point<sta_samp 
        amp_sta(i,1) = mean(abswave(1:point,1)); 
        amp_lta(i,1) = mean(abswave(1:ppoint,1)); 
    elseif point>=sta_samp && ppoint<lta_samp 
        amp_sta(i,1) = mean(abswave(point-(sta_samp-1):point,1)); 
        amp_lta(i,1) = mean(abswave(1:ppoint,1)); 
    else 
        amp_sta(i,1) = mean(abswave(point-(sta_samp-1):point,1)); 
        amp_lta(i,1) = mean(abswave(ppoint-(lta_samp):ppoint,1)); 
    end 
    Ye = amp_sta(i,1)/amp_lta(i,1); 
    if Ye>thr 
        pickflag(i,1) = 10^-4; % first sample in sta_w 
        count = count+1; 
    else 
        count = 0; 
    end 
    if count>2 && stalta_pick==0 
        stalta_pick = (i-count+1)*sw; 
    else 
    end 
end 

 

Characteristic Function Version 1 Algorithm 

function [evt,cf,PV,PV_ave] = CFAllen_fun2(wave, Fs, len_w1,evt) 
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% The CF algorithm compares a predicted value calculated from long time 
% windows to the current characteristic function value. The 

characteristic 
% function uses the trace data and emphasis the amplitude and frequency 
% changes.. 

  
% choosing the sliding window length (sta) 
sta_time = 0.005; % converts to ~30m distance 
sta_samp = round(sta_time*Fs); 
len_sta = floor(len_w1/sta_samp); 
evt = zeros(2,1); 
% defining constants and preallocating matrix/vector lengths 
C = 4; % research paper has this value changing with time, I chose 

value arbitrarily. Allen's algorithm uses C=3 for sample rate of 100 

seconds which was the first constant used in this algorithm. 
cf = zeros(len_sta,1); 
PV = zeros(len_sta,1); % present value predictive vector 
K = 0.3; % PV constant from Allen sta/lta algorithm, number between 0 

and 1. "Allen (1978) calculated for PV a long-term average (LTA) of the 

CF by use of a low-pass digital recursive filter." 
thr1 = 5;  
thr2 = 5.5; % thr2=4 was not sensitive enough and increased 
for n=2:len_sta %sta=cf and lta=PV (adjust n value accordingly)  
    if n>5 
        cf(n,1) = abs(wave(n*sta_samp,1)) + C*abs(wave(n*sta_samp,1)-

wave((n-1)*sta_samp,1)); % Allen's characteristic function equation was 

changed from ^2 to absolute value. With small amplitude traces the ^2 

reduces the amplitude changes instead of enhancing them. 
        PV(n,1) = (1-K)*PV(n-5,1) + K*cf(n-1,1); 
    else 
        cf(n,1) = abs(wave(n*sta_samp,1)) + C*abs(wave(n*sta_samp,1)-

wave((n-1)*sta_samp,1)); 
        PV(n,1) = K*cf(n-1,1); 
    end 
end 
PV_ave = mean(PV(1:15,1)); 

  
% event detection, trigger detection when cf value increases suddenly, 

look 
% at cf>PV*thr and also slope of cf > slope PV? 
for j=3:len_sta 
    if cf(j,1)>PV_ave*thr1 && evt(1,1)==0 
            evt(1,1) = j*sta_time -sta_time; %beginning of time window 
        elseif cf(j,1)>PV(j,1)*thr2 && evt(2,1)==0 
            evt(2,1) = j*sta_time -sta_time; %beginning of time window, 

second trigger pick 
        else %only 2 picks for now 
    end 
end 
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Characteristic Function Version 2 Algorithm 

% New characteristic function based on the Baer and Kradolfer automatic 
% P-wave picking algorithm which emphasized the change in amplitude and 
% frequency of a seismic wave to detect the P-wave arrival more easily. 
function [cfpick]=CF_v2_feb(wave,Fs,len_w1) 
sw = 0.001; 
sw_samp = round(sw*Fs); 
LENGTH = floor(len_w1/sw_samp); 
%abswave = abs(wave); 
envl = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
iwn = 0; 
iwd = 0; %prellocating 
for i=1:LENGTH 
    its = i*sw_samp; 
    if i>1 
        iwn = iwn + wave(its,1)^2; % numerator sum portion of the 

envelope function 
        iwd = iwd + (wave(its,1)-wave(its-sw_samp,1))^2; % denominator 

sum portion of the envelope function 
        envl(i,1) = wave(its,1)^2 + (wave(its,1)-wave(its-sw_samp,1))^2 

*(iwn/iwd); % envelope function 
    else 
        envl(i,1) = wave(its,1)^2; 
    end 
end 
% set characteristic function picking portion of the code 
S1 = 10;  
S2 = 2*S1; 
SF = 4*envl; 
aveSF = mean(SF); % average of SF 
cf = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
pickflag = zeros(LENGTH,1); 
cfpick = 0; 
count = 0; 
sigma = 1; %prellocating 
min_slen = (0.01*Fs)/sw_samp; % choosing the P-wave arrival time using 

the pickflag 
for k=1:LENGTH 
    cf(k,1) = (SF(k,1)-aveSF)/sigma; 
    if cf(k,1)>S1 
        pickflag(k,1)=0.001; 
        count = count+1; 
    else 
        %count = 0; 
    end 
    if count>min_slen && cfpick==0 
        cfpick = (k-count+1)*sw; 
    elseif count<min_slen && k>=LENGTH 
        cfpick = NaN; 
    else 
    end 
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    if cf(k,1)<S2 
        sigma = var(SF(1:k,1)); 
    else 
    end 
end 
 

ARfpe algorithm version 1 

%ARfpe algorithm for algtesting 
function [noise_fpe,trace_fpe,ARfpe_p2] = ARfpefun2(ad_w,Fs,len_w1) 
ARfpe_p2 = zeros(2,1); 
% preallocate matrices and variables used in ARfpe algorithm 
window = 0.02; % calculate an AR noise polynomial to be used in the 

compare  
wind_len = round(window*Fs); 
noise_window = 0.05; 
nwind_len = round(noise_window*Fs); 
sw = 0.002; % for the sliding window portion of the algorithms 
sw_len = round(sw*Fs); 
Ts = 1/Fs; 
thr = 4; 
LENGTH = floor(len_w1/sw_len)-floor(wind_len/sw_len); % number of 

iterations to divide the trace into sliding windows 
% calculating the AR equation for the noise portion of the trace 
noise_ts = iddata(ad_w(1:nwind_len+1,1),[],Ts); 
noise_ar = ar(noise_ts,3,'ls'); % calculates a 3rd order noise 

polynomial using the autoregressive function, returns a 3rd order 

idpoly model 
noise_fpe(1,1) = noise_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; % error for noise at 

beginning of the trace 
trace_fpe = NaN(1,LENGTH); 
for c=1:LENGTH 
    point = (c-1)*sw_len +1; 
    trace = iddata(ad_w(point:point+wind_len,1),[],Ts); 
    trace_ar = ar(trace,3,'ls'); % calculating a 3rd order polynomial 

for calculating the ARfpe Parr 
    trace_fpe(1,c) = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
    tfpe = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
    if tfpe>thr*noise_fpe(1,1) && ARfpe_p2(1,1)==0 
       ARfpe_p2(1,1)=c*sw; 
    elseif tfpe>thr*noise_fpe(1,1) && ARfpe_p2(1,1)>0 && 

ARfpe_p2(2,1)==0 
       ARfpe_p2(2,1)=c*sw; 
    else 
    end %if trace_fpe 
end %forc 

 

ARfpe algorithm version 2 
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%ARfpe algorithm for algtesting 
function [ARfpe_p2] = ARfpefun2(ad_w,Fs,len_w1) 
ARfpe_p2 = nan(2,1); 
% preallocate matrices and variables used in ARfpe algorithm 
        window = 0.02; % calculate an AR noise polynomial to be used in 

the compare  
        wind_len = round(window*Fs); 
        noise_window = 0.05; 
        nwind_len = round(noise_window*Fs); 
        sw = 0.002; % for the sliding window portion of the algorithms 
        sw_len = round(sw*Fs); 
        Ts = 1/Fs; 
        thr = 4; 
        LENGTH = floor(len_w1/sw_len)-floor(wind_len/sw_len); % number 

of iterations to divide the trace into sliding windows 
        % calculating the AR equation for the noise portion of the 

trace 
        noise_ts = iddata(ad_w(1:nwind_len+1,1),[],Ts); 
        noise_ar = ar(noise_ts,3,'ls'); % calculates a 3rd order noise 

polynomial using the autoregressive function, returns a 3rd order 

idpoly model 
        noise_fpe(1,1) = noise_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; % error for noise 

at beginning of the trace 
        trace_fpe = NaN(1,LENGTH); 
        for c=1:LENGTH 
            point = (c-1)*sw_len +1; 
            trace = iddata(ad_w(point:point+wind_len,1),[],Ts); 
            trace_ar = ar(trace,3,'ls'); % calculating a 3rd order 

polynomial for calculating the ARfpe Parr 
            trace_fpe(1,c) = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
            tfpe = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
            AR = isnan(ARfpe_p2); 
            if tfpe>thr*noise_fpe(1,1) && AR(1,1)==1 
                ARfpe_p2(1,1)=c*sw; 
            elseif tfpe>thr*noise_fpe(1,1) && AR(1,1)==0 && AR(2,1)==1 
                ARfpe_p2(2,1)=c*sw; 
            else 
            end %if trace_fpe 
        end %forc 
 

 

ARfpe algorithm version 3 

%ARfpe algorithm for algtesting 
function [Parr_ARfpev3] = ARfpe_v3(ad_w,Fs,len_w1) 
Parr_ARfpev3 = 0; 
% preallocate matrices and variables used in ARfpe algorithm 
window = 0.055; % calculate an AR noise polynomial to be used in the 

compare  
wind_len = round(window*Fs); 
noise_window = 0.055; 
nwind_len = round(noise_window*Fs); 
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sw = 0.002; % for the sliding window portion of the algorithms 
sw_len = round(sw*Fs); 
Ts = 1/Fs; 
thr = 3; 
count = 0; 
LENGTH = floor(len_w1/sw_len)-floor(wind_len/sw_len); % number of 

iterations to divide the trace into sliding windows 
% calculating the AR equation for the noise portion of the trace 
noise_ts = iddata(ad_w(1:nwind_len+1,1),[],Ts); 
noise_ar = ar(noise_ts,3,'ls'); % calculates a 3rd order noise 

polynomial using the autoregressive function, returns a 3rd order 

idpoly model 
noise_fpe(1,1) = noise_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; % error for noise at 

beginning of the trace 
trace_fpe = NaN(1,LENGTH); 
pickflag = zeros(1,LENGTH); 
for c=1:LENGTH 
    point = (c-1)*sw_len +1; 
    trace = iddata(ad_w(point:point+wind_len,1),[],Ts); 
    trace_ar = ar(trace,3,'ls'); % calculating a 3rd order polynomial 

for calculating the ARfpe Parr 
    trace_fpe(1,c) = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
    tfpe = trace_ar.EstimationInfo.FPE; 
    if tfpe>thr*noise_fpe(1,1) 
        pickflag(1,c) = 10^-14; 
        count = count+1; 
    else 
        %count = 0; %or don't reset the count value to hopefully get an 

earlier P-wave arrival pick. 
    end 
    if count>2 && Parr_ARfpev3==0 
        Parr_ARfpev3 = c*sw; 
    elseif count<2 && c>=LENGTH 
        Parr_ARfpev3 = NaN; 
    else 
    end 
end 
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Appendix D: Analyst Group Statistical Comparison 

Potential Analysts groups for the ‘true’ P-wave Arrival Time Calculation 

Several subsets of the original analyst group were looked at to find a subset with the same 

distribution shape based on the Friedman statistical test. The Friedman stats test compared the 

distribution of each analyst for several subsets of diff_Parr data from groups of between 11 and 4 

analysts. All subsets had Friedman p-values below 0.05 which means the analyst picks were not 

from the same global distribution. The boxplots and Friedman test results for several groups of 

data are given below. Because there was no group of data which passed the Friedman test the 

“true” P-wave arrival analyst group was chosen using qualitative comparisons. The analysts 

which were cut from the “true” P-wave arrival group had very wide distributions or skewed 

distributions because of a small number of P-wave arrivals. 

 

There were two subsets with 5 and 4 analyst picks which had the highest Friedman p-value and 

had boxplots that showed very similar distributions between each analyst. The Friedman p-values 

and distribution boxplots are shown below.   

Subset 5a: Analysts: 9, 11, 12, 3, 4. Friedman p-value: 5*10^-10. 

Subset 5b: Analysts: 16, 5, 8, 10.  Friedman p-value: 9.21187*10^-8.  
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Figure D-1: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 9, 11, 12, 3, and 4. The 

overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 

 

Figure D-2: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 16, 5, 8, and 10. The 

overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 
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Other groups of analysts were tested to determine if they were from the same distribution. The 

subset of analysts and the Friedman p-values are given in Table D-1 below.  

Table D-1: Various analyst subsets, the number of traces in each subset and the Friedman 

p-value result from the statistical test. 

Subset groups Analysts in subset Num traces in 

subset 

Friedman p-

value 

Positive shifted analyst 

distributions 

16, 5, 8, 11, 12, 3, 10, 4 180 5.94*10^-36 

Negative shifted analyst 

distributions 

7, 1, 9, 14, 15, 6, 2 171 2.83*10^-43 

Subset 11 7, 16, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 3, 10, 6, 4 116 4.51*10^-76 

Subset 8 16, 5, 9, 11, 12, 3, 10, 6, 4 166 2.20*10^-34 

Subset 7 with 5 analysts 

used to calculate the 

“true” Parr 

16, 5, 11, 12, 3, 10, 6, 4  6.55*10^-31 

Subset 11 with “true” P-

wave arrival for traces 

with >5 hp Parrs 

16, 5, 1, 9, 11, 12, 3, 10, 6, 4 114 1.42*10^-73 

 

Boxplots of several of the analyst subsets tested using the Friedman statistical test to determine if 

the distributions are part of the same global distribution. The boxplots indicate the distributions 
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are equal but the Friedman statistical test rejects the null hypothesis. This is likely because the 

analyst distributions contain a large number of traces with narrow distributions so the Friedman 

statistical test is very sensitive.  

 

Figure D-3: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 16, 5, 8, 11, 12, 3, 10 and 

4. The overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 
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Figure D-4: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 7, 1, 9, 14, 15, 6 and 2. 

The overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 

 

 

Figure D-3: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 16, 5, 8, 11, 12, 3, 10 and 

4. The overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 
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Figure D-3: The boxplot for the diff_Parr distributions for analyst 16, 5, 8, 11, 12, 3, 10 and 

4. The overlapping boxplots indicate equal distributions and distribution medians. 
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Appendix E: Multiple Comparison Results 

The Kruskal-Wallis, 1-way ANOVA, the Friedman and 2-way ANOVA multiple comparison test 

results are shown in tables of the standard error and the paired comparison. The results were 

calculated using MATLAB and the “multcompare” function which uses the Friedman, Kruskal-

Wallis, or ANOVA “stats” result as the input value. Below is the standard error tables calculated 

for each of the multiple comparison statistical tests. 

 

Table E-1: The Kruskal-Wallis statistical test results from the multiple comparison test 

including the analyst median ranks and standard error values. 

analyst median rank std errors

7 8291.220791 152.2817

16 8915.093376 152.2817

5 10361.60764 152.2817

8 10753.0023 152.2817

1 7500.827507 152.2817

9 8075.150874 152.2817

11 9066.938362 152.2817

12 8534.115455 152.2817

3 9422.086017 152.2817

14 6713.24425 152.2817

10 9542.24195 152.2817

17 12069.99908 152.2817

15 6729.595676 152.2817

6 7618.369365 152.2817

4 8980.927783 152.2817

2 6569.579577 152.2817

Kruskal-Wallis handpicked P-wave 

multicompare m results
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Table E-2: The 1-way ANOVA statistical test results from the multiple comparison test 

including the analyst distribution mean and the standard error values. 

analyst mean std errors

7 0.0112801 0.001142

16 0.01547866 0.001142

5 0.00647375 0.001142

8 6.05E-05 0.001142

1 0.00056007 0.001142

9 0.00144201 0.001142

11 0.00128224 0.001142

12 0.00303615 0.001142

3 0.00168151 0.001142

14 0.00014241 0.001142

10 0.00293864 0.001142

17 0.0015869 0.001142

15 0.00119929 0.001142

6 0.00099506 0.001142

4 0.00260469 0.001142

2 0.00180954 0.001142

1-way ANOVE handpicked P-

wave multicompare m results

 

Table E-3: The Friedman statistical test results from the multiple comparison test including 

the analyst median ranks and standard error values. The two components are the analysts 

and the event magnitude. 

analyst median rank std errors

7 1472.982564 402.83604

16 1604.973846 402.83604

5 1866.85641 402.83604

8 1959.012821 402.83604

1 1341.401538 402.83604

9 1459.258462 402.83604

11 1614.373333 402.83604

12 1511.830256 402.83604

3 1682.791795 402.83604

14 1206.349231 402.83604

10 1711.349231 402.83604

17 2224.900513 402.83604

15 1182.101538 402.83604

6 1371.161538 402.83604

4 1589.350256 402.83604

2 1169.306667 402.83604

Friedman handpicked P-wave 

multicompare m results
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Table E-4: The 2-way ANOVA statistical test results from the multiple comparison test 

including the analyst median ranks and the standard error values. The two components are 

the analysts and the event magnitude. 

analyst mean std errors

7 0.012583627 0.001196

16 0.016181405 0.001196

5 0.005701747 0.001196

8 0.000100038 0.001196

1 0.000313029 0.001196

9 0.000467559 0.001196

11 0.001401918 0.001196

12 0.003189781 0.001196

3 0.001839354 0.001196

14 0.000324653 0.001196

10 0.002936619 0.001196

17 0.001708927 0.001196

15 0.001342773 0.001196

6 0.001147046 0.001196

4 0.002209781 0.001196

2 0.001583798 0.001196

2-way ANOVE handpicked P-

wave multicompare m results

 

 

The multiple comparison tests calculate the difference between two analyst distribution means or 

median ranks, and show the 95% confidence interval around the difference. If the 95% 

confidence interval contains 0.0 the analyst distribution difference values are not significantly 

different and both distributions are considered to be from the same global distribution. 

The Friedman multiple comparison results show all analyst pairs are from the same distribution. 

A portion of the Friedman multiple comparison paired comparison of the analyst mean ranks and 

the 95% confidence interval is shown in the table below. 

Table E-5: The multiple comparison Friedman median rank comparison results. 
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analyst analyst

1 2 -2083.79 -131.99128 1819.81142

1 3 -2345.68 -393.87385 1557.92886

1 4 -2437.83 -486.03026 1465.77245

1 5 -1820.22 131.581026 2083.38373

1 6 -1938.08 13.7241026 1965.52681

1 7 -2093.19 -141.39077 1810.41194

1 8 -1990.65 -38.847692 1912.95501

1 9 -2161.61 -209.80923 1741.99348

1 10 -1685.17 266.633333 2218.43604

1 11 -2190.17 -238.36667 1713.43604

1 12 -2703.72 -751.91795 1199.88476

1 13 -1660.92 290.881026 2242.68373

1 14 -1849.98 101.821026 2053.62373

1 15 -2068.17 -116.36769 1835.43501

1 16 -1648.13 303.675897 2255.4786

2 3 -2213.69 -261.88256 1689.92014

2 4 -2305.84 -354.03897 1597.76373

2 5 -1688.23 263.572308 2215.37501

2 6 -1806.09 145.715385 2097.51809

2 7 -1961.2 -9.3994872 1942.40322

2 8 -1858.66 93.1435897 2044.9463

2 9 -2029.62 -77.817949 1873.98476

2 10 -1553.18 398.624615 2350.42732

2 11 -2058.18 -106.37538 1845.42732

2 12 -2571.73 -619.92667 1331.87604

2 13 -1528.93 422.872308 2374.67501

2 14 -1717.99 233.812308 2185.61501

2 15 -1936.18 15.6235897 1967.4263

Friedman Multiple Comparison Results for 16 Analysts 

with handpicked P-wave arrivals.

median rank difference

 

The ANOVA multiple comparison results show all distribution pairs except analyst 7 and 16 have 

the same mean values. The ANOVA multiple comparison results also show analyst 7 and analyst 

16 have the same distribution mean value and that value is different from all other analyst 

distributions.  
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Table E-6: The multiple comparison results for the mean difference 2-way ANOVA median 

rank comparison results. 

analyst analyst

1 2 -0.00939 -0.0036 0.002195

1 3 0.001089 0.006882 0.012675

1 4 0.006691 0.012484 0.018277

1 5 0.006478 0.012271 0.018064

1 6 0.006323 0.012116 0.017909

1 7 0.005389 0.011182 0.016975

1 8 0.003601 0.009394 0.015187

1 9 0.004951 0.010744 0.016537

1 10 0.006466 0.012259 0.018052

1 11 0.003854 0.009647 0.01544

1 12 0.005082 0.010875 0.016668

1 13 0.005448 0.011241 0.017034

1 14 0.005644 0.011437 0.01723

1 15 0.004581 0.010374 0.016167

1 16 0.005207 0.011 0.016793

2 3 0.004687 0.01048 0.016273

2 4 0.010288 0.016081 0.021874

2 5 0.010075 0.015868 0.021661

2 6 0.009921 0.015714 0.021507

2 7 0.008987 0.014779 0.020572

2 8 0.007199 0.012992 0.018785

2 9 0.008549 0.014342 0.020135

2 10 0.010064 0.015857 0.02165

2 11 0.007452 0.013245 0.019038

2 12 0.00868 0.014472 0.020265

2 13 0.009046 0.014839 0.020632

2-way ANOVA Multiple Comparison Results for 16 

Analysts

mean difference

 

The mean ranks on the Kruskal-Wallis comparison plot are between rank 6000 and 12000 with a 

scattering of ranks across that range. The Kruskal-Wallis mean rank error bars are less than 1000 

ranks in length. The Friedman mean ranks are between 0 and 3500 and each rank has error bars of 

approximately 1500 ranks. The error bars on the Kruskal-Wallis plot are smaller than the error 

bars on the Friedman plot and the data range is much larger so the multiple comparison plots 
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clearly shows the difference between each analyst distribution. Each analyst error range shown on 

the Friedman multiple comparison plot is quite large compared to the data range so all analyst 

mean rank error bars are overlapping which can indicate all analyst distributions are related and 

taken from the same global distribution. Rank variance for the analysts is 402.8 using the 

Friedman statistical results this seems like a large variance which could explain the multiple 

comparison plots showing all analysts have comparable mean ranks but the Friedman p-value 

showing a large statistical difference between the analysts. 

 

 


